ALLEGANY COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
February 7, 2018

CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order at 9:13 a.m. by Chairman Curtis W.
Crandall
LEGISLATORS PRESENT: Chairman C. Crandall, G. Barnes, W. Dibble, D. Fanton (9:57
a.m.), B. Harris. S. Havey (10:02 a.m.), J. Ricci, P. Stockin (Absent: J. Burdick, P. Curran,
D. Decker, K. Graves, D. Healy, J. Hopkins, D. Root)
OTHERS PRESENT: T. Boyde, G. Green, R. Hollis, G. James, Y. Marks, M. McCormick, B.
Riehle, D. Scholes, A. Young

DEPARTMENTAL PRESENTATION AND TOURS:
Public Works Department
Public Works Superintendent Guy James introduced some key staff members from
his department: Dean Scholes, Deputy Public Works Superintendent; Yvonne Marks, Public
Works Fiscal Manager; and A.J. Young, General Supervisor, who is in charge of day-to-day
operations at our Friendship Shop. Mr. James indicated that Tom Windus, Engineer, is a
critical part of the department; however, he was not able to attend due to illness.
Superintendent James distributed binders to all Legislators that provided an overview
and touched on the complexity of the department. Mr. James stated that they may want to
schedule some follow-up meetings and site visits to look at bridges, the landfill, progress
upstairs, and various shops, etc.
Mr. James stated that they have a very diverse and complex department with over 33
specialized positions/job titles. The Public Works Department is the second largest County
department with 100 full-time employees, 8 part-time employees, and 19 seasonal
employees. Mr. James indicated that the seasonal employees are very important and vital
to their operation and free up full-time staff to work on other projects. Mr. James also briefly
talked about how other municipalities are an import part of their operation. Shared services
are not anything new; they’ve been doing it for years. Public Works employees report to at
least 17 different work locations all around the County, and their work place covers 1,034
square miles, which is equal to the size of Rhode Island. It takes 1.5 hours to cross the
County diagonally on clear roads.
The Public Works Department is comprised of several different divisions –
Administration, Buildings & Grounds, Engineering, Highway, and Solid Waste. The 2018
County Budget is $118.6 million, and Public Works’ portion is over $17.3 million (14.8%) of
the County operating budget, and these figures do not include our capital projects which
total another $7.7 million. Mr. James indicated that his Administration and Engineering staff
are the hub and spokes that provide support, guidance, and assistance to the other
divisions. The Buildings & Grounds Division performs the maintenance and upkeep of our
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County buildings and facilities. Mr. James noted that there are at least 27 different facilities
as well as 18 tower sites.
Our Solid Waste System used to take in approximately 24,000 tons of garbage
annually (90 tons/day).
After the Landfill closed in March of 2017, we handled
approximately 8,300 tons in 9 months at our Transfer Stations, and that garbage was
hauled to either Steuben County in Bath for $26/ton or Casella’s Hyland Waste Facility in
Angelica at $37.05/ton. Mr. James stated that although Casella charges $11 more a ton,
travel plays a big part, and sometimes it’s more economical to take our garbage there. The
Solid Waste System recycled over 1,575 tons of recyclables in 2017, and we hauled
approximately 3.6 million gallons of leachate in 2017 at $.025/gallon, costing us
approximately $90,000/year.
The Highway Division represents Public Works’ largest division. We have 345.76
centerline miles of County Highway (all paved 20’-24’ wide), and 691.48 edge-line miles.
Mr. James indicated that they plan to hot mix pave approximately 33 centerline miles of
County highways (9.5%) with CHIPS (Consolidated Highway Improvement Program)
funding, and they plan to surface treat another 32 centerline miles (9.3%) with oil and stone
which is funded locally in 2018. Although these are both great programs, 81.2 percent of
our highways are not getting resurfaced this year. Mr. James stated that it costs $100,000
to $120,000 per centerline mile to pave a road with 1.5” of blacktop, and it costs $17,000 to
$19,000 per centerline mile to oil and stone a road. Their goal is to pave a road with at least
1.5 of hot mix asphalt and then six to eight years later, surface treat it with oil and stone,
and then re-pave it again with hot mix asphalt ten to fifteen years later. Because of this
procedure, Allegany County has some of the best county roads in New York State. Every
County highway gets centerline striped annually and edge-lines are done with the remaining
funds based on traffic volumes. Public Works budgeted $200,000 for striping in 2018.
Allegany County has 122 bridges (>20’), 181 town bridges, and 2,172 culverts (<20’),
and 4,400 County road signs. There are also 108 State-owned bridges for a total of 411
bridges in Allegany County. Mr. James mentioned that he also has a separate bridge
presentation. Mr. James stated that they keep track of over 50 different statistics for each
bridge, and some of those categories include: the year the structure was built, size and
dimensions, skew geometry, contractor, painting schedules, drainage area, deck supplier,
timber species, treatment types, pavement membranes, cost, etc. We plan to design and
build six bridges or culverts in 2018 with our own workforce in the towns of Amity, Birdsall,
Centerville, Cuba, Genesee, and Hume. Mr. James mentioned that the Hume and
Centerville projects are getting recycled Tappan Zee Bridge Panels. Since 1988, we have
built 166 new bridges and rehabilitated another 102 totaling 218 of our 303 bridges, or 72%
in the last 30 years. Some of the bigger projects exceeded what our crews can handle and
thirty-three (15%) were done by outside contractors, while 185 (85%) were done in-house.
In the past five years, we have painted 185 (61%) of our 303 bridges. Allegany County
ranks third in New York State with the lowest percent deficient rating at 15.46 percent, and
we also rank third in highest overall condition rating with a score of 5.837 on a scale from
one to seven. Our program is near the top in the state and is a result of a long-time
commitment by many people. Legislator Brooke Harris asked Mr. James to explain how the
bridge program works, and Mr. James provided an overview noting that towns not selected
in a given year are encouraged to apply again. Legislator Gary Barnes asked how deficient
a bridge has to be before the weight limit is reduced. Mr. James explained that a degree of
conservatism is built in, but when a rating goes below five on a scale from one to seven, the
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structure is determined to be deficient. Each structure is evaluated individually, and it is the
NYS Department of Transportation (NYS DOT) that makes those determinations and any
weight limit reductions.
Mr. James indicated that he believes we need to improve on our equipment
purchases. Although Public Works plans to purchase some new equipment in 2018 (two
new 10-wheelers, two new small dump trucks, a fork lift, and four fleet pickups), Mr. James
asserted that we need to start budgeting more money for equipment purchase in the future
as our fleet is rapidly aging, and our Solid Waste System demands have changed with the
closure of the Landfill. We are currently budgeting less for equipment than we did 10-15
years ago. Within the next few years, we will need a new bridge crane at over $1 million
and a new under bridge inspection unit at $800,000. We should also look at lease
agreements for big trucks and equipment.
Mr. James mentioned how purchases are
handled in a few other counties.
Superintendent James also mentioned that our building facilities will need upgrades
in the near future. The Public Safety Facility deteriorates much faster than the other offices
due to it being a 24/7/365 operation. Legislator William Dibble asked about the condition of
the garage by the Tronetti house.
Mr. James stated that he believes that our Public Works Department should run like a
business, not like a government! He expects production and efficiency as we are all
taxpayers. Mr. James declared that our dedicated staff take pride in all of the work they do
for the taxpayers, and they are all constantly trying to sell people on our County, and the
Public Works Department does receive a lot of compliments. Mr. James stated that his door
is always open, and he encouraged Board members to come to his office at any time to
discuss any questions or concerns they may have.

Weights and Measures
Gilbert Green, Director of the Weights and Measures Department introduced himself,
noting that he has been in the positon for almost 15 years. Mr. Green stated that he is
currently the Secretary of the NYS Weights and Measures Association as well as a past
President. Mr. Green briefly explained his qualifications, noting that he graduated from
Alfred State College in December 2000 with a degree in Mechanical Design Engineering.
Mr. Green talked about some of his outside interests and positions indicating that all of
these activities have helped with his job because he has learned to make quick, accurate
decisions and interact with a wide variety of backgrounds, proficiency, and knowledge.
Mr. Green operates with an annual budget of approximately $78,000. Some of the
services provided by the department include the following:
1. Check all commercial equipment in the County for accuracy:
a. Fuel pumps
b. Fuel pumps for octane/cetane levels
c. Store scales
d. Truck scales
e. Fuel oil trucks
f. Pharmacy scales
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g. Timing devices
h. Bulk tanks
i. Any other device that weighs or measures items for public sale
2. Randomly check commodities for package accuracy
3. Randomly check commodities and scanners for pricing accuracy
Mr. Green explained various measuring devices and distributed a sheet listing
different types of establishments and how many establishments can be found in each
jurisdiction as well as how many times each is inspected. Legislator Gary Barnes asked if
Mr. Green had the equipment he needed, and Mr. Green indicated that he did, noting that
counties will sometimes share specialized measuring equipment when needed. Legislator
John Ricci asked if Mr. Green checks octane levels, and Mr. Green indicated that he checks
them all once a year. Chairman Crandall noted that Weights & Measures is a mandated
program.

Board of Elections
Board of Elections Commissioners Richard “Rick” Hollis and Michael McCormick
greeted Board members as they arrived at the offices located at 6 Schuyler Street in
Belmont. Mr. Hollis and Mr. McCormick provided a tour of their facility, and the fire-proof
safe was pointed out. The process for handling voter registration files was discussed.
Record storage was discussed as well as how long certain election records need to be
saved. They discussed how records are purged and how others are scanned and saved. A
monthly conference call is held with the NYS Board of Elections for direction and
discussions on operations. They left the facility at 6 Schuyler Street, and proceeded to the
machine storage facility on Court Street. The Commissioners explained why the County is
now storing the machines, and machine replacement and costs associated with replacing
the machines were discussed. Space needs and facilities were discussed, and County
Administrator Boyde mentioned that there is a plan to ensure compliance.

ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting was
adjourned on a motion by Legislator Havey, seconded by Legislator Dibble, and carried at
approximately 11:00 a.m. so that the regular standing committee meetings could be held.

Respectfully submitted,
Brenda Rigby Riehle, Clerk of the Board
Allegany County Board of Legislators

ALLEGANY COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
February 8, 2018

CALL TO ORDER:
Crandall

The meeting was called to order at noon by Chairman Curtis W.

LEGISLATORS PRESENT: Chairman C. Crandall, G. Barnes, J. Burdick, P. Curran, D.,
Decker, W. Dibble, S. Havey, D. Healy, J. Hopkins, J. Ricci, P. Stockin (Absent: D.
Fanton, K. Graves, B. Harris, D. Root)
OTHERS PRESENT: L. Ballengee, B. Barnes, N. Biedakiewicz, T. Boyde, K. Dirlam, g.
Hanchett, L. Hennessy, J. Luckey, T. Moore, D. Rahr, B. Riehle, J. Schultz, T. Shaw,
L. Smith, M. Thornton, B. VanHousen

DEPARTMENTAL PRESENTATIONS AND TOURS:
Health Department
Public Health Director Lori Ballengee introduced the following Health Department
employees:
Nicolas Biedakiewicz, Emergency Preparedness Coordinator/PH Technician
Laurie Hennessy, Director of Patient Services
Theresa Moore, Supervising Public Health Educator
David C. Rahr, Accountant
Tyler J. Shaw, Director of Environmental Health
Joshua J. Schultz, Director of Children’s Services
Lauri J. Smith, WIC Program Coordinator
Madelyn Thornton, Cancer Services Coordinator
Mrs. Ballengee noted that she has been the Public Health Director for 11 years, and
she was also the WIC Coordinator for 20 years before she became the Public Health
Director. Mrs. Ballengee provided an overview of the Coroner/Medical Examiner Program,
noting that they used to receive Article 6 reimbursement for the Coroners/Medical
Examiners, but that funding stopped in 2009, and it is now financed 100 percent with
County tax dollars. It is a mandated program, and their annual budget is approximately
$98,700. They have tried to cut expenses wherever they can. Having the Health
Department buy the body bags has been a substantial savings, and the contract with the
Olean General Hospital for autopsies has also saved quite a bit. We’ve had a contract with
Monroe County, and their rates have really gone up as their autopsies cost approximately
$2,800 compared with $1,600 at Olean General. Olean General Hospital does not do
forensic autopsies, and law enforcement officials can determine if an autopsy needs to be
done in Monroe County. Mrs. Ballengee stated that 106 Coroner cases were handled in
2017.
Environmental Health Director Tyler Shaw has been working for Allegany County for
the last seven years. Mr. Shaw stated that the Environmental Health Division employs
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seven people – one Director, four Public Health Sanitarians, and two Pubic Health
Technicians. Mr. Shaw stated that Environmental Health Division services are aimed at
preserving and protecting the health of Allegany County residents by preventing injuries,
illnesses, and deaths that could be caused by or associated with environmental factors.
The Environmental Health Division is responsible for inspection, permitting,
incident/complaint investigations, and when necessary, enforcement of New York Public
Health Law, the New York State Sanitary Code, and the Allegany County Sanitary Code at
regulated facilities operating within the County. Regulated facilities include, but are not
limited to: agricultural/fairgrounds, bathing beaches, children’s camps, food service
establishments, mobile home parks, mobile and temporary food service, catering
operations, mass gatherings, public water supplies, campgrounds and RV parks, swimming
pools, tattoo/body piercing shops, temporary residences such as hotels and motels, vending
food machines, cooling towers, tanning booths/beds, aquatic spray grounds, bottled water
plants, migrant farmworker housing, etc. Mr. Shaw indicated that the Environmental Health
Division is also responsible for a wide range of additional activities including animal bite
investigations/rabies control, chemical spill response, foodborne/waterborne disease
investigations, residential environmental lead investigations and assessment, environmental
health emergency preparedness and response, indoor air quality complaints, public health
nuisance complaint investigations, private water supply technical assistance, realty
subdivision review and approval, tobacco control, Clean Indoor Air Act investigations and
compliance checks, sanitary loan surveys, septic system design and approval, West Nile
and Zika virus monitoring and control, drowning and non-fatal drowning investigations, lead
in school drinking water assistance, and enforcement activities for all Environmental Health
Programs.
County Administrator Tim Boyde asked about the County’s policies regarding sewer
system designs and whether or not it slows down development. Mr. Shaw stated that
commercial facilities can be a complex process, and they usually have to use a design
engineer, and the more layers you add, the longer the process takes. For regular
homeowners, Health Department employees can usually do the design in their office, and
they can sometimes be approved as quickly as two days.
Cancer Services Coordinator Madelyn Thornton has worked for the Cancer Services
Program of Allegany and Cattaraugus Counties for nine years. Ms. Thornton explained that
they are a grant program and provide screenings for a variety of cancers including breast,
colorectal, and cervical for eligible, uninsured, and underinsured women and men. Ms.
Thornton mentioned some other funding programs such as the Komen grant that provides
gas cards and co-pay assistance to those that may have insurance. Ms. Thornton indicated
that they also administer donated funds from various groups that help provide gas cards
and co-pay assistance for those that don’t fall under the regular programs or Komen Grant.
Director of Children’s Services Joshua Schultz has been working for the County for
approximately five years. Mr. Schultz stated that we are mandated to provide the Early
Intervention Program, and it provides screenings and services to children under the age of
three with a confirmed eligible diagnosis or an eligible development delay. In 2017, we
performed 72 evaluations for 249 children, and 5,229 services were provided. Private
insurance reimbursement is less than 3 percent; however, the program is financed with
state aid, Medicaid, and fees. The Special Education PHC Program provides evaluations
and individually planned instructional services to eligible children between the ages of 3 and
5 who have a disability that affects their learning such as hearing loss, diabetes, speech
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problems, etc. In 2017, we provided over 400 evaluations for 195 children, and 22,230
services were provided. The annual budget for this program exceeds $1.5 million; however,
we do receive state aid reimbursement at the rate of 59.5 percent. Discussions continue on
whether this program should fall under Public Health or become a school district
responsibility.
The Physically Handicapped Children’s Program provides financial
assistance for medical care to children, birth to age 21, who have or are suspected of
having a disabling condition or serious chronic condition.
Human Services Committee Chair Judy Hopkins asked about Health Homes and how
it might impact Allegany County. Mr. Schultz stated in order to be eligible for Health Homes,
the individual must have two serious illnesses. Health Homes were created under the
Affordable Care Act of 2010 and established a mechanism to coordinate care for people
with Medicaid who have chronic conditions. It’s a centralized medical care model where
one service provider will be responsible for the total health care of the individual. Allegany
County currently contracts with Hillside out of Cuba to provide a coordinator for children that
would be eligible.
Director of Patient Services Laurie Hennessy has been with the County for 30 years
and plans to retire in June. Mrs. Hennessy touched on the medical and clinical programs
that the County offers, noting that they are all about prevention – preventing illness,
disease, heartache, and economic hardship. Mrs. Hennessy stated that our Family
Planning Clinics provide cancer screenings, contraception, education, STD testing and
treatment, physicals, women’s wellness exams, as well as pregnancy testing. Clinics are
held in Alfred, Wellsville, and Belmont. Our Immunization Clinics are for children and adults,
and we provide all vaccines with the exception of travel vaccines such as malaria, typhoid,
etc. In addition to education, individualized assessments are provided. Mrs. Hennessy
stated that our Lead Poisoning Prevention Program provides lead testing for children ages
one to six years, and the Public Health Law states that everyone should be tested for lead
when they are one and two years of age. We provide education, screening, case
management, and primary prevention services through the Lead Program. Mrs. Hennessy
indicated that current regulations state a lead test exceeding 10 or greater warrants a public
health response although any level of lead exposure can be unsafe for children, and she
believes they will be lowering the level that will require intervention. Legislator John Rici
asked how often kids are exposed to lead, and Mrs. Hennessy indicated that they see it all
the time. Quite often the lead exposure is coming from old paint. Mrs. Hennessy indicated
that they have a machine that can test the lead in homes, and lead can be present in the air;
they don’t just have to eat paint chips. Mrs. Hennessy stated that she receives a
communicable disease report every day that she reviews to make sure the public is not at
risk. The Health Department also oversees a Tuberculous Program, and we see an active
TB patient about once every three years. TB treatment is very labor intensive. Mrs.
Hennessy also noted that they are going to start doing DOT (Department of Transportation)
physicals.
Supervising Public Health Educator Theresa Moore has been with the County for 27
years this March. Mrs. Moore oversees two Educators who provide the educational
component of the programs the Health Department offers. Mrs. Moore is also the Public
Information Officer and ensures that accurate, timely information is released during a public
health emergency. Mrs. Moore noted that she was directly involved with the creation of the
County’s Community Health Assessment and Community Health Improvement Program.
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WIC (Women, Infant, and Children) Program Coordinator Lauri Smith has been with
the County for 17 years. Ms. Smith explained that WIC is a federally funded supplemental
food program that provides low and moderate income families with healthy foods, nutrition
education, and breastfeeding support. WIC is known to be one of the most cost effective
nutritional programs out there. The WIC staff consists of eight employees – two Registered
Nurses who are Internationally Board Certified Lactation Consultants (IBCLC), two
Nutritionists (BS in Nutrition), two Nutrition Support Staff, and two part-time Peer
Counselors. Ms. Smith briefly explained eligibility requirements and stated that the mission
of WIC is to increase the potential of healthy pregnancies, healthy birth outcomes, healthy
growth and development for women, infants, and children up to age 5 who are at nutrition
risk by providing nutritious foods to supplement diets, information and education on healthy
eating, and referrals to health care providers and critical social services. Ms. Smith stated
they are a gateway program and provide quite a few referrals and have a lot of partners in
the community. Unlike some programs, all WIC foods must meet USDA requirements for
high fiber, low fat, low sodium, low sugar, and encourage fruit and vegetable consumption.
They provide a tremendous amount of education. They have a special Breastfeeding
Program and believe that breastmilk is the optimal form of nutrition for infants. Ms. Smith
stated that in addition to the nutritional advantages of breastfeeding, there are many others.
Breastfeeding saves $1,200 to $1,500 on infant formula costs in the first year, noting that if
90 percent of women were to breastfeed exclusively for six months, the USA would save
$13 billion and prevent 1,000 infant deaths per year. WIC also supports local economic
development with WIC clients in Allegany County receiving over $1.3 million in 2017. In
addition, clients received another $12,360 to spend at local farmers’ markets across the
County. Legislator Dwight “Mike” Healy asked where most of the WIC clientele are from,
and Ms. Smith indicated that they have clinics across the County, but the majority are from
Wellsville. Yesterday they looked at a County map to see where unmet needs are, and they
plan to look into that more. Legislator Healy asked if there are any statistics on long-term
data, and Ms. Smith noted that there has been a drop in obesity. Ms. Smith also noted that
WIC reduces the likelihood of some very costly healthcare issues like pre-term births and
low birthweight babies.
Accountant David Rahr has been with the County for six years. Mr. Rahr distributed
a summary listing the Health Department programs that are eligible for Article 6 (State Aid
for Public Health Services) funding and those that are ineligible. Programs that are eligible
include: Public Health (A4010), Family Planning (A4035), Lead (A4037), Rabies (A4043),
Water Quality Management (A4050), Tobacco Awareness (A4051), Children with Special
Health Care Needs (A4054), Immunization (A4056), TB (A4070), Bio-Terrorism
Preparedness (A4189), and WIC (A4190). Mr. Rahr stated that those eligible programs are
generating approximately $2 million in revenue and are costing the County very little to
operate. Our Pre-School Program (A2960) is our most expensive program, and it is a
mandated program so there is very little we can do. Mr. Rahr said it can be very confusing
when you are looking at the Health Department budget, noting that if you look at our Cancer
Services Program (A4074), it looks like the revenues exceed expenses, but that is because
all of the salaries for that program are actually listed under A4010.
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Planning/Development/Tourism
Planning
Director of Planning Kier Dirlam distributed and discussed the Planning,
Development, and Tourism organizational chart. In addition to the Director position, his
office consists of Planning & Development Specialist Michelle Denhoff and Confidential
Secretary Cathleen Whitfield. Mr. Dirlam indicated that some recent projects his office has
been working on include an update of the County Hazard Mitigation Plan, Local Update of
Census Addressing (LUCA) in preparation for the 2020 Census, Crossroads Development
Project at Exit 30, better access to the Genesee River and the Blueway Trail through the
Genesee River Wilds, Open Space Inventory, broadband expansion, business
development, IDA projects, and Start-Up NY assistance. Mr. Dirlam stated that the
Planning Department is the technical backup for Tourism and Development, and that they
are the data center for information. Mr. Dirlam noted that they have about 200 GIS layers
and work with the Real Property Tax Office, Public Works Department, and Office of
Emergency Services. Mr. Dirlam mentioned the Comprehensive Plan and that they had
won two awards. It is a living document, and they are constantly reviewing updates, and
they intend to officially update it every couple of years. Mr. Dirlam also highlighted the
following Planning/Development/Tourism activity from 2017:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The new website was built and went live at the beginning of the year.
The annual travel and outdoor guide was completed.
In March, the Young Professionals Group was created.
The Town and Village of Wellsville completed the approval of their
Comprehensive Plan.
5. Alfred University Southern Tier Business Center at Alfred University South Hall
was funded.
6. The Village of Wellsville received monies for the Burroughs building and found a
developer.
7. Worked with KHEOPS to assist towns and villages on CFA grant application and
projects such as the County Broadband oversight.
8. The Village of Andover Wastewater Treatment Facility Study was funded.
9. The Village of Bolivar pool improvements were funded.
10. The Village of Canaseraga Wastewater Collection Treatment System
improvements were funded.
11. The office continued working with the Allegany County Landbank and will receive
over $500,000 from New York State.
12. The Landbank acquired two properties in Wellsville.
13. Allegany County officially adopted a new logo and letterhead branding for all
County departments.
14. The office continued working on bringing water service from Friendship to the
Crossroads – Truck Stop area working with LaBella Engineers, Municipal
Solutions, Hodgson Russ, IOC Services, and the Town of Friendship.
15. Mr. Dirlam represented the County at the STW Local Government Conference in
Houghton in May.
16. The approved Strategic Plan for Development was implemented.
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17. The development of additional marketing profiles and additional marketing pieces
was completed.
18. The Genesee River Wilds opened the Riverside Campground River access Site in
May.
19. We attended the Select USA Summit in Washington, DC, to meet with
international business owners and representatives in June.
20. The Allegany County Industrial Development Agency announced the selection of
Developers for the Crossroads Site at the Truck Stop site and adjacent property in
August.
21. Alfred State announced numerous successful grant applications for the BDCC
(Biorefinery) during the year.
22. The review and update of the County Hazard Mitigation Plan with TetraTec was
completed, and we are waiting for NYS and FEMA approvals.
23. We completed the installation on the broadband network for Allegany County with
CONXX and the 911 Project, and over 11,000 addresses were served.
24. Allegany County Telecommunications Development Corporation made
agreements with WinWin Wireless and Tel-Star to provide service.
25. The Allegany County Planning Board provided training for towns and villages on
records management and updating laws in October.
26. Alfred State College Architectural Studies students put together a plan for
redeveloping Canaseraga.
27. The IDA took ownership of the GE/Lufkin Building.
28. The Park and Ride was completed at the Crossroads Center after seven(+) years
of planning.

Tourism
Greater Allegany County Chamber of Commerce Executive Director Gretchen
Hanchett has a contract with the County to provide tourism services. Mrs. Hanchett briefly
described how the I Love NY funds work, noting that all of the guidelines are not clear and
much of the marketing has to be outside of the County, and it cannot be limited to a single
attraction, business, or event. The County provides an additional $20,000 to cover some
things the matching funds won’t cover. Mrs. Hanchett indicated that they are working on an
antiques map. They also do the travel guides and brochures, and they attend a lot of fairs
and trade shows. They are putting together an Amish trail, and they have also been
working on the Watchful Wildlife Program. Mrs. Hanchett stated they will be working on
digital marketing. They want to develop a “We are Allegany County” campaign, and they
are working on a marketing plan to move forward as one voice. They continue to build
destinations and have been promoting day trips in a County video program entitled, “All in a
Day’s Drive.” The Tourism Office manages the calendar of events, and they market
destinations and businesses. They have been working with several counties on a full
Genesee River map. They also played a supportive role in History Awareness week. Mrs.
Hanchett stated that the NYS Tourism Impact report revealed that between 2011 and 2016,
traveler spending in Allegany County has increased over $10 million. In 2016, tourism
spending was over $64 million. Traveler spending for lodging was $2,180,00, recreation
was $1,322,00, food and beverage was $11,822,000, retail and service stations were
$4,573,000, transportation was $433,000, and over $44 million was attributed to second
homes. Allegany is number one in traveler spending of the Chautauqua-CattaraugusAllegany County triangle when it comes to traveler spending on second homes. Legislator
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Gary Barnes asked if the majority of the second homes are on the lakes, and Mrs. Hanchett
indicated that the largest financial impact is from there, but we also have a lot of camps.
Mrs. Hanchett ended by saying that they will continue to preach and share good news about
Allegany County, and we are all ambassadors. Legislator Gary Barnes asked about the
many NYS signs that are on I-86 that do not meet NYS DOT regulations, and Mrs. Hanchett
indicated that the State will be required to remove them by the end of June. Legislator
David Decker asked where Mrs. Hanchett obtains her figures, and Mrs. Hanchett indicated
that New York States comes up with those figures, and they use the same formulas across
the state. It was noted that for every dollar the County spends on tourism, there is a return
of $458, when is a pretty good return on investment. Tourism is a $105 billion industry in
New York State. Legislator Judy Hopkins asked what percent of Mrs. Hanchett’s time is
spent on tourism and Mrs. Hanchett indicated about 90 percent.

Development
Allegany County Economic and Industrial Development Agency Executive Director
Craig Clark stated the County has been contracting with Alfred State College for
development services for about two years, and it’s been a good blend with the college. Dr.
Clark gave a brief history of how his relationship with the County began, noting that he was
the Dean of the Wellsville Campus of Alfred State College for about 20 years. Dr. Clark
asserted that Alfred State College President Dr. Irby “Skip” Sullivan is an economic
powerhouse and visionary and has been very supportive of the relationship. Dr. Clark
asked if there were any questions regarding any of the current projects. Legislator David
Decker asked if the proposed 84-bed hotel for the Crossroads area is large enough, and Dr.
Clark stated that the initial proposal did not show all of the bigger picture. The goal is to
have more than one hotel. They plan to start small, and once you have one, more are
encouraged to come when they are successful. Legislator Judy Hopkins stated that the
investors have made it very clear that they are very committed to make this project a
success; however, they want to show a profit before they invest too much. Dr. Clark
provided a brief overview of the Biorefinery Development and Commercialization Center
(BDCC) project at the proposed Almond Ecological Industrial Park, noting that it is a
strategic initiative of Alfred State College building on Alfred’s heritage of supporting the
manufacturing industry. The center will be a research, commercialization, and project
development resource for businesses and research institutions statewide and nationally.
Dr. Clark explained that the BDCC utilizes a unique Applied Biorefinery Sciences (ABS)
patented hot water extraction (HWE) biorefining process that separates chemical assets
from woody fiber, transforming them into market-ready bio products such as moisture
resistant wood pellets, food additives, biofuels, lignin, and furfural. Products developed at
the BDCC will displace imports that are currently manufactured using noxious processes.
The HWE extraction process is safe and clean. The BDCC is a three to four ton prototype
facility that will scale up and prove the commercialization viability of marketable bioproducts
through continuous HWE processing. Dr. Clark stated they need to prove their processes
work before expanding further, but there is huge potential, and once operational, private
sector partners will develop a full-scale 700-ton a day biorefinery. Governor Cuomo just
announced that they will be getting $6 million toward this project, and the initial investment
was $150,000. Legislator Judy Hopkins asked about the timeline for this project, and Dr.
Clark stated approximately 18 months once the funds are received so probably a good two
years. Emergency Management and Fire Director Jeff Luckey stated that this is a great
opportunity to get rid of the scrub wood and save our hardwoods. Legislator William Dibble
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mentioned that timber management plans were mentioned at the recent NYSAC (New York
State Association of Counties).

ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting was
adjourned at approximately 2:00 p.m. so the meeting could be reconvened in a Committee
of the Whole meeting for Legislators and Departments Heads that was scheduled as a
follow up to the Roundtable 2021 that was held back in November.

Respectfully submitted,
Brenda Rigby Riehle, Clerk of the Board
Allegany County Board of Legislators

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE MEETING
February 8, 2018
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Jodi Adams, Assistant to the County Administrator
Media
No members of the media were present.
Call to Order:
The meeting was called to order at 2:00 p.m. by Chairman Crandall. He welcomed members and stated the
purpose for the meeting is to continue brainstorming a list of goals from the previous meeting held at Lake
Lodge in Alfred, NY, on November 29, 2017. Based on the feedback he received, that meeting was a success.
People in attendance stated it was helpful, and the meeting was well attended.
Chairman Crandall noted it is also an opportunity to bring the legislators and department heads together and
focus on goals for the future to improve government operations.
The minutes from the prior meeting were discussed. Chairman Crandall mentioned the chart illustrates the wealth
of experience the County has at the department head level. It also shows a good blend of new members to
county government. The department heads that didn’t attend the previous meeting were introduced to the group.
Chairman Crandall reviewed the list of potential goals and ideas that were discussed at the prior meeting and
he noted progress has already been made toward accomplishing or addressing goals. These included:









Eroding property values in Allegany County (vacant properties)
o The Allegany County Land Bank is working in collaboration with the Allegany County Treasurer’s
Office to address this.
County Administrator Tim Boyde shared that the County has a new records storage system. Additionally,
space needs will be addressed with the third floor renovation. He voiced his concern that staff need to
remain diligent in efforts to reduce records retention to the extent possible with shredding schedules and
monitoring. Contingency funds were used for the project. To the extent possible space is being shared
by multiple departments within the storage compartments. The system will provide the County with 3-6
more years of records retention space. Mr. Boyde remarked this is a major improvement to the existing
system.
Communication with Memorandums of Explanation and Memorandums of Understanding (MOE/MOUs)
are being addressed at the department head meetings including refining the process and revising forms
as appropriate.
The County’s Personnel Department is working to develop staff trainings (mandatory and other trainings
such as leadership and supervisory training etc.).
County Treasurer Terri Ross recently prepared a report and gave a departmental budget review for
legislators at the recommendation of Legislator Brooke Harris. The review provided legislators with a
priority list of projects by year, and the estimated cost of each project to assist in understanding and
transparency for capital projects budget forecasting. Participants agreed this was very helpful and would
like to see this continue. Chairman Crandall noted that budgeting for capital projects is extremely
important especially for departments like Public Works that have high costs associated with projects
including road and bridge repairs and heavy equipment. Chairman Crandall stated it is important to have
a plan, but strategically items will need to be prioritized according to spending. He noted some priorities
may get pushed back to a later date due to a lack of funding and competing priorities.
The Planning Department is recruiting a full time position for marketing, outreach, and positive
messaging, writing press releases, utilizing a variety of media outlets, and a central position for positive
news. Chairman Crandall noted recent efforts have resulted in positive promotion of Allegany County.
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We need to continue to focus on positive news as ambassadors. This is extremely important with
supporting economic development.
Recent economic development includes the Crossroads Development and building a hotel and
restaurant.
It was mentioned that we continue to improve the communication with representatives from the media at
committee meetings by soliciting questions and opening the dialogue for discussion. This helps to build
credibility and promote accurate information in the media.

Legislator Graves asked the Chairman to clarify the purpose of the list of ideas and goals. Chairman Crandall
stated the list is comprised of ideas and goals that will be boiled down to define the goals for the next four years.
Legislator Graves recommended using an action-oriented, goal-focused plan to assist with monitoring and
accountability. Discussion followed concerning existing accountability systems and committee reporting
structures. Mr. Boyde explained the reporting and accountability systems that are currently in place.
Brainstorming for Potential Action Plan Items for 2018-2021
Curt asked participants to share ideas for improvements for 2018-2021. The following items were mentioned for
consideration:


















Continue to recognize representatives from the media at meetings and provide opportunities for
questions and answers
Increase Allegany County Fair coverage (Olean Times Herald)
Press releases
Promote positive aspects and make positive comments at meetings
1:1 communication with editorial board
Seek to address the lack of adequate media coverage and staffing for Allegany County (Olean Times
Herald and the Buffalo News)
Caucus provide talking points
Utilize other media sources – print, Facebook, Twitter and other social media outlets
Build upon existing social media outlets currently used by the Health Department, EMS, Economic
Development, and Tourism
It was noted that Board of Elections’ goals concerning space, safety and security, and equipment still
need to be addressed.
Public Information Officer
o Facebook, Website, Press Releases, Grant Writing
o NYSAC funded by state dollars with contributions from multiple departments
o Office for the Aging / Public Works Newsletters
o Shared Services
o Grant writer
Comprehensive Plan updates
Correct tax exemptions, proper assessments
o County-wide assessments
GIS/911 addressing problems (position/system), correct system as soon as possible
o County-wide enumeration system
o Parcel data
o CAD, planning, tax assessment
o A system to manage the tax exemptions county-wide and ensure that the properties that should
be on the tax roll are in fact on the tax rolls.
Compatible Document Management System
o Works with existing systems and meets department needs
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Encryption system emails
o Human Resources/Elections
o Personal Identification Information (PII)
o Federal grants funding for cyber security
911 Operation
o Stand-alone operation or umbrella
Reduce sales tax
Continue to reduce property tax
Decrease size of legislature
Term limits for legislature
Avoid duplication of services
Discussion with outside law enforcement agencies
Facilitate town / village merger explorations (elections)
Medicaid takeover resolution
Employee Recognition
o By department, longevity recognition, professional affiliations and leadership roles with
organizational memberships / professional networks
Community College (physically located in Allegany County)
Machinist program at the Belmont BOCES Center
Standard work hours/dept.
o Recommended work hours
o Job duties
o Business hours
o NYS mandates certain departments (Board of Legislators, County Clerk’s Office and County
Treasurer’s Office) operate according to the court systems hours
o Consider evening/weekend hours to accommodate customers
Board Rules be reviewed to accommodate committees
Expanded audit report
County-wide sewer and water authority (PIO)
Facilitate grant writing
Legislative calendar of meetings consider breaks in meeting schedule
Timely union contracts
Competitive wages
Employee morale
IT help desk, technical support, software training
o Connection with higher education, local colleges, universities and vocational training centers
County-wide Narcan training and continued education to fight the opioid epidemic
County-wide sewer and water authority
Fair and competitive wages for employees and timely passing of union contracts

Rick Hollis mentioned that we cannot consolidate election districts by law. There are ways to merge town and
village elections.
Chairman Crandall noted that mandated services, Medicaid more specifically, costs the County $10 Million
annually. Legislator Bill Dibble recommended pre-filing resolutions through NYSAC to ensure Allegany County
and other counties in NYS don’t end up with additional costs due to Obamacare and states passing along
associated costs to counties.
New Business
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Legislator Graves recommended developing a follow-up, action plan and punch list for goals going forward. He
stated this would promote transparency, accountability for monitoring and tracking, and a timeline for achieving
goals. He stated it is a goal oriented approach. He stated this framework will ensure nothing slides by the board
and that things get done.
Discussion followed concerning the Priority List of Projects List 5/2017 and 6/2017. Chairman Crandall noted
that some of the projects on the list will take more time to complete than others. Some projects may span over
multiple years to complete. We need to keep this in mind when evaluating lists. County Treasurer Terri Ross and
County Administrator Tim Boyde summarized the list of projects. Many projects included in the list have been
accomplished or are currently in the process of being completed including:













Closing the Landfill
The Tronetti House Demolition
Space- Third Floor Renovation Project
Space- Records retention schedule and new storage equipment
Septic System at the Jail
Friendship DPW Shop Roof Repaired
County Clerk’s Office Renovation
Broadband Project
Enterprise Vehicle Lease Program
Bridge Replacement Capital Projects Schedule
911- CAD Software
Crossroads Economic Development

Discussion followed concerning the existing report structure and responsibility for task completion and reporting.
Legislator Janice Burdick informed the group that Congressman Tom Reed plans to attend a meeting in Almond
at the Town Hall on February 24 at 8:30 a.m.
Next Steps
Chairman Crandall informed members that next steps include boiling this list down and determining priorities
and goals for the next four years. He remarked that ideas need a majority rule to be carried forward. That is how
our government operates and if an idea doesn’t get the needed support, it isn’t going forward.
Chairman Crandall stated he is interested in feedback on this process and encouraged attendees to let him know
their thoughts.
It was mentioned that the Legislators Clambake which has been held annually for numerous years will need to
change in order for it to be cost effective. Brenda Rigby Riehle stated her staff spends a significant amount of
time planning the event and the return on investment and participation continues to steadily decline in more
recent years. The Legislator’s Clambake started to provide a flower fund for recognition events. Legislator
Hopkins requested a budget to determine the amount of funds that are needed to be raised and to explore
alternative fund raising methods. Brenda Rigby Riehle will prepare and distribute the information as requested.
Adjournment
There being no further business to come before the Committee, the meeting was adjourned at 4:50 p.m. following
a motion by Legislator Graves, seconded by Legislator Havey, and carried.
Respectfully submitted,
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Jodi Adams
Assistant to the County Administrator
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ALLEGANY COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
February 12, 2018

CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order at 9:09 a.m. by Chairman Curtis W.
Crandall
LEGISLATORS PRESENT: Chairman C. Crandall, G. Barnes, J. Burdick (10:30a.m.), W.
Dibble, K. Graves, B. Harris, S. Havey, D. Healy (10:25 a.m.), J. Hopkins, J. Ricci, P.
Stockin (Absent: P. Curran, D. Decker, D. Fanton, D. Root)
OTHERS PRESENT: T. Boyde, H.B. Budinger, J. Budinger, J.R. Carter, P. DiCola, L.
Edwards, E. Farah, P. Fogarty, M. Hennessy, B. Kelley, B. Riehle

DEPARTMENTAL PRESENTATIONS AND TOURS:
Real Property Tax Department
Real Property Tax Director Joseph Budinger stated that his department was created
in 1970 when the New York Real Property Tax Law (NYRPTL), as amended by Chapter 15,
added Article 15A which required each county (except the five New York boroughs) to
maintain a Real Property Tax Service Agency. The Real Property Tax Director is appointed
by the Board of Legislators to a six-year term, and Mr. Budinger indicated that he was first
appointed in June 2013. Mr. Budinger indicated that in addition to becoming certified, he
has to take a minimum of 12 continuing education credits per year. The services provided
by the Real Property Tax Service Agency include:
1. Maintain tax maps that may also serve as base maps for GIS
2. Provide advisory appraisals of moderately complex properties to the local
assessor
3. Explaining the effects of proposed NYS Real Property Tax legislation
4. Providing education and advice to localities regarding local option exemptions
5. Explaining the effects of Equalization Rates
6. Processing applications for corrected tax billings
7. Providing assistance to the general public regarding Real Property matters.
8. Serving as the clearing house for the collection and distribution of assessment
information
9. Performing tax levy apportionment for various tax levying bodies
10. Calculating various tax rates
11. Developing procedures associated with the preparation and maintenance of
assessment rolls
12. Training members of the Board of Assessment Review
13. Assisting the NYS Board of Real Property Services with the training of local
assessors
14. Printing assessment rolls, tax rolls and tax bills
Mr. Budinger indicated that they process about 2,000 deeds per year, and they print
approximately 100,000 tax bills every year. Although they are the clearinghouse for
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assessment information, they do not do assessments. That is a town function, and our RPT
office provides support to each of the 29 towns’ assessors. Legislator Karl Graves asked
about County-wide assessing. Mr. Budinger stated that there are currently 9 assessors for
the 29 towns. We would have to have a contract with each town that they could opt in or
out of at any time. Mr. Budinger stated he believes it might be more expensive if the County
did it. It currently costs about $7/parcel, and it would probably go up to $12/parcel if it was
County-wide, but there would be some efficiencies on the other end. A few counties have
county-wide assessing, and it has also come up in shared services conversations.
Legislator Brooke Harris questioned why the cost would go up if the County was performing
the assessing, and Mr. Budinger stated that in addition to counting legacy costs and
benefits, our assessors do not charge a lot compared to some counties. There was a brief
conversation regarding capping state land assessments, and Mr. Budinger indicated that
the proposal is to cap it at 2 percent.

Human Resources Office
Personnel Officer Harold “Bobby” Budinger stated that he was appointed as
Personnel Officer in August of 2012. In addition to the Personnel Officer position, Mr.
Budinger indicated that there is a Human Resources Specialist and two Human Resource
Assistants in his office. They carry out human resources duties for the County, and they
also act as the County Civil Service Agency and oversee all classified employees working
for any school or municipality. They maintain personnel and health records for all current
and former employees, and Mr. Budinger indicated that they typically process about 100
new employees per year. Overseeing the health insurance program is one of their biggest
and most involved roles, and we currently have 1,287 members and dependents. Mr.
Budinger noted that a change in our Third Party Administrator to Independent Health is
expected to save the County approximately $350,000 per year. Although the Human
Resources Office doesn’t have a lot of revenues, they did oversee the Retiree Drug Subsidy
(RDS) Program which reimbursed the County over $55,000 for qualified retiree prescription
drug costs last year. They are involved in contract negotiations, and the cycle will start again
with the Deputy Sheriff’s contract which expires at the end of the year. Mr. Budinger stated
that on the Civil Service side of things, his office is responsible for the administration of civil
service law to 2,177 classified employees in county government, 29 towns, 10 villages, 12
school districts, and the Soil & Water Conservation District. They reviewed 275 civil service
applications, and administered 171 examinations to eligible applicants. They also maintain
roster cards for 2,200 employees, many of which are town and school district employees.

Public Defender
Public Defender Barbara Kelley stated that she received her law degree from SUNY
Buffalo in 1985, was admitted to practice in 1986, and has 32 years of experience. Attorney
Kelley introduced her staff and provided a summary of their educational experience and
qualifications as follows:
First Assistant Public Defender Patricia Fogarty received her law degree from
Catholic University of America in 1974, was admitted to practice in 1975, and has 43 years
of experience.
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Second Assistant Public Defender J.R. Santana Carter received his law degree from
the Florida Coastal School of Law in 2007, was admitted to practice in 2008, and has 10
years of experience.
Third Assistant Public Defender Paul DiCola received his law degree from the
University of Buffalo in 2013, was admitted to practice in 2014, and has four years of
experience.
Fourth Assistant Public Defender Elias A. Farah received his law degree from the
University of Buffalo in 2015, was admitted to practice in 2017, and has one year of
experience.
Attorney Kelley stated that they have been working in very cramped quarters, and
they are excited about moving into their new offices on the third floor. Legislator Karl
Graves brought up the subject of electronic home monitoring, noting that he believes that
the inmate population is artificially held high when we could use home monitoring. Legislator
Graves asked if the individuals are such a threat that we need to keep them in custody. Ms.
Kelley indicated that in order for someone to participate with the electronic home monitoring,
they used to have to have a landline, and the defendants also had to pay to use the service.
Although keeping them in custody is more expensive for us, that cost doesn’t get passed
onto the defendant. Attorney Kelly did agree that the home monitoring could be used more.
Attorney Kelly stated that it does appear that we are getting more appearance tickets which
reduces the jail population. Legislator Graves asked if having so many town justices is an
issue, and Ms. Kelley stated that it can be difficult for her office. Centralized arraignments
would be preferable; and although there is a lot of resistance, it may be coming down the
road. Legislator Brooke Harris asked Public Defender Kelley to explain the process that is
followed when someone is arrested in the middle of the night and how eligibility for
representation is determined. Attorney Kelley explained that County Dispatch usually
contacts her, and they are very good about providing an estimated timeframe of when an
attorney will be needed. The defendant is present, and the judge and attorney usually
arrive at the same time. Eligibility requirements are not made at the same time.
Occasionally someone will say that they do not want our services. The defendant is eligible
to have representation by an attorney initially even if they do not end up qualifying for a
Public Defender. The standards for qualification are very generous at 250 percent of the
poverty level.
Legislator Harris asked if someone can ever be placed in jail without
representation and gave the example of a defendant being intoxicated, and Attorney Kelley
commented that everyone is entitled to representation. Legislator Graves said that they
once talked about having a central booking area, and the concept was to leave the
defendant at a central area, rather than waking attorneys up, etc. Public Defender Kelley
stated that would have been her preference, noting that some counties do have a central
arraignment area and do arraignments at specified times. Ms. Kelly stated that her biggest
objections to the current process are that it leads to burnout and it’s difficult to fill the
positions and find people that are willing to be called out at all hours. Legislator Graves
commented that when this issue was initially talked about, the Sheriff’s Office was very
opposed, and they said they would have to hire more employees if they became a central
booking area. Legislator Gary Barnes asked how many cases are drug related, and Public
Defender Kelley indicated that a pretty high percentage of general cases are drug related,
and family court is over 50 percent. Although alcohol is the number one drug, they are
starting to see a lot of opioid issues.
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Veterans’ Service Agency
Veterans’ Service Agency Director Michael Hennessy stated that he is appointed
annually and has been in the position for six years. The other employee in the office is
Assistant Director Pamela Fanton. Several years ago they changed the employment
criteria, and all employees in the Veterans’ Service Agency must now be veterans. Mr.
Hennessy indicated that both his and Ms. Fanton’s accreditation are with the American
Legion which is considered the highest level you can get. They are required to go to
Syracuse every other year and pass a three-hour exam to remain accredited. Mr. Hennessy
stated that he assists with a lot of service connection claims. If a veteran was hurt in the
service, Mr. Hennessy collects and submits the paperwork in an effort to try to get services
for the veterans. He acts as an intermediary between the VA and the veterans, and he
spends a lot of time on VA insurance issues. They not only assist the veterans, but they
also work with widows, family members, and advocates. Some additional services they
offer or assist with include pension benefits, home loans, property tax exemptions,
insurance claims, educational benefits, survivor benefits, burial markers, ordering military
medals, etc. Mr. Hennessy talked about file management, noting that they just reviewed
their WW II files, and found that they had over 750 files for people that were either not living
in Allegany County, or they were deceased so those files were closed and sent to cold
storage. They also found a file box of Civil War veterans. Although they are trying to
operate in the 21st Century, they are still behind VA standards. Mr. Hennessy asserted that
they should be moving away from so much paper and operating more electronically, and
they need to be able to process things directly with the VA electronically. They are going to
need money to buy equipment to scan files. Mr. Hennessy stated that he is keeping his eye
on 4,200 veterans, and he is working with 500 widows. In Allegany County, the VA paid out
over $34 million in 2016, and Mr. Hennessy assisted with $18 million of that. Mr. Hennessy
belongs to five veteran organizations where he is either a commander, trustee, or advisor.
In addition, he took training at the Hart House so he can offer reassurance to dying
veterans. Mr. Hennessy stated that he has not requested an increase to his $100,000
budget, they continue to work hard and maintain the line, and many things they do are at no
expense to the County. Mr. Hennessy stated that he is currently taking a correspondence
course that the American Legion is financing. After completion of the course, Mr. Hennessy
will be authorized to get in the VA system and look at notations and monitor their claims.
Once he is able to get into the system, it will be much easier for Mr. Hennessy to monitor
and assist veterans. Mr. Hennessy indicated that he also sometimes goes out to nursing
homes and makes home visits to assist veterans. Legislator Gary Barnes asked what
makes a veteran eligible to use the VA hospital. Mr. Hennessy indicated that there are eight
categories or tiers to enroll in the VA health. If a Veteran’s injuries are 100 percent service
connected, the VA covers it at 100 percent. Purple Heart recipients also receive free care,
but after that, coverage is based on income. If a veteran has other resources or
independent insurance available to them, Mr. Hennessy suggested that they might want to
exhaust those sources first.
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STOP-DWI/Youth Bureau
STOP-DWI Program Coordinator and Youth Bureau Director Linda Edwards has held
these positions for nine years, and she has been working for the County for over 33 years.
Mrs. Edward indicated that 2/3 of her time is spent on the Youth Bureau and 1/3 is spent on
the STOP-DWI Program. The Youth Bureau has a budget of $89,709 for 2018 and
anticipates receiving $7,000 in revenue from the state. Ms. Edward indicated that they also
receive money from the Office of Children and Family Services (OCFS) for a variety of
programs that they help support. Funding has been drastically reduced over the years. In
1998, we received almost $200,000 from the state, and last year we received about
$51,000. Mrs. Edwards indicated that they do everything they can to get the most out of
that money. Mrs. Edwards talked about how they do a Resource Allocation Plan (RAP)
every year, and we have a contract with each agency that we give money to. Mrs. Edwards
stated that the Youth Bureau dinner is a big piece of what they do, and it is primarily to
thank the Youth Board for what they do. They also take this opportunity to honor a youth.
Mrs. Edwards talked about the selection process of picking a youth to honor, and noted that
giving back to the community is one area that weighs heavily on their decision. The STOPDWI Program was founded by the state in 1981. Mrs. Edwards indicated that the program
has been supported by fines collected, and with fine collections down significantly, they
have had to make some major changes to their budget. Mrs. Edwards stated that the
program is all encompassing and includes enforcement, education, rehabilitation, etc. Mrs.
Edwards described the impact panel, noting that it includes a fireman or EMT, police officer,
and a victim or family member. Mrs. Edwards stated that they hold a TOP COP dinner
every year to recognize those officers that made the most DWI arrests as well as those that
help with the impact panels. Mrs. Edwards mentioned different programs and projects they
are involved in including the Amy Stock trailer, decorating a Christmas tree in memory of
lives lost to DWI, etc. Mrs. Edwards ended by saying that a crash that occurred due to a
DWI is not an accident, people make a choice to drink and drive.

ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting was
adjourned at approximately 10:00 a.m. to attend the Tobacco 21 presentation at the
Crossroads Center.

Respectfully submitted,
Brenda Rigby Riehle, Clerk of the Board
Allegany County Board of Legislators

ALLEGANY COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
February 21, 2018

CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order at 9:00 a.m. by Chairman Curtis W.
Crandall
LEGISLATORS PRESENT: Chairman C. Crandall, G. Barnes, J. Burdick, D. Decker, W.
Dibble (9:10 a.m.), B. Harris (9:10 a.m.), S. Havey, D. Healy (9:17 a.m.), J. Hopkins (9:54 a.m.), J.
Ricci, D. Root (9:54 a.m.), P. Stockin, (Absent: P. Curran, D. Fanton, K. Graves)
OTHERS PRESENT: S. Decker; R. Christman, A. Hunt (Co. Clerk Tour); C. Coombes, C.
Higby, K. Hooker, D. Lavery (Information Technology Tour); D. Horan, V. Grant, K.
Scutt, J. Tomasi (Social Services Tour)

DEPARTMENTAL PRESENTATION AND TOURS:
Office of the County Clerk
County Clerk Robert Christman gave a brief overview of what types of things are
recorded/filed in his department. He indicated that he is an elected official with a term of
four years. He has been the County Clerk since 2004. The budget for his department is
$700,000. Much of the computers/equipment used in his office are owned by an outside
vendor. The contract for their equipment and software costs around $50,000 annually.
They are in the process of digitizing all of their records including maps. It is necessary to
have one hundred percent accuracy in recording and digitizing the documents their office
maintains.
Mr. Christman touched on the importance of having a staff with adequate knowledge
and experience to properly record and track important documents. He was fortunate the
Board of Legislators understood this and allowed him to hire his new deputy, Ryan Keib,
before his two previous deputies retired. It is difficult to replace people with years of
knowledge. His office currently has thirteen full-time employees and a couple of part-time
employees. They have hired a retired surveyor and retired deputy clerk to work on a shortterm, part-time basis to go through and correct old files, mainly maps. Mr. Christman noted
that the digitized maps are accessible via the internet. It’s a convenient tool for surveyors
and attorneys to use. They must pay a fee for its use which helps to pay for the overall cost
of the system. He boasted that once the digitization of the maps is complete, his office will
have the best, most usable system in the state of New York.
The County Clerk’s office is also able to process passport applications and does so
at less cost to the customer than other places.
The group then moved over to the area occupied by the Department of Motor
Vehicles. The DMV has been in its current location since 2012. He introduced the
legislators to Alice Hunt who is Deputy County Clerk III and overseas the DMV. Prior to the
new location, the DMV was set up in a manner in which customers had to go through a twostep process for DMV transactions. First, an examiner would look over the paperwork and
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then they would have to go to another window to pay for the transaction. Now, customers
are able to visit just one window to have their transaction processed. Mr. Christman cut
down on the number of full-time staff for the DMV. They now utilize part-time employees
who work approximately four hours per day through the busiest hours, usually around 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. Mr. Christman encourages everyone to have their DMV transactions
processed locally at our County office. The State makes it possible for people to take care
of some transactions online which also allows them to take the profits for those transactions.
Allegany County is able to keep 12.7 percent of the proceeds from each transaction
processed in our office. That helps to keep our tax dollars here in the County. Chairman
Crandall remarked on the new DMV location and how the remodeling was done in-house.
The desks/service windows are modular to accommodate for any future reconfigurations
that may be necessary.
Information Technology
Keith Hooker, Information Technology Director, introduced his staff. Chad Coombes
and Cory Higby who are Network Technicians, and Darby Lavery, Network Administrator.
Mr. Hooker remarked that IT has been in its current location for 7 or 8 years. Numerous
questions were asked about how equipment is set up throughout the County buildings and
whether what is being used is adequate. Mr. Hooker stated that the main server for the
County is located in their office, but there are many switches in various other locations. Mr.
Hooker stated that when it comes to running wiring to different areas the more basic wires
are done by Public Works; fiber is more complicated and is run by an outside vendor. Mr.
Hooker stated that each floor has its own set of switches. The switch allows for
communication between the different areas. He went on to explain that the wall jacks used
in each office are connected to the switch for that area. Mr. Hooker listed over a dozen
locations including the Jail, the Crossroads Complex, and a couple of locations in Cuba and
Wellsville at which they maintain equipment. Mr. Hooker indicated that they are responsible
for most County equipment with the exception of a couple of telephones at the Landfill and
the Friendship DPW office which has its own internet service and phones. They do help
with occasional issues there as well. Legislator Barnes asked who the County used for
internet service. Mr. Hooker stated that they had a contract with ION which is now First
Light. Legislator Dibble asked if the new third floor renovations were on schedule as far as
information technology is concerned. Mr. Hooker indicated that they are waiting on quotes,
but should be ready. Legislator Havey asked how and where information is backed up. Mr.
Hooker stated that it’s backed up in two locations every couple of hours. Any changes that
are made are stored and copies are sent to both locations. Mr. Hooker explained to the
group that wireless technology isn’t quite up to the same level as wired technology but it’s
possible to move in that direction in the near future. It’s not quite as quick or reliable.
Legislator Healy asked if their department had enough space to operate. Mr. Hooker said
that compared to the very limited space they had before they are doing well. At one-time IT
was spread into small spaces throughout the buildings. He doesn’t see them outgrowing
their space anytime soon. Legislator Dibble asked about maintaining air quality for the
equipment. Mr. Hooker said that while it’s not always perfect, the server room is well
maintained. There are sensors for temperature, humidity, and water on the floor. He and
his staff receive notifications if any of these are out of the normal range. Even after hours,
Mr. Hooker receives notification via text message and email so that he can contact DPW to
remedy the situation. Chairman Crandall inquired whose decision it is to replace computers.
Mr. Hooker said it’s usually the department head who makes the request to have equipment
replaced. It often depends on what programs they need to be able to run. Sometimes it’s
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the age of the equipment or the availability of new equipment that helps to make those
decisions. Chairman Crandall brought up the topic of outside funding for replacement of
equipment. Mr. Hooker stated that much of the equipment at the Jail is replaced using
outside funding. He mentioned that IT was able to replace a firewall with outside funding as
well. Legislator Barnes asked for explanation of what a firewall is. Mr. Hooker stated that
it’s basically a barrier from outside hackers. It inspects any information coming into the
County and decides whether it should be allowed. Legislator Dibble asked what they do in
the case of a power outage. Mr. Hooker said that they have battery backup that covers their
equipment until the generator kicks in. Mr. Hooker asked the Legislators how the iPads
were working for them. A couple of the Legislators mentioned problems they were having
but stated that they were probably just “operator error” rather than real problems. Chairman
Crandall voiced his frustration with the County email system and asked what other counties
are using. Mr. Hooker stated that the County email system is 8 years old. He mentioned
that the State uses Office 365 and that may be something to use in the future. The group
discussed some of the benefits of using Office 365.
Department of Social Services
Vicki Grant, Commissioner of Social Services, welcomed the legislators. She
introduced Julie Tomasi, Kim Scutt, and Don Horan, who make up the administrative team
for Social Services. Ms. Grant said that she had hoped to have a greater amount of time to
go into more detail about the services they offer. She would give an overview today and will
get into greater detail during future Human Services committee meetings. Ms. Grant said
her office deals with a lot of gray areas. She remarked that when people think of social
services they tend to have negative thoughts. People often think about welfare benefits that
are “given away” and that their department “snatches babies.” Her office works hard to
have appropriate relationships with people and give a positive message about the work they
do. Most people don’t want to come to their office for services. The idea that poverty is
always generational is a misconception. Sometimes people lose a job or become sick.
Confidentiality is extremely important. It’s important that people trust them. Maintaining the
emotional and physical safety of their staff and themselves is necessary. Good press is
important to change people’s perceptions about social services. Ms. Grant stated that they
must have relationships with outside agencies. Some of this is helpful for the work they do,
but some of the relationships are required by the State. She reminded the legislators that
she is not able to speak about specific cases or clients. She can give general information
about services that are provided but she’s unable to even acknowledge if someone is a
client. Ms. Grant reminded the legislators that a lot of the work they do is reimbursed
through the State and Federal government and some of it is partially funded through other
County offices.
Kim Scutt, Director of Temporary Assistance, stated that the main goal in her area is
for the client to achieve independence. Temporary Assistance includes: financial
assistance, child care assistance, drug & alcohol screening, nutritional assistance, medical
assistance, Medicaid managed care, home energy assistance, fraud investigations,
homelessness prevention, job search assistance, job readiness skills, employment
counseling, employment subsidies, post-employment services, and transportation
assistance. Legislator Healy asked if there was a residency requirement for people to get
assistance. Ms. Grant stated that there is no residency requirement. Ms. Scutt pointed out
income standards charts that were included in packets of information each of the legislators
received. Legislator Harris remarked that the charts used to determine benefits are
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complicated. Ms. Scutt stated that there is a great deal of training involved in figuring out
the benefits someone may be entitled to. Legislator Healy asked if most of the services
provided by their office are required by the State. Ms. Grant said that some are Federal
programs, some are State programs. Legislator Barnes wondered if there are any services
provided that are mandated by the County. Ms. Grant said that child preventative services
are not required but are provided in hopes that it will prevent some of these people from
needing further services in the future. They feel that prevention works. The group talked
about the comments they hear about people coming to Allegany County because it’s easier
to receive services. Ms. Grant stated that the same requirements/rules apply in each county
in the State. Being located so closely to another state may have a small impact. They
talked about the fact that an address is not required to apply for assistance. Social Services
is required to help anyone who comes in the door who is eligible. The group also discussed
the use of “food stamps” and how they hear people complain about what goods are being
purchased. Sometimes people make comments that those receiving assistance are able to
buy food items that might be considered a luxury for others. Ms. Grant stated that SNAP
(Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program) is not to be used for non-food items such as
shampoo or other personal items. There are some SNAP outreach programs that educate
clients in healthy eating and ways to stretch their money. Legislator Burdick asked if clients
lose their benefits if they find a job. Ms. Scutt stated that their benefits will be reduced but
there’s still an incentive to work. Legislator Harris asked what statistics were kept on usage
of services. He also wondered what service aside from Medicaid is most utilized. Ms. Grant
noted that some of the data is difficult to pull out of the system and there is some overlap
that makes it difficult to get accurate figures. Ms. Scutt stated that HEAP (Home Energy
Assistance Program), Temporary Assistance, and SNAP were the most used. Based on
Allegany County’s population, 31.3 percent of our residents use at least one of the services
provided by the Social Services department. If you count other services, such as child
support, child care, and the New York State of Health Medicaid enrollments, the percentage
could be as high as 59.7 percent (as of the end of December 2017). The group then
discussed the issue of fraud and whether it’s possible for someone to sign up for assistance
in more than one county. Once someone is signed up in one county they wouldn’t be able
to sign up in another. The system would recognize the duplication. They have staff
members whose job it is to investigate fraud, and the money recovered more than pays for
the cost of the staff in that group.
Julie Tomasi, Deputy Commissioner spoke about some of the services her area
covers. They include, child protective services, foster care, adoption assistance, abuse
prevention services, personal care services, trauma systems therapy, PINS reform, foster
parent certification, child abuse prevention services, family assessment response, adult
protective services, financial management, and alternative to nursing home care. Ms.
Tomasi remarked, “Families don’t ask us to be part of their lives.” The jobs her staff perform
are not for everyone. They see a very dark side of life and it affects them personally. Often
services begin with a call being made to report a suspected case of abuse, neglect, etc.
Those reports come in at any hour of the day or night. Their staff has an on-call rotation.
They have 24 hours to do a safety assessment. She remarked that they had received three
reports after hours the night before. All reports must be investigated. In some cases, they
are able to work with families to provide support and work with the families to best meet the
family’s needs. In other cases, children must be removed from their home. Foster care is a
last resort. They try to find family members who are able to take care of the children. They
don’t want kids to be in foster care one day more than is absolutely necessary. A
permanent home for the children is important. She noted that there are not enough foster
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families in our county or in New York State. Ms. Tomasi also mentioned that services are
available for vulnerable adults as well.
Don Horan, Director of Administration Services, deals with accounting, claims, third
party health, parent locator service, records retention, support collection, support
establishment, support enforcement, and paternity establishment. His office handles 3,800
child support cases. Differences between states in emancipation age make it difficult to
enforce child support orders. The age of emancipation in New York State is 21; in many
other states the age is 18. He also spoke about the accounting portion of his position.
There is a lot of moving money around. He has to recoup money from the State and
Federal governments to operate many of their programs. Social Services has the largest
budget in our County government.
ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting was
adjourned on a motion by Legislator Root, seconded by Legislator Ricci, and carried at
10:57 a.m. so that the regular standing committee meetings could be held.

Respectfully submitted,
Sarah M. Decker, Journal Clerk/Deputy Clerk of the Board
Allegany County Board of Legislators

ALLEGANY COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
February 26, 2018
CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order at 9:05 a.m. by Chairman Curtis W. Crandall
LEGISLATORS PRESENT: Chairman C. Crandall, G. Barnes, D. Decker, W. Dibble, B. Harris, D.
Healy, J. Ricci, P. Stockin (Absent: J. Burdick, P. Curran, D. Fanton K. Graves, J. Hopkins,
D. Root)
OTHERS PRESENT: D. Bentley, T. Boyde, P. Chamberlain, M. Evans, S. Grusendorf, R. Hartwick,
C. Ivers, K. Morsman, R. Swarthout, M. Washer, R. Whitney
Departmental Presentation and Tour of the Allegany County Jail and Public Safety Facility
located at 4884 State Route 19S, Belmont, NY 14813
Sheriff Rick Whitney introduced some key staff members from his department: Chris Ivers,
Jail Administrator; Shawn Grusendorf, Deputy Sheriff Lieutenant; Lt. Kevin Morsman, Assistant Jail
Administrator; Randy Hartwick, Accountant; Dawn Bentley, Sergeant; and M. Evans, Radio
Technician.
Chairman Crandall began by stating that since the Jail was built, we relied on revenue
coming in through housing prisoners outside of the County and asked if they have any concerns with
the Federal changes happening. Sheriff Whitney stated there is some concern that they will be
bringing in less than they typically do. Sheriff Whitney noted currently they have 55 Federal inmates,
and numbers are always down this time of year. Jail Administrator Chris Ivers stated looking at the
total population, Allegany County is still at or above 50 percent of our population. Legislator Stockin
asked if it is unusual that the individuals from West Clarksville have waited a year to be indicted. Mr.
Ivers stated it is unusual, and the Sheriff’s Office has reached out to both the attorneys and District
Attorney’s office throughout the past year making them aware of the situation and asking that things
move forward.
Mr. Ivers and Sheriff Whitney led the group throughout the facility. Mr. Ivers noted that they
began occupying the Jail, which is a 164-bed direct supervision facility, in August 2006, and
because the facility is used 24 hours a day for 365 days a year, its usage life when compared to an
office building, is closer to 30 years old rather than the 11 years it’s actually been open.
Briefing/Training Room
Mr. Ivers stated the employee corridor contains a women and men’s locker room as well as a
small fitness area available to staff only. All employees must report to the briefing/training room 15
minutes before their shift begins to be briefed on what is going on in the facility (i.e., incoming
inmates, transports, policy changes, etc.). There are three shifts; 7:45 a.m., 3:45 p.m., and 11:45
p.m. Legislator Decker asked how transports are handled. Mr. Ivers stated two officers take one
County vehicle, and they will bill 24 hours of maximum overtime plus federal mileage for use of the
vehicle. The entire cost of the trip is billed and covered. Additional discussion was held regarding the
process of transporting of inmates.
Laundry Facility
The group viewed the laundry room, and Mr. Ivers stated laundry is done seven days a week
by working inmates.
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Kitchen
The tour continued to the industrial kitchen that contains a walk-in cooler and freezer. The
Jail partners with the NYS Department of Correctional and Community Services who has a food
service facility in Oneida County that has a capacity of 64,000 meals a day. Through them, they buy
cook-chill products to supplement their menu. These food products are a relatively low cost and also
fit well into their program allowing them to keep costs down while offering decent food during the
holidays or on a Sunday. Mr. Ivers noted that part of their mission is to return people to the
community in a better condition than they left it. If they enter jail and are treated poorly, it is likely
they will enter back into the community in the same manner. Food service, human contact, access to
programs, and counseling are all part of that mission to get these people in better condition when
they re-enter the community. Legislator Decker asked how many pounds of vegetables they grew in
the garden. Mr. Ivers stated a little over 16,000, and all of it is typically processed and utilized at the
Jail. Legislator Healy commended the cleanliness of the kitchen, emphasizing the importance of it
which is something that is difficult to maintain. Mr. Ivers thanked Legislator Healy and stated they
have regular scheduled maintenance that contributes to the cleanliness of the kitchen. Legislator
Ricci asked if inmates are cleaning the kitchen. Mr. Ivers stated, yes, anything they can clean inhouse they do; however, the kitchen stack is hired out. Legislator Healy asked if there are trustees
working through the facility. Mr. Ivers stated, yes, there are working inmates in the laundry facility,
kitchen, and during the summer months they are outside working in the garden, picking up garbage,
along with other community projects. In 2017, they had approximately 22,000 hours of working
inmate labor. Legislator Healy asked how many inmates are currently incarcerated as well as how
many total employees they have. Sheriff Whitney stated there are 103 inmates, and there are a little
less than 150 employees which includes cooks, dispatchers, support staff, etc.
Contact Visitation
The tour continued to the contact visitation area. Mr. Ivers stated that New York State
Commission of Correction requires they have two one-hour contact visits per inmate per week.
Visitations are held on Saturday and Sundays, and the Jail asks that individuals call and make an
appointment. Commission states that they cannot prohibit individuals from walking in; however, it is
more inconvenient to those who just show up, and you may be only allowed a non-contact visit. Mr.
Ivers stated that while they do want to help these inmates get better and return them to the
community better than when they left, it is still jail, and they are dealing with individuals who are
making poor life decisions and more than likely are hanging out with individuals who are not making
good decisions. The group discussed the issue of drugs and paraphernalia being brought in and
passed to inmates as well as steps that are taken by the Jail to minimize it. Mr. Ivers noted that the
general public is not allowed to stop by and drop off items to inmates. All items have to be sent from
a vendor in a sealed, unopened package which is then inspected by administration and delivered to
the inmate if deemed appropriate. Legislator Decker asked if conjugal visits are allowed. Mr. Ivers
stated, never. They do allow marriages, but they are done in-house by a Correction Officer or
Sergeant.
Intake
The group visited the intake area and discussed the process of inmates coming in. Mr. Ivers
stated this is where individuals are given a questionnaire (i.e., are you sick, are you on any meds,
are you sad/depressed, have you been taking drugs or drinking) to get a baseline of where the
person coming in is at. If the individual is sad/depressed they will be placed on a 24-hour watch in a
suicide smock until they are feeling better and cleared by mental health. There is a cell that contains
a restraint chair for any individuals coming in that are a danger to themselves or others. If placed in
the restraint chair they have to be seen by medical every 15 minutes and released from the chair
every four hours. Mr. Ivers noted it typically only takes an hour for the individual to be ready to be
released. The facility also administers pepper spray which is effective in capturing the attention of
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individuals coming in and causing problems. Chairman Crandall asked if there are individuals who
only have to sit in intake. Mr. Ivers stated, yes, if someone makes bail. Chairman Crandall asked
how long before the individual is moved to general population. Mr. Ivers stated they need a minimum
of three days to classify them and move them into general population. Legislator Healy asked if
classification is required by the state. Mr. Ivers stated, yes, it is required by the state; however, each
jail runs their classification system differently. Legislator Barnes asked if there have been any
suicides. Mr. Ivers stated, no, there have been attempts which is why they have officers do rounds
every 30 minutes. Legislator Ricci asked how drug addicts are handled and if they are automatically
cut off cold turkey when they come in. Mr. Ivers stated they are actively involved in that conversation
right now. Mr. Ivers addressed the presentation done in Allegany County by Erie County Executives
proposing the administration of Suboxene to substitute weaning individuals off. Philosophically, they
detox people coming in by taking them off the drugs and not providing them anymore. Mr. Ivers
noted they are currently certified to offer Suboxene to wean individuals off when they come in.
Currently, it is not being offered as they are still working on a policy to administer it. The Jail facility
does not believe in complete substitution therapy; therefore, they will only allow one to three days to
help them feel a little less sick, and then they are done receiving it. It was asked how the Jail will
handle the administration of Suboxene to repeat offenders. Mr. Ivers stated they will have to
administer it every time. The current issue with the step down drug is that there needs to be a doctor
in the community who will take responsibility for that prescription. Currently the County does not
have one because it is a huge undertaking and issue to manage. Lt. Morsman stated the other issue
is that doctors tend to keep individuals on Suboxene longer than the three days; sometimes months,
and now the individual has become reliant on that.
Property Room
The group toured the property room. Mr. Ivers stated property is important, and they do well
with managing it. Mr. Ivers discussed the different processes and procedures with how property is
handled for the different types of inmates. Mr. Ivers addressed the extensive DVD collection at the
Jail, stating inmates can receive movies; however, it is not considered their property. They agree
that once it’s open, they donate it back to the facility when they leave. Legislator Decker asked how
long they have to maintain records. Mr. Ivers stated, forever. They do have a digital system that is
backed up daily, and they do have some paper records that are maintained. Legislator Decker then
asked if they can use County storage or if everything has to remain at the Jail. Mr. Ivers stated they
utilize storage at the Landfill and also have high density storage at the Jail.
Medical Suite
The tour continued to the Medical Suite where Mr. Ivers introduced their Nurse Practitioner
Cheryl Ralyea. Once an individual comes in, they are responsible for their medical needs (i.e.
unmanaged diabetes, unmanaged hepatitis). Mr. Ivers stated they do have a dentist that comes in
once a month; however, they are not a full service dental office. It is simply pull a tooth or basic filling
to save the tooth. There are no advanced dental procedures done. Mr. Ivers address the criticism
they have received for not doing extensive shopping for a pharmacy, stating Nicholson’s Pharmacy
in Belmont, NY, is competitive with some of the bigger pharmacies, and we’re also spending money
in Allegany County which is important. Lt. Morsman added that they have had times where inmates
come in on the weekends and Nicholson’s is willing to open up for them which is not something they
will find with a big city pharmacy. Mr. Ivers noted that it’s important to remember as well that we are
not a county that has access to 24-hour pharmacies, and they have a really good relationship with
Nicholson’s for their needs. Legislator Healy asked what happens in the chance they can’t reach
Nicholson’s. Mr. Ivers stated if it’s an urgent need, they would contact the Jones Memorial Hospital
pharmacy, but they have not run into that instance. Legislator Healy then asked if the inmates are
seen within the first 24 hours of arriving. Mr. Ivers stated Commission of Correction requires they be
seen within the first 14 days; however, it is the Jail’s policy they been seen by a doctor within 24
hours. Lt. Morsman stated the shape some of these inmates are in when they arrive, you’re opening
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yourself up to liability waiting 14 days. Mr. Ivers indicated that the Comptroller’s Office recently did
an assessment of how the Commission of Correction is managing grievances, and 25 percent of all
grievances that went to the state were medical related, adding that the Allegany County Jail has
zero medical grievances. Legislator Harris asked what percentage of inmates are on at least one
prescribed medication. Mr. Ivers stated 50 to 60 percent, noting that they do well with saying no and
advocating for what the inmates really need and what they just want. Legislator Decker asked how
pregnant inmates are handled. Mr. Ivers stated they do not accept pregnant inmates from outside
counties. If they are from Allegany County they are required to take them, and they have good
policies in place. Mr. Ivers indicated it can be dangerous managing pregnant inmates because you
have an additional life to care for. Sheriff Whitney added there are also new rules in place where you
cannot restrain pregnant inmates unless you can prove they are danger. Legislator Barnes asked if
they have any situations where individuals purposely get arrested for the medical care. Mr. Ivers
stated it is likely so, but not something they actively see.
Housing Units – Pod A and Pod B
Mr. Ivers continued the tour to Pod A – Admissions Discipline Special Housing. It is a 24-cell
housing unit with sub-day rooms that allow them to manage multiple classifications with a single
officer. Legislator Harris asked what classifications are considered special housing. Mr. Ivers
provided examples of transgender, sex offender, and/or special needs. Mr. Ivers gave a brief
description of inmate commissary accounts, stating they can choose to buy snacks outside regular
meals, candy bars, ramen noodles…etc. The profit from those purchase goes into the Jail Property
Account and they are required to use it for inmate welfare (i.e. TV’s, DVD’s, exercise equipment,
games, books, working inmate program supplies, etc.). Lt. Morsman stated that rec yards are the
single most problematic place in a facility, and the way our Jail rec yard is set up we don’t have the
problems of fights, contraband, etc. There is no hourly limit to the rec yard with the exception of
inmates who are in discipline. Chairman Crandall asked how often inmates are required to get up
and move around. Mr. Ivers stated Pod A is treated a little differently. Inmates are required to stand
for head count which happens three times a day, they have to stand for medications, and have to
take a shower every day.
Mr. Ivers continued the tour to Pod B – Male General Housing. Mr. Ivers discussed the
difference in space between Pod B and Pod A, stating it’s bigger, more open, and easier to manage.
The rec yard in Pod A contains exercise equipment that was purchased with federal government
grant money. The group discussed the exposure inmates have to the outdoors and the effects it has
on inmates who are in jail short-term versus long-term.
E-911 Dispatch Center
The group toured the E-911 Dispatch Center where Dispatcher Penny Chamberlain
discussed their processes and procedures and walked the group through what happens during a
typical call. Legislator Healy asked about locaters for emergency responding vehicles. Ms.
Chamberlain stated they are currently looking into this as they believe it would be very helpful in
cases of a serious domestic situation to be able to locate the nearest vehicle. Chairman Crandall
asked how they handle calls that come in from outside the County. Ms. Chamberlain stated
depending on the seriousness of the situation, they either transfer to the individual’s county dispatch
or will assist them. Legislator Barnes asked if there is a difference in receiving calls from a landline
versus a cell phone. Ms. Chamberlain stated when a call comes in from a landline, they are able to
obtain everything they need to know (i.e. name, address, who their police dispatch is, etc.) whereas
with cell phone calls, that information is not available. Ms. Chamberlain showed an example of
receiving landline and the capability they have of pulling up the person’s location on a map.
Legislator Healy commented on the importance of E-911 Dispatch and getting people the
appropriate help they need. Ms. Chamberlain indicated they are always looking for part-time and fulltime Dispatchers.
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Arrest and Evidence Processing
The tour continued to the arrest and evidence processing room where the group briefly
discussed storage of evidence. Legislator Dibble asked if they have adequate storage. Lt.
Grusendorf stated for the most part, yes; however, it does get full from time to time.
Discussion
The group had a brief question and answer after the walkthrough tour. Legislator Harris
asked what their strategy is for Raise the Age. Mr. Ivers indicated they have a meeting coming up
and anticipate waiting to see how other counties are going to handle it. Lt. Morsman noted there are
not enough beds to accommodate it. Legislator Barnes asked what the smoking policy is. Sheriff
Whitney stated no smoking is allowed. If they receive an inmate who is a heavy smoker, they are cut
off cold turkey when they arrive. Legislator Stockin asked about providing the inmates with tablets.
Mr. Ivers stated they are talking about it, and indicated it will be a good source of revenue because
the inmates will have to pay for its use. Mr. Ivers discussed the benefits the tablets will provide in
monitoring what the inmates are doing and stated the tablets will be considered a privilege that the
inmates will get in the mornings, adding once the battery dies they lose it until the next day. The
group discussed any possible security issues they may pose. Legislator Decker asked where the
inmates get money to pay for them. Mr. Ivers stated it would come from their commissary account.
Legislator Healy asked if family and friends are allowed to deposit to an inmates account. Mr. Ivers
stated, yes, and they are also still required to accept money orders. Mr. Ivers briefly explained the
policies and procedures of commissary accounts.
ADJOURNMENT:
The tour was ended at 11:45 a.m., and the group was served lunch by kitchen staff at the
Sheriff’s Office.
Respectfully submitted,

Meghan Washer, Confidential Secretary to Clerk of the Board
Allegany County Board of Legislators

ALLEGANY COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
March 7, 2018

CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order at 9:00 a.m. by Chairman Curtis W.
Crandall
LEGISLATORS PRESENT: Chairman C. Crandall, G. Barnes, D. Decker, W. Dibble (9:10
a.m.), S. Havey, D. Healy (9:30 a.m.), J. Ricci, P. Stockin, (Absent: J. Burdick, P. Curran,
D. Fanton, K. Graves, B. Harris, J. Hopkins, D. Root)
OTHERS PRESENT: S. Decker, J. Kelley (Treas. Tour), J. Luckey (Emergency Services
Presentation), T. Ross (Treas. Tour), R. Starks (Probation tour)

DEPARTMENTAL PRESENTATION AND TOURS:
Probation
Probation Director Bob Starks began his tour at the front of the office where they
have installed a rolling file system. Mr. Starks indicated that they keep records for fifteen
years. He pointed out some of the improvements made to their space when the Courthouse
building project was done. Mr. Starks remarked that the remodeling, along with the addition
of a small kitchenette, have helped with morale for the staff. Including himself, there are
eighteen staff members for Probation. He introduced many of his staff during the tour. The
group is comprised of Probation Supervisors, Senior Probation Officers, Probation Officers,
a Senior Probation Assistant, and support staff.
Mr. Starks mentioned the types of cases they handle. They provide supervision for
PINS (People in Need of Supervision) youth who are often referred from school or the
police. The group discussed a new law, to go into effect by October 2019, that will raise the
age of criminal responsibility to eighteen years of age and how that might impact Probation.
It was mentioned that they may see more sixteen and seventeen year-olds. They are also
charged with supervising adult offenders. Electronic home monitoring is a responsibility of
their office. Sometimes it’s the judge who makes the decision on whether someone
qualifies for home monitoring, but Probation sometimes makes recommendations as well.
Legislator Dibble asked if they had enough devices available. Mr. Starks indicated that they
have an ample supply of home monitoring devices. They also have SCRAM bracelets that
monitor alcohol consumption. In addition to supervising and monitoring clients, they also
facilitate many treatment/support groups. They facilitate an adult Sex Offender Treatment
Program, 3-R Domestic Violence Treatment Group, Cognitive Behavioral Intervention for
Substance Abusers (CBI-SA) Group, as well as other groups aimed at improving clients’
opportunities for gaining employment or improving their situation and reducing the necessity
for incarceration. Additionally, they prepare pre-dispositional, pre-plea, and pre-sentence
investigations. They also collect fees, fines, and restitution monies for the courts.
Legislator Barnes asked how many individuals are served by the Probation Office.
Mr. Starks stated they are currently serving approximately 387 adults and 40 juveniles. That
amounts to about 45-50 clients per Probation Officer. Mr. Starks stated that although all
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intakes are done here at the County Office, they do have staff working in other areas of the
County various days of the week. He remarked that his staff is very good and wellmotivated.
Legislator Barnes asked for clarification on how the probation process works. Mr.
Starks said that his office generally works with people before they are sentenced to prison.
Their hope is to avoid prison. Occasionally someone will get a split sentence where they
are required to spend some time at our County jail as well as probation. Sometimes we get
parolees who are requiring probation at the same time.
Treasurer
County Treasurer Terri Ross stated that today marks the seventh anniversary her
department moved to its current location. The front area of the department is where people
come to pay their property taxes and where County departments pick up payroll. She
introduced the legislators to some of the front-end staff. They currently have one full-time,
one 25-hour, and one 17-hour staff member for this area. Legislator Healy asked if the parttime employees are eligible for benefits. Ms. Ross stated that it depends on the hiring date
of the individual. Newly hired part-time employees are no longer eligible for benefits. The
group discussed the tax collection process. Most taxes are collected by the towns. In April
the town tax collector settles with the County. From April up until the time of foreclosure,
taxes are then paid here at the Treasurer’s office. Ms. Ross showed the group the area in
her office where tax warrants are kept. She noted that tax warrants are a permanent record.
She introduced the group to other members of her staff. Some titles have been
changed as people have retired from positions in the office. The Abstractor position has
been changed to Tax Specialist. The Senior Account Clerk Typist position that handles
Accounts Payable is now a Junior Accountant.
Ms. Ross showed the legislators a room that is used for filing documents. They have
a rolling filing system that allows for much better usage of space. Prior to this system they
were using regular four-drawer filing cabinets.
She mentioned that the tax sale seminar they held the previous night was well
attended. Ms. Ross stated there were approximately 65-70 people in attendance and most
of them were new people she had not seen at previous tax sale auctions. They generally
get 175-200 registered bidders at the auction. This is a far greater turnout than they had
prior to fifteen or so years ago. She attributes the success to finding an auctioneer who
does a great job with advertising and with operating the auction itself. Municipalities are
notified prior to the auction if there are any properties in their municipality that will be
available for bid, and are given the opportunity to purchase that property ahead of the
auction. The Land Bank Corporation is now going to be allowed to purchase five properties
ahead of the auction as well.
Legislator Ricci asked about the Three+One program the County has recently begun
using. Ms. Ross stated that it analyzes all of our data from banks and looks at our cash flow
to determine what are optimal investments for us. The County is somewhat limited on what
type of investments can be made. CDs are currently a great investment.
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Ms. Ross distributed a summary and organizational chart for her office. The group
discussed the auditing process. Ms. Ross stated that EFPR is the outside auditor the
County uses for its annual audit. We’ve used them since 2004, but there are different
auditors conducting the audit from year to year so we always have fresh eyes looking at
things. Legislator Barnes asked if the State also performs an audit. Ms. Ross stated that
it’s not the same as was done in the past as far as the amount of time they spend here.
There is, however, a lot of reporting they do to the State. Legislator Dibble asked about
Community College expense for the County and how NYS “free” tuition has impacted that.
Ms. Ross said that they won’t know for sure until we get through this year. Legislator
Stockin remarked that he’s heard some not so positive things about this “free” tuition.
Legislator Healy asked about the towns potentially paying for this. Ms. Ross stated that the
County pays a portion of the tuition for any community college that is attended in NYS. Ms.
Ross explained the process that students must go through to be eligible for a discount in
tuition. That discount is what the County is responsible for paying.
The group then discussed the distribution of sales tax. There are many ways in
which it can be distributed. Most counties don’t share all of their sales tax. Many times,
approximately one percent is shared. Sales tax is never distributed based on where it is
collected. Chairman Crandall remarked that although sales tax revenue is fairly steady,
community college expense fluctuates greatly, especially from town to town.
Ms. Ross noted that County payroll is processed in-house. They have checked into
using a payroll company but there are no savings in using an outside vendor.
She explained to the legislators the audit process that is used for paying invoices.
Each invoice is viewed by several sets of eyes before a payment is ever made. She had
two plastic totes which contained the most recent audit for the legislators to peruse. With a
couple of exceptions, every invoice that is processed for payment must go through the audit
process, with the Board of Legislators making the final approval for payment. A few
invoices, such as utility bills, are paid before the audit so they aren’t being paid late. The
payment of these invoices is approved by Tim Boyde, who serves as our County Auditor.
ACH (Automated Clearing House) payments are set up to be released when the audit is
approved.
Emergency Services
Director of Emergency Services Jeff Luckey gave a presentation regarding his
department in the Legislative Chambers. Mr. Luckey serves as both the Allegany County
Fire Coordinator and the Director of Emergency Services. He provided an organizational
chart for Fire Services which listed the Deputy Coordinators for the County. The Deputy
Coordinators are volunteers who are appointed by the Fire Coordinator. They are paid
mileage for their duties. In addition to himself, the Emergency Services Office is staffed by
his Assistant Director Mike Barney, and Account Clerk Typist Bonnie VanHousen, as well as
EMS Instructors.
Mr. Luckey discussed the Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan that the
County has in place. He mentioned the recent winter storm that had taken place March 1-2.
Many County residents were without power. The Red Cross opened three shelters to assist
residents who were without necessities. Other warming shelters were opened at various fire
stations throughout the County.
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Mr. Luckey provided a map showing the dollar thresholds of damage required to
qualify for FEMA funding. Legislator Decker expressed his aggravation with flooding that
took place last June that did not meet the threshold. Excessive flood damage occurred in
both Allegany and Cattaraugus counties. Mr. Luckey explained that in addition to the
threshold Allegan County has to meet, the State, as a whole, must meet a certain threshold
as well. Both thresholds must be met to receive assistance. Chairman Crandall remarked
that this is why it’s so important that proper assessments are made.
Mr. Luckey distributed a diagram of electric service providers in the County. With the
exception of municipal providers in Angelica, Wellsville, and Andover, most of the electric is
supplied by three major carries, National Grid, NYSEG, and RG&E. The group discussed
some of the reasons why it took so long for power to be restored in areas. Legislator Dibble
remarked on the resiliency of residents in our County. Mr. Luckey agreed, saying that most
people want to stay in their own home. Legislator Barnes said he was surprised that all of
the radio stations in Wellsville were down. It seems there ought to be a County-wide station
that could stay on-air to keep people updated in these situations.
ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting was
adjourned on a motion by Legislator Decker, seconded by Legislator Dibble, and carried at
11:03 a.m. so that the regular standing committee meetings could be held.

Respectfully submitted,
Sarah M. Decker, Journal Clerk/Deputy Clerk of the Board
Allegany County Board of Legislators

APPROVED
April 9, 2018

ALLEGANY COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE

ALLEGANY COUNTY
BOARD OF LEGISLATORS

March 12, 2018
CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order at 9:02 a.m. by Chairman Curtis W. Crandall
LEGISLATORS PRESENT: Chairman C. Crandall, G. Barnes, W. Dibble, B. Harris, S. Havey, J.
Ricci, D. Root (10:45 a.m.), P. Stockin (Absent: J. Burdick, P. Curran, J. Hopkins, K. Graves,
M. Healy)
OTHERS PRESENT: H. Bedow, H.B. Budinger, L. Christman, S. Decker, E. Graham, C. Jones, A.
Mattison, B. Riehle, D. Roberts, M. Washer
DEPARTMENTAL PRESENTATIONS AND TOURS:
Clerk of the Board
Clerk of the Board Brenda Rigby Riehle began by introducing her staff members to the Board
and gave a brief description of their job duties.
Sarah Decker, Journal Clerk, received her Master’s degree in Business Administration from
St. Bonaventure University. She began working in the office on June 17, 2013, and will be
celebrating her 5-year anniversary in June. Mrs. Decker’s primary job responsibilities are as follows:
-

Records and compiles the proceedings of the Board of Legislators
Prepares and distributes resolutions and local laws according to legal
requirements
Prepares the Journal of Proceedings
Maintains an index of local laws
Maintains the official Board calendar
Maintains Clerk of the Board ledger of accounts as well as several others
Maintains and processes payroll records
Processes Central Services chargebacks
Assists with annual budget process
Assists with insurance liability claims
Oversees the office in the absence of the Clerk

Mrs. Riehle noted that Mrs. Decker’s job is so much more than taking Board minutes, adding
the preparation of the Journal of Proceedings is no easy task, and she does a great job at it.
Meghan Washer, Secretary to Clerk of the Board, received her Associates in Business
Management from Alfred State College. Mrs. Washer began working in the office part-time on
August 15, 2016, and became a full-time employee on April 17, 2017. Mrs. Washer’s primary
responsibilities include:
-

Prepares and distributes meeting notices and agendas
Takes, transcribes, distributes, and files minutes of meetings
Prepares various types of correspondence
Prepares other informational and confidential documents
Assists with payroll records
Establishes and maintains confidential and general office files
Assists the Clerk of the Board with any needed tasks
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Mrs. Riehle stated Mrs. Washer’s one task of taking, transcribing, distributing and filing
minutes for meetings is a full-time job in and of itself.
Deborah Roberts, Senior Account Clerk Typist, received her Bachelor’s degree in Business
Administration and Accounting from Bryant and Stratton, and began working in the office on
September 11, 2017. Ms. Robert’s job duties include the following:
-

Purchases office supplies for the entire County
Prepares and distributes County Directory and Village Supplement
Maintains spreadsheets on drivers and vehicles
Maintains records on all vehicles with the exception of Public Works
Processes Legislators’ expense vouchers
Maintains files on contracts
Maintains appointments files
Responsible for toner rebate program
Prepares and sends District meeting notices
Substitutes for Journal Clerk and Mail Clerk

Mrs. Riehle stated the County Directory is an important project for our department that is
completely prepared and printed in-house by Ms. Roberts.
Ellen Graham, Mail Clerk, has been with the County for 27 years, and first began as a parttime Mail Clerk for the Department of Social Services. Ms. Graham moved to the Clerk of the
Board’s Office in 1997, and became full-time in 2001. Ms. Graham’s job duties include the following:
-

Distributes incoming mail
Processes outgoing mail
Prepares invoices for monthly postage chargebacks
Maintains Board folders
Performs large copying jobs
Assists others when needed

Mrs. Riehle stated Ms. Graham works with thousands of dollars’ worth of postage every year,
adding because the mail is a vital part of the County functioning, it can be difficult at times for Ms.
Graham to schedule time off.
Brenda Rigby Riehle, Clerk of the Board, received her Bachelor’s degree in Organizational
Management from Houghton College. Mrs. Riehle began working with the County in 1992 as an
Account Clerk Typist, and became Clerk of the Board in 1998. Mrs. Riehle is very active in the NYS
Association of the Clerks of County Legislative Boards serving as Treasurer for seven years, first
vice-president for two years, and president for two years.
Mrs. Riehle continued her presentation reading the Clerk of the Board’s Office Mission
Statement that is referenced below:
“The mission of the Clerk of the Board’s Office is to serve as an administrative arm to the
Legislature and to provide the necessary support services to enable the Legislature to accomplish its
goals by:



Serving as the official link to all other departments in the County, other entities, State
and Federal agencies, the public, and the media.
Providing a prompt, courteous, and knowledgeable response to any request for
information or assistance.
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Clearly communicating and encouraging compliance with Legislative policies and
procedures.
Accurately recording, distributing, and archiving official Legislative documents.
Professionally fulfilling our assigned responsibilities.

Mrs. Riehle indicated that her office is one that has become known for being a reliable group
that others can call and ask for help on things they don’t typically handle, adding it is something they
pride themselves on.
Mrs. Riehle continued her presentation stating that one thing that differentiates her office
from other departments is that not only do we work for the public, we work for the Legislators. Their
primary allegiance and responsibility is to them. Mrs. Riehle went on to say there is a lot of behind
the scenes work happening in her office to ensure meetings are running smoothly; her office staff
are planners, researchers, advertisers, coordinators, and schedulers, and sometimes it’s only when
things go wrong that they are noticed most. Mrs. Riehle stressed to the Board that her office only
has their best interest in mind, and can be depended upon assist the Legislators.
Mrs. Riehle read through both mandated and non-mandated responsibilities of her office and
highlighted the following additional duties her office performs:
Appointments
The Clerk of the Board’s Office maintains a separate file for each board, agency, committee.
etc. In addition, an index card system is maintained to show at a glance when appointments
expire, who serves on a particular board, term of office, etc. Her office notifies the proper
person, committee, or agency when a particular appointment will expire, and they also
process the appropriate paperwork to re-appointment individuals. Appointments are divided
into three categories: appointments made by the Chairman of the Board, appointments made
by the Chairman subject to Board approval, and appointments made by the Board.
Annual Reports
Mrs. Riehle’s office notifies department heads regarding the deadlines for submission of
annual reports as well as the format required. Annual reports are due in her office by January
or February, and if requested, a schedule is prepared for department heads to attend a
Board meeting to discuss their report. Mrs. Riehle and Legislator Harris briefly discussed
how to obtain an outside agency’s annual report that we provide funding to.
Audits
Vouchers from various departments are reviewed and processed in the Clerk of the Board’s
Office. A summary of all expenses is distributed at each Board meeting for approval.
Budget Process
Mrs. Riehle’s office prepares the budget estimate forms for the department head meeting as
well as the timetable and procedures for the budget process. They send out estimate forms
to various agencies requesting their budgetary appropriation requests, and they ensure that
the proper procedures are followed regarding the setting of salaries for County officials
whose salaries must be set by local law. The tentative and final budget for distribution are
compiled in the Clerk of the Board’s office, and they also make sure that the legal advertising
requirements associated with the budget process are met. Legislator Decker commented that
he thinks Allegany County’s budget process is rubbing off on other counties because
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Cattaraugus County has released the beginning works of their budget, and they were a
county who typically waited until after election.
County Directory
Every year Mrs. Riehle’s office produces a County Directory that lists federal, state, and
county representatives; standing committees; county and town officials; and federal, state,
and county agencies and committees. Mrs. Riehle noted that the directory is a great resource
and the process of developing it is great networking experience.
Insurance
Mrs. Riehle’s office maintains a copy of all insurance policies and an index of said policies.
They maintain a file on all claims brought against the County and track all expenses
associated with each claim. They maintain files on all County property, vehicles, drivers, etc.,
and any time changes are made, they are to notify the insurance company. All reports of
incidents and accidents are filed with the Clerk of the Board’s Office, and the Clerk
processes, reports, and tracks each claim according to the established policies and
procedures.
Journal of Proceedings
The Clerk of the Board’s Office prepares the annual Journal of Proceedings to have printed
and bound. The proceedings include officers of the board, legislators, county officials,
standing committees, members of boards and agencies serving in that year, session
minutes, annual reports, mortgage tax apportionment tables, workers’ compensation budget
and cost apportionment table, legislators’ compensation table, county budget, tax tables,
salaries of town officers, summaries of town budgets, general index, and numerical listing of
resolutions. Mrs. Riehle sends out bid specs to area printers, and the Ways & Means
Committee typically reviews the bids in November and selects a printer. Chairman Crandall
noted what a great resource the Journal of Proceedings are for them, and while it’s much
easier to do things online, it’s nice to have a paper copy to reference as well. Mrs. Riehle
stated some counties have quit printing them which she sees as a disservice. Legislator
Harris asked how many copies are printed. Mrs. Riehle stated we had between 45 and 50
printed, which is a big cutback from previous years.
Legislators’ Compensation Table
At the beginning of every year the legislators’ compensation table showing the salary earned
and expenses reimbursed for each legislator during the prior year is completed. We used to
be required by law to publish this table in the official newspapers in February of every year.
Mrs. Riehle noted that on January 1, 2000, legislators went from a per diem salary to an
annual salary, and while the requirement to publish the table is only for per diem salary, Mrs.
Riehle’s continues to provide the information to the media.
Resolutions
Mrs. Riehle’s office receives pre-filed resolutions from the County Attorney’s office by close
of business one week prior to the following week’s Board meeting. They are put into order,
assigned intro numbers, and them mailed to the legislators. These pre-filed resolutions are
made available to the public on the Thursday prior to the Monday board meeting, and the
Clerk of the Board’s Office assigns a final resolution number to each adopted resolution, and
then distributes to the necessary people, agencies, etc. Mrs. Riehle and Legislator Harris
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briefly discussed the process of a legislator wanting to draft a resolution to bring before the
Board for consideration.
Break
At 9:52 a.m., the group took a small break and reconvened at 10:00 a.m.
ACCORD Corporation
ACCORD Executive Director Lesley Christman attended the meeting and discussed with the
group what ACCORD’s role is within the community. ACCORD is the Community Action Agency of
Allegany County going back to 1972 and a one housing program, and were named Community
Action Agency of Allegany County by the Legislature in 1986. They exist as result of a 1964
Declaration of War on Poverty by Lyndon B. Johnson during his first State of the Union Address and
was deployed through the Economic Opportunity Act which created Community Action Awareness.
ACCORD is very diverse in their scope of services that are offered, which can result in their
definition being different to individuals based on their specific need.
Mrs. Christman stated that ACCORD has approximately 130 employees with more than 100
employees who work full time and earn a full benefits package. They are currently operating out of
eleven locations, and they provide 22 low-income apartments that are located in Cuba, Belmont,
Friendship, and Belfast. ACCORD also leases commercial space to four for profit and three nonprofit entities located in Cuba and Belmont, and they also operate an 8-unit homeless housing
facility in Almond. In 2017, ACCORD served approximately 6,000 constituents. Chairman Crandall
asked if all of their funds are federal. Mrs. Christman indicated that 90 percent are federal; however,
they do receive some state funding, and also have a contract with the Land bank. Mrs. Christman
continued that they also have a state program that provides a child service referral program where
parents can call and inquire about a trustworthy daycare. ACCORD also handles registrations for
individuals looking to start up a new daycare center.
Legislator Harris asked about the setup of ACCORD’s Board of Directors, and how members
are appointed. Mrs. Christman stated if they have a vacancy, they reach out to see if there are
interested individuals, and then the Board votes on their appointment. The Board is made up of nine
members; three elected officials, three individuals who are receiving ACCORD services, and three
at-large members. Mrs. Christman noted that no employees are allowed to be on the Board as the
state does not allow it, and it is viewed as a conflict of interest.
Housing
Mrs. Christman briefly discussed ACCORD’s housing services, stating they are or have
delivered over $3 million in rehabilitation and/or repair services to low-income, elderly, and
disabled residents so they can continue to live in safe and sustainable housing. ACCORD
works closely with the Department of Social Services to help serve residents at risk of
homelessness in addition to providing transitional housing to homeless families and
individuals.
Community Ops
ACCORD is a licensed domestic violence victim services provider and work closely with
Probation and the Sheriff’s Office to enhance victim safety. ACCORD recently received a
grant to administer a pilot program for lethality reduction that helps to identify someone that
is high risk of being a homicide victim. They receive funding through the Department of
Social Services as well as through the New York State Office of Children and Family
Services, and have a strong program in place.
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Youth Services
ACCORD also has a three-year contract with the New York State Office of Children and
Family Services to provide afterschool programs to elementary and middle school children.
They also received a grant from the Ralph Wilson Jr. Foundation which helps keep their
Teenage Advisory Board in place. This Board is a County-wide program that provides
leadership training and opportunities to high school students. They hold a yearly Youth
Summit, and this year’s will be held at Houghton College with over 200 students expected to
attend.
Legislator Barnes asked what their total budget is and how many employees they have. Mrs.
Christman stated they have approximately 130 employees, 100 of which are full-time, and their
budget is approximately $8 million. Legislator Barnes commented that it appears between ACCORD
and the Department of Social Services, there is a lot of overlap. Mrs. Christman stated ACCORD
primarily helps the individuals who don’t qualify for Social Services but are still struggling to make
ends meet. When an individual comes to ACCORD, they are always referred first to Social Services;
however, there are times where there are long waiting lists, or they don’t qualify for benefits.
Legislator Stockin asked Mrs. Christman to highlight their food distribution program. Mrs.
Christman stated they provide emergency food boxes to families when they are in need. The
distribution center at the ACCESS Center in Belmont, NY, and they also work in partnership with
Foodlink and host mobile markets throughout the County. Mrs. Christman thanked the Board for
allowing her to attend and discuss ACCORD and encouraged them to visit their website at
www.accordcorp.org.
Workers’ Compensation
Workers’ Compensation Executive Secretary Heather Bedow attended the meeting and
discussed the Allegany County Mutual Self Insurance Plan which is also known as the Workers’
Compensation Plan. Mrs. Bedow administers the plan, and she is the only employee of the
department. Mrs. Bedow began working in this position in January 2018. Prior to working at the
County, Mrs. Bedow began her insurance career at Allegany Co-op Insurance Company in Cuba,
NY, and most recently worked at Richardson & Stout Insurance Agency in Wellsville, NY.
The Workers’ Compensation Plan covers all of the employees of the 29 towns, villages, fire
departments, emergency management services, County employees, as well as the Soil and Water
District within the County. The members consist of 28 towns, 10 villages, 32 fire departments, 5
volunteer ambulance corps & all County departments. There were approximately 3,020 members in
2017, and all members of the plan are required to complete a pre-employment physical. Each town,
village, and the County pay an apportionment to be covered by the plan, and these calculations are
started in May for the following year. The formula for the apportionment is based on 1 percent real
property valuation, 20 percent experience, and 79 percent total annual payroll. Mrs. Bedow’s current
operating budget is $900,000. Mrs. Bedow continued that POMCO has been the Third Party
Administrator for the plan for the last five years, and they are located in Syracuse, NY. They are paid
$25,000 annually, and the current contract is set to expire on April 30, 2018. Mrs. Bedow briefly
discussed her job duties noting she is hoping to start up safety meetings again next year for our fire
departments.
Office for the Aging
Those in attendance for the March 12 Department Tours travelled to the Office for the Aging
Building at Crossroads in Belmont, NY. Anita Mattison, Coordinator of Services and Deputy Director,
attended the meeting along with Office for the Aging Director Madeleine Gasdik. Following
introductions, Ms. Gasdik began discussing with the group the following programs and services they
offer:
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Health and Nutrition
Senior Luncheon Centers: Luncheons for senior citizens and their caregivers are offered in Alfred,
Belmont, Bolivar, Canaseraga, Cuba, Fillmore, Friendship, Wellsville, and Whitesville where they
can enjoy a delicious, nutritious meal, companionship, activities, and entertainment. Ms. Gasdik
noted that the Wellsville Luncheon Center is open the most frequently.
Meals-on-Wheels Program: Home-delivered meals are available for individuals who are unable to
safely prepare meals due to illness or frailty, lack the knowledge and skills to prepare meals, or lack
support of family, friends, or neighbors. Ms. Gasdik stated their Meals-on-Wheels Program has
grown considerably; however, their funding has not. There are currently 23 routes; 10 have paid
drivers, and the remaining are volunteer drivers. Ms. Gasdik indicated that the new agency they
contract with is expected to open a kitchen in Allegany County.
Nutrition and Counseling: A Registered Dietician is available for consultation and assistance with
special diet programs, restrictions, and nutrition related questions. Ms. Gasdik stated that their
Registered Dietician recently retired; therefore, they cannot make any changes until they get a new
one on staff.
Exercise Classes: Growing Stronger classes are exercises designed to improve bone density,
muscle strength, balance, mobility, and flexibility. Classes are offered for those 55 years and older in
Andover, Angelica, Belfast, Belmont, Bolivar, Canaseraga, Cuba, Fillmore, Friendship, and
Wellsville. Legislator Harris asked what kind of participation they have. Ms. Gasdik stated the
Wellsville class has close to 20 participants so they have had to split the classes into two.
In-Home Services
Caregiver Support: Caregivers occasionally need a break to reduce the stresses associated with
caregiving. Office for the Aging offers home care services provided by a trained aide to allow the
caregiver to run errands or take a much needed rest.
Expanded In-Home Services for the Elderly Program (EISEP): This program offers nonmedical
assistance to individuals who need help staying at home. These services can include bathing,
dressing, shopping, laundry, and housekeeping by a trained aide. This is a cost-share program
based on monthly income, and contractors include Jan & Bev’s or Willcare.
Handyman: Minor home repairs are provided to homeowners through a volunteer Handyman
Program. The handyman’s labor is free, and the homeowner pays for the cost of materials. If a
repair is major, they will be referred to another agency for assistance. Ms. Gasdik noted they do not
take away business from other County businesses. The common services their handymen are
providing are changing light bulbs, smoke detector batteries, mowing lawns…etc.
Friendly Visiting and Telephone Reassurance: A daily phone call or a weekly visit is provided by
volunteers for socialization and a health and safety check.
NY Connects Information and Referral: Office for the Aging is the primary resource for information
and services that improve the quality of life for all individuals. They offer unbiased person-centered
information and assistance to help you connect with the long-term services and supports needed to
help loved ones remain safe in their home and community. Ms. Gasdik indicated that two years ago
NY Connects was privatized, and the County is looking at an $8 million budget cut because the
funds are being given to the Independent Living Centers.
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Health Insurance Information & Assistance: Free and objective information is provided on
Medicare, Medicaid, prescription plans, long-term care insurances, and other options. A monthly
training on Medicare is offered at their offices and educational programs are available to groups in
the community.
Ms. Gasdik and Ms. Mattison briefly discussed the following miscellaneous programs offered
through Office for the Aging:
-

Legal Services
Alzheimer’s Support
Loan Closet
Personal Emergency Response System
Tax Counseling
Home Energy Assistance Program
Transportation

For more information on these services
http://ww.alleganyco.com/departments/office-for-the-aging.

please

visit

their

website

at

Office for the Aging Budget
Ms. Gasdik continued her presentation with a discussion on their budget. Ms. Gasdik
indicated they don’t know until the beginning of the year what their funding from the state will be.
Currently, the federal government provides 20 percent of their total annual budget year, the state
provides 28 percent, and the County provides 31 percent. The remaining 21 percent of Ms. Gasdik’s
budget is funded through other sources. Ms. Gasdik noted that without the 31 percent contribution
from the County they wouldn’t be able to offer many of the services they do now. Legislator Harris
asked if they receive contributions from clients. Ms. Gasdik stated they send out a letter every month
indicating to the client how many meals they received and offer a suggestion as to what they could
donate back to the agency. Ms. Gasdik listed out every cost center they have in their budget, and
stated they are beginning to look at their 2019 Budget. Legislator Harris asked if they first put federal
and state revenues in the budget and then see where their shortfall is that the County picks up. Ms.
Gasdik stated they look at what they need to keep things going. Their grants are not increasing but
their services are, and every day she fears having to start a Meals-on-Wheels waiting list. Legislator
Harris asked for the reason in pay increases for the site managers. Ms. Gasdik stated that minimum
wage recently went up, and they also try to give them an additional $.25 cent raise.
Ms. Gasdik showed the group an example of a blizzard box that provides three shelf stable
meals for clients. Ms. Gasdik noted that so far in 2018 they have had to cancel meals approximately
four times due to weather, and these boxes have been very helpful. Ms. Gasdik also handed out
helpful items that are provided to their seniors including an emergency medical information envelope
and forms, health care proxy form, Yellow Dot Program sign up form, ruler, rape whistle, and hand
sanitizer.
ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting was adjourned
at approximately 12:07 p.m. on a motion made by Legislator Root, seconded by Legislator Decker,
and carried. Following adjournment, Ms. Gasdik provided the group a tour of her office building.
Respectfully submitted,
Meghan Washer, Secretary to Clerk of the Board
Allegany County Board of Legislators

ALLEGANY COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
March 12, 2018

CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order at 3:08 a.m. by Chairman Curtis W.
Crandall
LEGISLATORS PRESENT: Chairman C. Crandall, G. Barnes, J. Burdick, P. Curran, D.
Decker, W. Dibble, K. Graves, B. Harris, S. Havey, D. Healy, J. Hopkins, J. Ricci, D.
Root, P. Stockin, (Absent: D. Fanton)
OTHERS PRESENT: J. Adams, P. Bishop (CGR, Project Director), T. Boyde, B. Budinger,
S. Decker, K. Dirlam, S. Hanmer (CGR, Project Manager), K. Hooker, C. Knapp, B.
Riehle, T. Ross, D. Spitzer
CGR Presentation
County Administrator Timothy Boyde introduced representatives from CGR who are
working on Allegany County’s Shared Services Project. Paul Bishop is serving as Project
Director and Steve Hanmer as Project Manager.
Mr. Bishop began the presentation by saying that they don’t have specific findings to
share with the Board yet. He went on to say that this engagement is in response to the
State’s shared services initiative. They are in the process of gathering data from the towns
and villages in the County. The goal is to find new opportunities for shared services and to
also expand existing services. There are already a lot of shared services in Allegany
County. Once a plan has been drafted, they will share it with the County Legislature and
County staff in a timeframe that allow them to meet the August deadline. Towns and
villages would need to agree to the plan for shared services.
CGR has already taken a look at the 2018 fiscal year budgets as well as capital asset
inventory. They have met with over twenty chief elected officials from towns and villages
within the County. They would like to extend the opportunity to anyone who might have
additional information that would help them in the process. Mr. Bishop would like to
establish focus groups rather than trying to include everyone from the towns and villages.
One focus group would include individuals involved in water operations for their municipality.
CGR would like the plan to be flexible to match the needs of the community.
Legislator Decker asked if it would be possible for Allegany County to share services
with Cattaraugus County, Steuben County, or other neighboring counties, as part of this
plan. Mr. Bishop said he doesn’t see why that wouldn’t work. Crossing into Pennsylvania
for services would not work as far as New York State is concerned, but it may still be an
opportunity for Allegany County. Legislator Graves asked if they were looking at all goods
and services provided by the County. He wondered if they would include other
organizations in the County. He used the Sheriff’s Office as an example saying that both
the County and State have a drug task force. He asked if they would be looking into things
like this as well. Mr. Bishop stated that they are specifically looking at how the towns and
villages are working with the County. He said he’s not sure how that would fit in their scope,
but they could potentially look at it.
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In regards to their town and village engagement efforts, they have conducted over
twenty interviews to date and have scheduled thirteen more interviews for today. Nineteen
of the thirty-seven questionnaires sent out have been completed. Ninety-seven existing
shared services have been identified along with twelve proposed services. Legislator Harris
asked if they felt that the interviewees have sufficient understanding of highway matters or if
they might need to speak with highway superintendents. Mr. Bishop said he intends to
speak with some of the highway superintendents as well as fire chiefs. Legislator Burdick
suggested that they speak with the Town Tax Clerks Association as well. Board Clerk
Brenda Riehle asked if any of the towns or villages have opted out. Mr. Hanmer stated that
the Village of Belmont and the Village of Richburg have opted out.
Although the County, and the towns and villages within the County, have a strong
foundation of existing collaboration, the State is directing us to do more. Opportunities will
be examined through three lenses. Potential for cost savings, potential for service
enhancement, and potential for improvement in service sustainability will all be looked at.
Some recommendations will have a potential for monetary savings while others will only
offer opportunities to improve service or sustainability.
Mr. Hanmer identified some promising areas for shared services. Some items
included in the list are: fire departments, highway operations, water operations, workforce
sharing, utilities, code enforcement, animal control, centralized bulk purchasing, health
insurance, workers’ compensation, and town consolidations. Unfortunately, there are also
obstacles to sharing and implementation. Current levels of sharing can limit the number of
remaining areas in which to search. Recent efforts to cut spending reduces the amount of
savings where sharing does make sense. Also, culture and identity can influence decisions
more than what makes sense on paper
CGR will be working with different groups over the next couple of months. They will
be meeting with highway superintendents and fire personnel as well as other focus groups.
They intend to hold public meetings in June and August as well.
Legislator Barnes brought up the issue of consolidating towns. Each of our twentynine towns has a Supervisor, Town Board, Highway Superintendent, and other staff. Mr.
Bishop remarked that not many look forward to change. It’s a pretty good idea considering
the scope of services offered. However, it might not be a huge savings to combine. For the
surviving municipality there may be a tax advantage. Legislator Burdick asked if towns and
villages are going to be mandated to participate. Mr. Bishop indicated they would not be
required to participate. Legislator Graves asked if that would be true if a County-wide plan
was developed. County Administrator Tim Boyde explained the process for approving the
plan. Each chief elected official from the town/village has one vote. The vote for the County
comes from him. The plan must be approved by the full body. Legislator Hopkins asked if
the State could penalize them for not participating. Mr. Boyde stated that this is purely
voluntary, and they will not be penalized. Legislator Harris wondered if the County would be
required to come up with another plan in twelve months. If the State is going to continue to
require this, should we hold back some of our ideas for the future? Mr. Boyde stated that
we will have to look at how we can build upon this. Towns and villages are going to have to
buy into this.
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Executive Session
A motion was made by Legislator Decker, seconded by Legislator Root, and carried
to enter into executive session at 3:51 p.m. to discuss the employment history of a particular
employee. Immediately following discussion, at 4:39 p.m., a motion was made by Legislator
Graves, seconded by Legislator Stockin, and carried to end the executive session and
return to the regular meeting.
ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting was
adjourned on a motion by Legislator Graves, seconded by Legislator Stockin, and carried at
4:40 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,
Sarah M. Decker, Journal Clerk/Deputy Clerk of the Board
Allegany County Board of Legislators

APPROVED
April 9, 2018

ALLEGANY COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE

ALLEGANY COUNTY
BOARD OF LEGISLATORS

March 21, 2018

CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order at 9:31 a.m. by Chairman Curtis W.
Crandall
LEGISLATORS PRESENT: Chairman C. Crandall, G. Barnes, J. Burdick (arrived at 9:40
a.m.), D. Decker (arrived at 9:56 a.m.) W. Dibble (arrived at 9:35 a.m.), K. Graves (arrived at
10:40 a.m.), B. Harris, J. Ricci, D. Root (arrived at 10:30 a.m.), P. Stockin
OTHERS PRESENT: C. Braack, S. Decker, R. Sobeck-Lynch

DEPARTMENTAL PRESENTATIONS:
Employment & Training
Employment & Training Director Reita Sobeck-Lynch introduced herself and
explained that her office is located down the street from the County Office Buildings in a
building belonging to the former church that once housed the County Museum. An
additional building just below that is used for training purposes.
Ms. Lynch explained the sources of revenue for her office. They receive revenue
from the following sources:
WIOA (Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act)
 Adult and dislocated workers $195,000
 Youth $131,500
 Administrative $9,000
TANF (Temporary Assistance for Needy Families)
 Summer Youth Employment Program $163,000
Department of Social Services $415,500
Division of Youth $5,000
Allegany County $35,000
Fund Balance $85,000 (They don’t usually need to use this.)
All of the money received comes through the Allegany-Cattaraugus Workforce
Development Board in Olean. Funds are divided between Allegany and Cattaraugus
counties based on population.
Ms. Lynch stated that anyone applying for temporary assistance through the
Department of Social Services must register with her office. She said they truly want to find
employment for these people. The unemployment rate for Allegany County in March is 8.6
percent.
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She noted that the TANF money is used for the Summer Youth Employment
Program. Her office has reached out to libraries in the County to find youth who might
benefit from the program.
Employment & Training partners with several area schools/organizations for
educating adults. They work with BOCES, Alfred State, Jamestown Community College,
Literacy West, Southern Tier Traveling Teacher, and ACCORD, as well as other
organizations.
Legislator Harris, referred to a brochure distributed by Ms. Lynch that contained
statistical information about employment in Allegany County. It stated that 28 percent of
jobs in Allegany County are in the public sector. He wondered if she knew how that
compared to the rest of New York State. Ms. Lynch stated she didn’t know but she could
get that information for him. Chairman Crandall asked her if she had a list of the top
employers in the County. Ms. Lynch listed the following employers in order by size.
1. Otis Eastern
2. Allegany County
3. Alfred State College
4. Alfred University
5. Ljungstrom ARVOS Group
6. Jones Memorial Hospital
7. Dresser-Rand, Siemens Government
8. Allegany Arc
9. Swain (seasonal)
10. Saputo
11. Houghton College
12. Empire Cheese
13. Cuba Memorial Hospital
14. L.C. Whitford
15. Wellsville Manor Care Center
16. ACCORD
17. Highland Park Rehabilitation & Nursing Center
18. Ask Chemicals
(These businesses employ 100 or more in Allegany County.
businesses that have not reported.)

There may be other

Legislator Barnes asked if the number of employees at Otis Eastern included those
employed in Allegany County or in other locations around the Country as well. Ms. Lynch
stated that they employ 100 people in Wellsville. Legislator Barnes remarked that many of
their employees never see Allegany County. Legislator Dibble stated there are many who
work elsewhere and come home to Allegany County on the weekends. Legislator Ricci
noted that the brochure stated that 23 percent of Allegany County workers come from other
locations (outside of Allegany, Steuben, Cattaraugus, Erie, and Monroe Counties); he
wondered how many of the 23 percent are Pennsylvania residents.
Legislator Harris asked how County funding for these programs has changed over
the years. Ms. Lynch stated that it hasn’t changed much since she has been with the
County. If the money isn’t used, it goes back to the County. The group discussed the
success rate for people finding jobs and staying employed long-term. They talked about the
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number of people who cycle back through the system. Ms. Lynch said it’s hard to come up
with a number of people who come back through her office after finding employment. If they
quit their job, there are consequences to any assistance they are receiving. Chairman
Crandall asked about the availability of jobs. Ms. Lynch stated they’ve expanded their
search, but they are finding areas with jobs available. Legislator Burdick wondered if the
rise in minimum wage has made it more difficult to find jobs. Ms. Lynch said that most
employers realize that’s what they have to pay. There are a lot of entry level jobs. It’s
difficult to keep those jobs filled. Her office is working with them to help retain employees.
Chairman Crandall asked if the training they provide covers work ethic. Ms. Lynch said they
cover that in their employment assessment class. The group discussed the minimum wage
going up and how it has impacted local businesses, especially restaurants. Many have
noticed it costs more to go out to a restaurant than it previously did. The increase in the
cost of wages has been passed on to customers. They talked about the increase in wage
expense possibly being a factor in McDonald’s in Wellsville going to a more automated
system of customer service. The group discussed how customer service and the overall
way of doing business has changed.

Historian/Records Management
County Historian Craig Braack gave a brief history on the origin of the position of
County Historian. Franklin D. Roosevelt was New York State Governor during the late
1920s. He was a lover of local history and felt it was important to preserve that history.
State legislation was enacted during that time requiring municipalities to have a historian.
Prior to that, only very large cities would have historians.
Mr. Braack became County Historian in February 1985. From the 1980s through the
mid-1990s he had many visitors who would come to the County Museum to look around and
also get information for genealogy purposes. The County Museum no longer exists as it
was demolished to make room for parking, and with the rise of the internet, he rarely gets a
visitor looking for genealogy information. During the last legislative term, the Board voted to
lend County historical artifacts to the Allegany County Agricultural Society to store and
display at the Allegany County Fairgrounds in Angelica. It is a great venue for visitors to
view these items. Mr. Braack also mentioned the museum in Andover which is operated by
the Allegany County Historical Society.
Mr. Braack stated that since his official retirement, at which time he went from serving
as full-time County Historian to part-time, the number of talks and presentations he gives
has been declining. He noted that school curriculums have changed. He hasn’t given a
presentation in a school classroom in ten years or more. Many other groups which used to
request presentations (Granges, Lodges, etc.) have folded. The group discussed the future
of local history in the County and how it might be handled.
Legislator Barnes asked Mr. Braack when he was expected to give his next
presentation on the Erie Canal. Mr. Braack stated that he wasn’t scheduled to give one at
this time but that it’s a lengthy presentation that might not work in all situations. Legislator
Decker remarked on what an asset this is and what an excellent job Mr. Braack has done;
he suggested that it might be nice to make an announcement that Mr. Braack is available to
give presentations. Chairman Crandall asked Mr. Braack to provide them with a list of his
presentations. Legislator Harris asked about digitization of County history. Mr. Braack
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stated that he’s working on that.
scanning.

He has thousands of slides he’s been working on

ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting was
adjourned on a motion by Legislator Stockin, seconded by Legislator Decker, and carried at
10:45 a.m. so that the regular standing committee meetings could be held.

Respectfully submitted,
Sarah M. Decker, Journal Clerk/Deputy Clerk of the Board
Allegany County Board of Legislators

ALLEGANY COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
April 23, 2018

CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order at 2:46 p.m. by Chairman Curtis W.
Crandall
LEGISLATORS PRESENT: Chairman C. Crandall, G. Barnes, J. Burdick, P. Curran, D.
Decker, W. Dibble, D. Fanton, K. Graves, D. Healy, J. Hopkins, J. Ricci, D. Root, P.
Stockin, (Absent: B. Harris, S. Havey)
OTHERS PRESENT: S. Ackley, L. Ballengee, T. Boyde, S. Decker, L. Edwards, M. Gasdik,
V. Grant, M. Hennessy, G. James, C. Jones, C. Knapp, R. Lynch, B. Riehle, T. Ross
MEDIA PRESENT: K. Kellogg (Olean Times Herald), C. Potter (Wellsville Daily Reporter)

ROUNDTABLE 2021
Chairman Crandall began the meeting by reading a summary about Roundtable
2021, as well as the process for discussions.
“The Allegany County Board of Legislators has four-year concurrent terms. 2017 was
an election year in which there were several Legislators who choose not to run as well as
several contests both in the primary election and general election. At the end of the process,
the 15-member Board ended up with six new Legislators. With a “new” Board of Legislators
being seated January 1, 2018, the timing was right for the Board to look at and share ideas
of what would be worked on during the next four-year term ending in 2021. Bringing a new
Board of Legislators together to formulate plans for their term in office is something that has
been done in the past in different degrees and approaches. Some of these have been a
more formal approach with professional facilitators, others have been less formal sessions.
There have been other planning sessions midterm as well to help Allegany County achieve
and focus on direction for the betterment of our people.
‘This process and approach titled Roundtable 2021 is a little different than what has
been done in the past. The first session was scheduled and took place on November 29,
2017, at Lake Lodge in Alfred, NY. Chairman Curt Crandall facilitated the meeting. The
meeting was purposely scheduled to take place between the general election and the first of
the year prior to the new Board being sworn in and seated. Roundtable 2021 was designed
to include all Allegany County Department Heads so that introductions between the new
Board of Legislators and Department Heads could take place before the first of the year, as
well as begin a roundtable or brainstorming session to focus on improvements to
government operations as well other actions that might improve our County. Session two
was a continuation of the first session gathering more thoughts and ideas.”
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The process of Roundtable 2021 included the following:

Step One


Brainstorm and gather ideas and suggestions from Board of Legislators and County
Department Heads.
Held on November 29, 2017, this was a three-hour session with time spent on
introducing ourselves, a brief PowerPoint review of the history of our Board of
Legislators, followed by open discussion and brainstorming.

Step Two


Continue brainstorming from Session One
Held on February 8, 2018, this was a three-hour session with time spent reviewing
our existing Priority List of Projects and the success of projects that have been
completed or close to completion as well as open discussion and brainstorming.

Step Three


Break those ideas and suggestions down into categories.
The list of ideas and suggestions were separated into three categories:
1. County Administrator/Department Head will address the issue
2. Beyond our Legislative power and control
3. Discuss and consider sending to standing committees to review by:
A. Do nothing, take no action at this time
B. Request additional information to determine if you want to
send it to committee
C. Refer to committee of jurisdiction

Step Four


Follow-up and discuss items that the majority of the Board can support and prioritize them
answering the questions of:
A. Do nothing, take no action at this time
B. Request additional information to determine if you want to
send it to committee
C. Refer to committee of jurisdiction

Chairman Crandall stated that the purpose of the meeting today is to discuss
particular issues that have been generated from previous meetings. (Tables were
generated to aid in the process of reviewing these issues.) Chairman Crandall remarked
that he sees the tables as living documents that continue to be updated. It’s a process.
Some of these things will take a great deal of time and effort; some things have already
been taken care of, or are in the process of being taken care of.
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County Administrator Table
Tronetti House Demolition
Legislator Dibble, referring to the topic of the demolition of the Tronetti House in
Belmont said, the house should be listed as the Clark House. The house was built by the
founders of Clark Brothers. He would like to see the description changed. Chairman
Crandall stated that they have referred to it as the Tronetti House because that’s what
everyone knows it as, but they could add a historical footnote saying that it’s the former
Clark Brothers’ House. Chairman Crandall went on to say that the demolition has been
completed.
Landfill Closing
Chairman Crandall noted that the projected closing date for the Landfill is somewhere
between April 30, 2018, and June 25, 2018.
Space Needs
The third floor renovation project is expected to be completed in April 2018.
Installation of new records storage equipment was completed February-March 2018.
Septic System at the Jail
This is an ongoing project, and will possibly be included in the 2019 Budget.
Friendship DPW Shop Roof Repair
The roof repair was completed in May 2017, and a certificate of completion was
issued on September 30, 2017.
County Clerk’s Office Renovation
County Treasurer Terri Ross stated that this project is currently in the Budget for
2018.
911 – CAD Software
Ms. Ross stated that a resolution was passed in 2017 for this project. It was partially
funded from 911 and a PSAP grant. It is fully funded and they are working on it.
Broadband Project
Legislator Curran stated that this is in progress. He said there would be a report next
month giving updates on the project.
Legislator Stockin stated that when he read over the table he was encouraged by
what had already been taken care of. Chairman Crandall agreed.
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Beyond Our Legislative Powers and Control
Chairman Crandall noted that things such as retail sales tax, an outlet mall, hotels,
and restaurants are not something the Legislature should be dealing with. These are items
to add to the economic development list. The County has invested in tools. The Allegany
County Industrial Development Agency and Economic Developer have been listed as the
responsible parties for these items.
Facilitation of town/village merger explorations, including elections, was commented
on in the table by Kier Dirlam. He stated that there may be some interest that will come out
of the CGR Shared Services Study. Legislator Dibble stated that as far as elections are
concerned, the towns and villages would have to do a public referendum. Chairman
Crandall reminded everyone that the mergers can’t be taken care of by the County. Towns
and villages would have to take action on that. He said that Kier was just pointing out that
there is some interest and conversation on that topic.

Send to Standing Committees to Review
Eroding Property Values
Chairman Crandall noted that comments written by the Planning office about the
status of this included, “Slow. Need to have more properties put into the Land Bank
Program with more support from County.” Legislator Graves remarked that he thought it
was going to be “taking legs shortly.” Chairman Crandall stated that the funding is there
and it’s going to begin to roll along. Legislator Fanton said that the Land Bank is in the
process of acquiring five properties. Ms. Ross stated that five properties were just
approved. The Land Bank can also look at the tax sale list after the auction to see if any
properties from that are forfeited. Clerk of the Board Riehle asked if there were any bidders
that attended the auction with the intention to bid on those properties the Land Bank is
purchasing. Ms. Ross stated that unfortunately, there were. They weren’t happy. Some
were community members looking to purchase the property to clean up their neighborhood.
Chairman Crandall remarked that he’s not sure the Land Bank and the Treasurer are the
only responsible parties for this topic. There are other factors. He said he may even argue
about whether property values are eroding. Legislator Fanton agreed, saying that not all
property values are eroding; some are increasing. Chairman Crandall suggested that there
is no action to take other than what is currently being done. He asked if anyone disagreed.
Seeing that no one disagreed, he stated that it should land in “Category A.”

Voting Machine Upgrades
Legislator Dibble asked if there was any money that could be obtained from the State
for new machines. County Administrator Boyde suggested there may be HAVA funds
available. The machines we currently have are reaching their maintainable life (from
vendors). He believes this is an item that could go to committee. Chairman Crandall
agreed saying our Elections’ budget is out of sight. This shouldn’t be a cost for our local
government. He stated that it should be a resolution that goes through NYSAC and
InterCounty. A motion was made by Legislator Fanton, seconded by Legislator Dibble, and
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carried to refer this to the Personnel Committee with a recommendation to send letters to
Senator Schumer, Senator Gillibrand, InterCounty, NYSAC, and NOCO.
Refer to
Personnel Committee.

Proactive Approach Including Trauma Informed and Upfront Care and Programs to
Support Families that Will Save Money in the Long Term
Chairman Crandall asked Commissioner of Social Services Vicki Grant to come
forward to speak on this topic. Ms. Grant stated that one of the aspects of this is educating
our departments and how we approach the community. She suggested that more
information may be needed. Legislator Root asked if she thought this was something that
could be referred to the committee of jurisdiction. Chairman Crandall suggested that this
could include several different departments. Ms. Grant agreed saying that the approach
used with clients may help to avoid more expensive services in the future. Legislator
Hopkins stated that the Human Services Committee has been highlighting issues and
discussion at Human Services Committee meetings which may be a way to start this. A
motion was made by Legislator Hopkins, seconded by Legislator Dibble, and carried to
move this to the Human Services Committee for further consideration. Refer to Human
Services Committee.

Prevention Programs for Youth to Decrease Necessity for Probation and Jail
Legislator Dibble suggested this be referred to the Public Safety Committee.
Chairman Crandall suggested they need to know what programs this includes. Youth
Bureau Director Linda Edwards stated she is not the person who suggested this topic, but
she would guess that the problem is a lack of funding. She stated that each year they have
less and less money to work with. Towns and villages are discontinuing their summer
recreation programs because of lack of funding. Chairman Crandall asked if there was
anything the Board can do at this time to help. Ms. Edwards stated that towns are
discontinuing their summer youth programs because even though they are supplemented
by funding that comes through the County, they still have to come up with a portion of the
funds. Chairman Crandall suggested that the Board might need to get more information
from the person that presented this issue. Ms. Ross stated that she believes it was a
combination of Probation, the Sheriff, and the Youth Bureau all coming together. It had to
do with Raise the Age and that new programs would be costly. A motion was made by
Legislator Root, seconded by Legislator Graves, and carried to request more information on
this topic. Refer to Sheriff, Probation, Youth Bureau, Department of Social Services,
and Public Defender.

Indigent Defense, Further Examination to Determine Ways to Decrease Costs and
Improve Services, Specifically Public Defenders Office and Assigned Counsel
Services
Legislator Fanton stated that their physical office space issue has been resolved.
Legislator Dibble said he felt that more information was needed from the Public Defender.
Ms. Ross stated that she believes conversation on Indigent Defense Service has begun.
There have been conversations about the legal services contract. Legislator Healy stated
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that the Public Defender has really been proactive on this. A motion was made by
Legislator Dibble, seconded by Legislator Healy, and carried to request additional
information on this topic. Refer to Public Defender.

Grant Funding Opportunities that Have Been Passed Up On
Chairman Crandall read comments made by Kier Dirlam including, “County support to hire a
full-time or part-time position to do grant writing for various County projects and the
towns/villages would be a potentially positive step.” Legislator Stockin stated that in his
years of experience he has found that using an outside person for grant writing is better.
Legislator Root recalled a meeting held at Alfred State College with the State. It was
discovered that many grants aren’t being applied for because organizations can’t handle the
paperwork that is required for the grants. Chairman Crandall suggested that there is a lot to
follow up on even after the grant is written. Legislator Stockin stated that sometimes a
project has to be paid for up front and then the grant reimburses for the project. Legislator
Hopkins stated that she feels more information is needed. Legislator Root said the Board
doesn’t know what grants are being referred to. Legislator Fanton stated that most
department heads receive a list of grants that are available. He hopes department heads
are looking at the list. There’s a lot out there. Chairman Crandall asked where this topic
was coming from. He noted that Planning and Development had commented on it. Mr.
Boyde stated that he thought it came from department heads. The request is that we have
a grant writer who can go after these funds. Chairman Crandall suggested this could be
worked into department head meetings. Legislator Dibble stated that a fee for writing the
grant should be including in the grant. Legislator Stockin said the idea of a person here
writing grants is something to consider, but sometimes outside entities have specific
knowledge for a certain type of project. A motion was made by Legislator Fanton, seconded
by Legislator Healy to request additional information. Refer to Planning, Development,
and Department Heads.

Improve Staff Trainings
Personnel Officer Bobby Budinger stated he’s not sure this is a legislative action
item. There are a lot of things we can do that we aren’t currently doing. His office is looking
into additional trainings that are available. Chairman Crandall said that a few years ago, he
and John Margeson had a conversation with Southern Tier West about a training program.
Southern Tier West had created a training program for Cattaraugus County. The training
sessions were for department heads and mid-management. It would have taken some
funding to put that together. He remarked on the department head turnover that has taken
place in his years as a legislator. There are only three department heads that were here
when he became a legislator. Mr. Budinger stated that he has some trainings in mind that
are specific to department heads. There are online trainings that are free. He said that
every employee has access to online trainings. Chairman Crandall suggested that a
request for more information be made. If nothing more, Mr. Budinger’s office will be able to
bring us up to speed with what they’re doing. A motion was made by Legislator Healy,
seconded by Legislator Fanton, and carried to request additional information. Refer to
County Administrator and Human Resources.
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Utilize Colleges and Universities
Chairman Crandall noted a comment made by Craig Clark in the table saying, “Will
be discussed at the May 15 meeting.” A motion was made by Legislator Fanton, seconded
by Legislator Decker, and carried to take no action at this time.

County-Wide Document Management System that Integrates Billing, Time, and
Attendance Records
The group discussed the idea that these are probably separate issues. County
Treasurer Ross explained how currently, extra steps have to be taken to input payroll due to
different department needs. Clerk of the Board Riehle stated that IT Director Keith Hooker
is looking into a county-wide document system. Chairman Crandall remarked that none of
this will be done without cost. He doesn’t see a reason to “jam” this to a committee. Public
Health Director Lori Ballengee asked if department heads would be included. She stated
that many departments have different time-keeping requirements. Mr. Boyde suggested
that this will be an ongoing discussion. A motion was made by Legislator Dibble, seconded
by Legislator Fanton, and carried to request additional information. Refer to Information
Technology, County Administrator, Human Resources, Treasurer, and Clerk of the
Board.

Chairman Crandall suggested that the conversation on these topics is a learning
opportunity. He feels it’s a good thing, but it’s going to take time to get through everything.
Legislator Graves suggested they eliminate items that will be classified as “Option A.” (Do
nothing/Take no action at this time.) Legislator Fanton remarked that the discussion has
been good, especially for the newer legislators. They agreed that having the department
heads in attendance would be helpful. Legislator Root suggested going through this in
smaller pieces, maybe a page at a time. It was suggested that they meet again after
upcoming Board meetings.
Chairman Crandall mentioned the annual Clambake, saying that they need to decide
if they are going to continue. They discussed the finances and how many tickets would
need to be sold to make it profitable.
Legislator Graves brought up the topic of their seating arrangement for committee
meetings. He made a motion that they go back to sitting at the table in the back of the room
for committee meetings until the ergonomics are figured out. The motion failed to receive a
second. Chairman Crandall said that while there are a couple of items that need to be
worked on, the new seating arrangement has taken committee meetings to a different level.
Legislator Graves suggested having a table placed in the center of the room for people who
are speaking. Legislator Healy stated he doesn’t mind a discussion on the topic, but that he
wasn’t prepared to vote on it today. Chairman Crandall suggested that they work on the
deficiencies in the seating arrangement.
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ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting was
adjourned on a motion by Legislator Decker, seconded by Legislator Healy, and carried at
4:47 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,
Sarah M. Decker, Journal Clerk/Deputy Clerk of the Board
Allegany County Board of Legislators

ALLEGANY COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
May 14, 2018

CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order at 3:38 p.m. by Chairman Curtis W.
Crandall
LEGISLATORS PRESENT: Chairman C. Crandall, G. Barnes, J. Burdick, P. Curran, D.
Decker, W. Dibble, D. Fanton, K. Graves, B. Harris, S. Havey, D. Healy, J. Hopkins,
J. Ricci, D. Root, P. Stockin
OTHERS PRESENT: T. Boyde, B. Budinger (departed 4:20), C. Clark, S. Decker, K. Dirlam, M.
Gasdik (departed at 4:19 p.m.), V. Grant (arrived 3:54 p.m., departed 4:38 p.m.), K. Hooker, C.
Jones, C. Knapp, R. Lynch (departed at 4:19 p.m.), B. Riehle, T. Ross,

ROUNDTABLE 2021
Chairman Crandall explained that an administrative team comprised of Tim Boyde,
Brenda Riehle, Bobby Budinger, Guy James, Terri Ross, and Carissa Knapp has spent time
reviewing many of the topics in the table in an effort to provide comments to make it easier
for the Committee of the Whole to go through each topic. Keith Hooker and Kier Dirlam
have also participated at times when their area of expertise applied to the topic being
discussed.
Send to Standing Committees to Review
Breakdown departmental silos and improve cross sharing of information, equipment,
and resources
County Administrator Boyde remarked that there is a lot more information sharing
now. Chairman Crandall asked if this topic could be referred to the Committee of
Jurisdiction as needed. Mr. Boyde indicated that he felt that would be appropriate. A
motion was made by Legislator Fanton, seconded by Legislator Dibble, and carried, that
when a need arises, it will be forwarded to the Committee of Jurisdiction.
Centralized purchasing office for legal compliance, uniformity, and efficiency
Chairman Crandall stated that the administrative team had suggested that additional
information be requested. He asked if there was anyone present who had suggested this
topic be discussed. Legislator Graves asked if there was a problem with our current
purchasing system. Legislator Dibble suggested that towns and villages could piggyback.
Legislator Fanton stated that they already piggyback in regards to purchases for Public
Works. Madeleine Gasdik stated that she had just gone through the bid process for a
copier for Office for the Aging and suggested it could save a great deal of money if the
County departments bid copiers together. IT Director Keith Hooker agreed it would be a
tremendous savings and the County would likely receive better service as well. Clerk of the
Board Brenda Riehle stated that she’s been looking into it and has surveyed other counties.
She has found that most counties use one supplier for their copiers. Mr. Hooker stated that
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copiers are just a small piece. Computers, printers, and ink cartridges could be considered.
Most of the office supply purchases go through the Clerk of the Board’s office. Mr. Hooker
remarked that it used to be fairly easy for IT to get computers, but the process for
purchasing them has changed. We have to know up front what we’re going to need for
computers in order to make a large request and get a better price. County Treasurer Terri
Ross stated that we need more information. This really involves getting a purchasing
department. It can’t just be one person. It depends on what direction the Board wants to go
with this. Legislator Root stated that she’d like to do this smarter and more efficiently. Each
department is spending time purchasing. It might actually save enough to justify having a
purchasing department. Legislator Hopkins remarked that this looks like shared services at
the county level. She feels it should be looked into. Mr. Boyde stated that this is an
example of a silo. Everyone kind of does their own thing. He suggested possibly having a
provision for copier services effective 2019. We could also look into sharing printers and
using the same type of printers for everyone. He proposed that NACO (National
Association of Counties) could provide us with group purchasing opportunities. Legislator
Fanton said he felt it would be best to focus on a couple of big items. Mr. Hooker said his
department orders computers. Departments aren’t ordering computers. Office supplies go
through the Clerk of the Board’s office. Occasionally, departments will find a better deal on
something and order it themselves. Ms. Ross stated that DPW has a pretty good bidding
system. It would be crazy to have someone else do that. She expressed a need for a list of
contracts for our copiers and when they expire. Chairman Crandall stated that a policy
change would need to go through Ways & Means and then the full Board. He suggested
that maybe addressing some of the bigger ticket items is a good place to start. Legislator
Stockin asked if there is a purchasing policy available to review. Mrs. Riehle stated that
there is a procurement policy that she could share with him. A motion was made by
Legislator Fanton, seconded by Legislator Healy, and carried to refer this to Ways & Means
to review the procurement policy. Refer to Ways & Means.

Zombie property laws and bank owned property management
The administrative team’s comment was to take no action, it’s in progress with the
Land Bank. Legislator Harris stated that he had spoken with Allegany County Land Bank
Board Chairman Kier Dirlam. It seems there is a difference in the Land Bank’s scope and
dealing with zombie properties. Zombie properties are tear-downs. These are bank owned
properties that aren’t being addressed. Mr. Dirlam said that theoretically, the Land Bank
could look at those properties, but they haven’t been. Legislator Harris said that he is in no
way endorsing this but the County could purchase and tear them down. Then a transfer
could be made to the Land Bank. Mr. Dirlam said initially people have thought the Land
Bank was going to be the “demolition bank.” Many don’t realize that only a small
percentage of the properties are allowed to be demolished. Currently they are focusing on
rehabbing houses. Legislator Dibble suggested that this topic be split into two categories.
Legislator Harris stated that unsightly bank-owned properties should be an issue for
municipalities. They should have zoning laws. Legislator Stockin stated that only a small
percentage of municipalities have zoning. Mr. Dirlam said that zombie properties are
properties in which the owner isn’t paying the mortgage but the bank hasn’t executed
paperwork to take it back, and the taxes are being paid. Ms. Ross stated that sometimes
banks have escrow and that’s why the taxes are being paid. Mr. Dirlam said that the Land
Bank is not yet a non-profit; it is a local public authority. Non-profit status would allow the
Land Bank to accept donations from estates, banks, etc. He stated that code enforcement
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is the only thing really pushing people to do something with some of these properties.
Legislator Burdick said that the State has a property maintenance code. That is what towns
need to adopt. Legislator Stockin stated that the town boards need to be ready to spend
money for legal action if they are going to go after some of these properties. A motion was
made by Legislator Fanton, seconded by Legislator Healy, and carried that nothing is to be
done at this time on this matter.

Marketing and outreach improvement
The administrative team’s comment is that this is being taken care of. The committee
agreed. There has been a great deal of improvement in our marketing. The IDA continues
to work on this. A motion was made by Legislator Root, seconded by Legislator Fanton,
and carried, that no action is necessary at this time.

Positive mindset and promotion of Allegany County
The administrative team’s suggestion is to refer to the committee of jurisdiction.
Chairman Crandall stated he believes this is an ongoing cause. It’s in progress and no
further action is needed by the Committee of the Whole. A motion was made by Legislator
Root, seconded by Legislator Ricci, and carried to refer to the Planning & Economic
Development Committee. Refer to Planning & Economic Development Committee.

Chairman Crandall thanked the administrative team for their help. He remarked that
although it’s a slow process, the conversation is extremely enlightening. Legislator Graves
stated that it’s beneficial to have department heads here to join in the conversation.
Legislator Root suggested the topics be organized by subject matter in order to make it
easier to discuss multiple similar topics at one time.

Shared Services
County Administrator Boyde gave an update on the shared services process. One
thing that has been brought up is the possibility of looking into the consolidation of
towns/villages. He said there are several different ways to look at the consolidation
process. The consolidations could be small or larger. The study for this is $25,000 per
town/village. The State pays half and the town/village pays half. If the County wanted to
pay for the studies for the eight municipalities that are interested, it would cost $100,000. If
the request is generated by the taxpayers, the State would pay 90 percent of the cost and
the town/village would pay 10 percent. We need to determine if there is an interest in
participating in the cost of this. Legislator Fanton said he would be interested if 10 percent
of the population showed interest. If there’s not enough interest it’s not worth the cost.
Legislator Graves agreed saying that it taxpayers aren’t interested in consolidation, it’s not
worth spending the money for the study. Legislator Barnes said that he thinks the County
should support municipalities that are desirous of combining. Consolidation could lead to
tax savings and more efficiency. Mr. Boyde announced the next meeting for shared
services would take place on Tuesday at five o’clock in the Legislative Chambers.
Chairman Crandall asked Kier Dirlam if he was aware of any consolidation of towns. Mr.
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Dirlam said he’s not aware of any in our County. Mr. Boyde stated that there haven’t been
any consolidations since 2010 according to CGR.

Attorney/Client Session
The Committee entered attorney/client session at 4:50 p.m. on a motion by Legislator
Fanton, seconded by Legislator Decker, and carried. The Committee exited attorney/client
session at 5:04 p.m. on a motion by Legislator Root, seconded by Legislator Dibble, and
carried.

ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting was
adjourned at 5:05 p.m. on a motion by Legislator Graves, seconded by Legislator Decker,
and carried.

Respectfully submitted,
Sarah M. Decker, Journal Clerk/Deputy Clerk of the Board
Allegany County Board of Legislators

ALLEGANY COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
May 29, 2018

CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order at 2:55 p.m. by Chairman Curtis W.
Crandall
LEGISLATORS PRESENT: Chairman C. Crandall, G. Barnes, J. Burdick, P. Curran, D.
Decker, W. Dibble, D. Fanton, K. Graves, B. Harris, D. Healy, J. Hopkins, J. Ricci, P.
Stockin (Absent: S. Havey, D. Root)
OTHERS PRESENT: T. Boyde, B. Budinger, S. Decker, M. Gasdik (departed 3:50 p.m.) , V. Grant
(arrived 3:02 p.m.), M. Hennessy, K. Hooker, C. Jones, C. Knapp, R. Lynch, B. Riehle, T. Ross
(departed 3:43 p.m.)

Chairman Crandall stated that the purpose of the meeting was to continue discussing
topics related to Roundtable 2021, but before doing so he wanted to allow time for Legislator
Dibble to present information regarding impoundments.
IMPOUNDMENTS
Legislator Dibble distributed a packet containing information on impoundments including
a memo from him dated October 1, 2003, to John Tucker who was the Director of Emergency
Services at that time. It also contained a study dated April 16, 1970, which listed potential
impoundment sites in Allegany County. Legislator Dibble said that they need to address the
Genesee River. We need to contact towns and see if they are interested. We need to try to
get money from the federal government. He remarked, “It’s our county, and it’s all going to
Lake Ontario.” Legislator Curran asked if there were any specifications on these potential
impoundment sites. He said that it would be helpful to know which are the worst areas.
Legislator Dibble stated he didn’t think so. Legislator Decker asked what material these
impoundments are typically constructed from. Legislator Dibble stated that it varies. Legislator
Fanton said that prior to 1972, they were looking at an impoundment out near Stannards. There
wasn’t much support for it. They couldn’t count on a constant water level to use for recreational
purposes. Chairman Crandall added that there have been other small holding ponds and
diversions put into place over the years including one near the school in Wellsville. He asked
Legislator Dibble what he envisioned. Legislator Dibble stated that he would like to have Soil
& Water and other experts look at this. Legislator Graves asked how this relates to the Hazard
Mitigation Plan. Legislator Dibble said it should be part of the plan. The problem still exists.
Legislator Graves wondered if anyone had talked to the Army Corps of Engineers. Legislator
Stockin shared information regarding a project that was recently completed that included
planting 1,000 trees along one section of the Genesee River near Belfast in an effort to reduce
erosion along the riverbank. He said the group is looking at five additional projects. Partial
funding is available. A 40 percent match is required. Legislator Hopkins stated that in 1972
the Genesee River was declared a wild and free river. The river has changed property lines
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over the years, but bringing it back to pre-Agnes condition would be extremely difficult. She
agreed that it’s good to keep it from moving further from its current path, but not back to preAgnes. Chairman Crandall stated that this is an item that should be included in the Roundtable
2021 list. His feeling is that someone is going to look at the study from 1970 and say that they
would do things differently now than they did then. This plan may not work for today, but we
could look at putting something together. Additional information is needed. Legislator Dibble
suggested that Soil & Water look at it. Legislator Curran suggested that it needs to go to
committee and additional information is needed. Chairman Crandall suggested that the
Resource Management Committee is the committee of jurisdiction. A motion was made by
Legislator Curran, seconded by Legislator Graves, and carried to refer this to the Resource
Management Committee to gather more information and decide whether or not to go further
with it. Refer to Resource Management Committee.

ROUNDTABLE 2021
Send to Standing Committees for Review
Residents, Businesses, Volunteers, and School Assemblies
Chairman Crandall stated he wasn’t sure what this topic meant. County Attorney Knapp
suggested that maybe it is supposed to go along with the previous topic of “Positive mindset
and promotion of Allegany County.” Chairman Crandall suggested it be referred to the Planning
& Economic Development Committee and tied in with the previous item on the list. A motion
was made by Legislator Fanton, seconded by Legislator Barnes, and carried to refer this to the
Planning & Economic Development Committee for further discussion. Refer to Planning &
Economic Development Committee.
Working with Higher Education Systems and Other Industries to Address Assisting
Spouses Relocating to the Area with Job Placement by Providing a Call Center for
Assistance with Helping to Improve the Quality of Life.
Chairman Crandall stated that a few years ago there was a luncheon sponsored by
Jones Memorial Hospital where they invited universities and industry in the County to talk about
recruitment and retention of employees. There is a need to pull together so that trailing
spouses can find employment. Employment & Training Director Reita Sobeck-Lynch stated
that her office works on this. Chairman Crandall asked if there was anything the Board could
do to assist. Ms. Lynch stated that while they can always be more creative, she’s not sure
there’s anything the Board can do to help. A motion was made by Legislator Dibble, seconded
by Legislator Healy, and carried to refer to the Planning & Economic Development Committee.
Refer to Planning & Economic Development.
Technology Training (iPads, etc.)
Upgrade of 2010 Mail System (email)
Address Issues of External Email System…
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Chairman Crandall suggested that these items be put together. The Administrative
Team suggested that the County Administrator and department heads are the responsible
parties. Chairman Crandall stated that this is going to be costly to address. Legislator Curran
said there are libraries in the county that offer free and low-cost trainings. Chairman Crandall
stated that some of the things necessary to address this will be very costly and some will be
free or low-cost. Chairman Crandall asked if anyone was in need of help with their iPads.
Legislator Harris stated that the IT department had been very helpful. Legislator Hopkins
expressed her frustration with trying to use the County email externally. IT Director Keith
Hooker acknowledged that there are limitations to the current email system. There are also
limitations to the iPads. He stated that if the County does an upgrade to the email system,
which is something that has to happen, it will address most of the issues. His office has found
ways to deal with some of the issues, including the use of attachments in emails, and they will
gladly work with anyone to try to fix those problems. Legislator Curran stated that if some
department heads have remote access at home, the legislators ought to. Mr. Hooker stated
that the iPads the Board is using do not have that capability. The group discussed what the
difference is between a basic iPad and a more complex device such as the Surface Pro.
County Administrator Tim Boyde stated that the capabilities to remote in and access anything
aren’t available with the iPad. Where you go with this depends on how much access you want
and need. Chairman Crandall asked Mr. Hooker what email system was being considered for
the upgrade. Mr. Hooker said they are looking at a couple of different options. Office 365 is a
cloud based system and the other is an on premise solution. They both have advantages and
disadvantages. Office 365 can be unavailable at times due to it being in the cloud. Other
counties who use Office 365 have stated there may be five days out of the year that they don’t
have access to email or documents. Mr. Hooker likes the idea of an on premise system with
the latest exchange version. Microsoft will not be supporting Office 2010 within a year or two
(January 2020). The group discussed the cost of these upgrades and if there was any funding
available. Mr. Hooker stated that there is an annual licensing fee for the use of Office 365 as
opposed to a large sum up front for the on premise solution. He said he’d been in contact with
other counties to see what they are using. Legislator Graves asked how many counties he’d
canvased. Mr. Hooker stated that he had been part of a discussion that included all but 10-12
counties in New York State. It comes down to what works well for us. Mr. Hooker will be
getting pricing options for the different solutions. Chairman Crandall suggested a time be set
up for additional training on the iPads. A motion was made by Legislator Dibble, seconded by
Legislator Ricci, and carried to refer this to the Director of IT in order to set up a training session.
Refer to IT Director to set up a training session. A motion was made by Legislator Stockin,
seconded by Legislator Dibble, and carried to refer the topics of email, remote access, etc. to
the department heads and County Administrator for additional information. Refer to County
Administrator and department heads.
Succession Planning for Board of Legislators, Department Heads, and Addressing
Mentoring, Career Planning, Cross Training, Outside Recruitment, and Consolidation or
Elimination
County Administrator Boyde stated that this requires department heads to establish
career ladders for positions. There are times and places where it needs to be done. It requires
commitment from the Board to expend funds. There are times you stay in-house and times
you go outside. We could be looking at colleges, leadership training, etc. Chairman Crandall
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stated that Southern Tier West had worked with St. Bonaventure University to develop training
for department heads in Cattaraugus County. Legislator Stockin questioned the wording
“Succession Planning for Board of Legislators.” Mr. Boyde said it deals with people coming up
and chairing the Board and committees. It’s not just for department heads but also the Board.
At some point in time we have to pass the gavel. Chairman Crandall stated that this is being
worked on with some department heads and the County Administrator. He noted a NYSAC
presentation that should be looked at and the need for additional information. A motion was
made by Legislator Dibble, seconded by Legislator Fanton, and carried to request additional
information. Refer to County Administrator and Department Heads for Additional
Information.
ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting was
adjourned at 4:03 p.m. on a motion by Legislator Graves, seconded by Legislator Fanton, and
carried.

Respectfully submitted,
Sarah M. Decker, Journal Clerk/Deputy Clerk of the Board
Allegany County Board of Legislators

ALLEGANY COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
June 11, 2018

CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order at 3:44 p.m. by Chairman Curtis W.
Crandall
LEGISLATORS PRESENT: Chairman C. Crandall, G. Barnes, J. Burdick, P. Curran, D.
Decker, W. Dibble, D. Fanton, K. Graves, B. Harris, S. Havey, D. Healy, J. Hopkins (departed at
4:23 p.m.), J. Ricci, D. Root (departed at 4:21 p.m.), P. Stockin
OTHERS PRESENT: T. Boyde, J. Budinger, S. Decker, V. Grant (departed at 4:15 p.m.), M.
Hennessy, C. Jones, C. Knapp, R. Lynch (departed at 4:00 p.m.), C. Potter (Wellsville Daily
Reporter)(departed at 4:15 p.m.), B. Riehle
Chairman Crandall stated that the purpose of the meeting was to continue discussing
topics related to Roundtable 2021.
ROUNDTABLE 2021
Send to Standing Committees for Review
State Park Expansion
Chairman Crandall stated that the feedback from the Administrative Team was to take
no action at this time, but they also listed Legislator Dibble as the responsible person.
Legislator Dibble suggested that this be referred to the committee of jurisdiction. Chairman
Crandall said Allegany County has never had a true state park. He then went on to explain
how the Genesee Valley Greenway trail that runs through Allegany County came to be. He
said RG&E transferred the right-of-way and it became the Greenway trail. Initially it was
operated by the DEC until the DEC transferred it to State Parks. Technically that trail is our
state park. He suggested there might be ways to expand on that. Funding for expansion would
need to be addressed. Chairman Crandall said that Legislator Dibble had some ideas of areas
that could be state parks. Legislator Dibble suggested the state land located between
Friendship and Belvidere on Coyle Hill could be turned into a state park. Legislator Root stated
that someone would have to develop it. She asked who would fund that. Legislator Dibble
remarked that there are some equestrian trails in that area. Legislator Healy asked why the
Genesee River couldn’t be a state park. Legislator Root said, we have the Genesee Valley
Greenway trail, perhaps we could promote what we have as a state park. Legislator Hopkins
stated that there is considerable work that needs to be done to complete the Greenway trail.
Flooding has washed out much of what would be the trail. Originally it was part of the canal
system and landowners deeded the land for the canal. It then became a railroad bed, and later
a place for electrical poles for RG&E, and then the land was transferred back to the State. She
noted that part of the problem is that the trail goes across people’s front and back yards. It
also takes crop land. She said snowmobilers do help clean and maintain the trails in winter,
and they are supposed to be the only motorized vehicles on the trail. Legislator Decker
remarked that there are ATV owners who pay their registration fees to the State, and they aren’t
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allowed to use the trail. Allowing them to do so would open up more tourism. Currently they
are prohibited from doing so. Legislator Hopkins stated that it’s meant to be a walking trail,
and if ATVs were allowed on the trail, people would get killed. There are insurance issues. It’s
a very complicated issue. Legislator Decker said we’re talking about expansion. If we want to
expand, we’ve got to allow others to use it. Legislator Healy stated that ATVs are prohibited
on all public land. Legislator Stockin agreed saying that ATVs can only be used on private
property. Legislator Root stated that she can’t see the committee taking action on everything
on the list. She feels this is a lower priority. She thinks the committee should discuss things
that are more important right now. Legislator Barnes said that as he sees it, Allegany County
doesn’t have gorges, waterfalls, or things that other state parks have. We do have a lot of state
forest land. He doesn’t want to see private property taken over for a state park. Chairman
Crandall clarified that the property on Coyle Hill which Legislator Dibble is talking about turning
into a state park is state forest. Legislator Stockin said that the Town of Caneadea passed a
law to allow ATVs to cross roads. He mentioned a possible future ATV park in Centerville. He
also talked about Caneadea receiving funding for a town park and how that could potentially
be an access point for the Greenway trail. Legislator Decker made a motion which was
seconded by Legislator Barnes, and carried, to take no action on this at this time. Legislator
Crandall stated that he thinks this is a topic worth coming back to. He feels there might be
things this Board could do with state park funds to improve the Greenway trail and make it
more usable.
Sharing Sales Tax
The committee discussed the distribution of sales tax revenue and referenced a list that had
been compiled several years ago which names services provided by the County in lieu of
sharing sales tax revenue with towns. Legislator Harris suggested that there should be dollar
values attached to each item on the list. County Administrator Boyde stated that it’s difficult to
quantify some items. When we’re talking about the Budget there are many things to consider
in looking at how sales tax is used. There are matching funds from the State for bridges and
roads. We have to estimate how much sales tax revenue we’re going to receive, and if we end
up with less sales tax than estimated, we have to take money from somewhere else. All of the
sales tax revenue goes into the general fund. It’s difficult to quantify where that money is spent.
Chairman Crandall stated there are some costs that we know. For example, there’s a million
dollars in community college expense. The bridge program is another area where we know
the costs. He feels it’s important for the Board to know what those costs are. A motion was
made by Legislator Graves, seconded by Legislator Healy, and carried to table this discussion
until the next meeting.
ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting was
adjourned at 4:34 p.m. on a motion by Legislator Graves, seconded by Legislator Fanton, and
carried.
Respectfully submitted,
Sarah M. Decker, Journal Clerk/Deputy Clerk of the Board
Allegany County Board of Legislators

ALLEGANY COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
June 25, 2018

CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order at 3:12 p.m. by Chairman Curtis W.
Crandall
LEGISLATORS PRESENT: C. Crandall, G. Barnes, J. Burdick, D. Decker, W. Dibble, D.
Fanton, K. Graves, B. Harris, S. Havey, D. Healy, J. Hopkins, J. Ricci, D. Root, P. Stockin
(Absent: P. Curran)
OTHERS PRESENT: T. Boyde, B. Budinger, J. Budinger, C. Coombes, S. Decker, C. Higby,
K. Hooker, C. Jones, C. Knapp, R. Lynch, B. Riehle, T. Ross
Chairman Crandall stated that the purpose of the meeting was to discuss the audit
approval process and an article regarding the subject written by Legislator Graves that was
published in the June 20-26, 2018 edition of the Cuba Patriot and Free Press. Additionally, an
iPad training session conducted by the County’s Information Technology staff would be held to
provide an opportunity for further instruction and to answer questions regarding usage of the
iPads.
Audit Process/Information Foiling
Chairman Crandall shared that recently an audit report, which is used to put together
the Board Audit Summary, was Foiled. He went on to explain that the Board has discussed
the process by which the audit is approved. The idea of having a special audit committee was
discussed but there wasn’t enough support for it. Earlier this year, legislators were given the
opportunity to tour departments to gain a better understanding of how each functions. One of
those tours was of the Treasurer’s Office. Legislator Graves wasn’t present for that tour.
During the tour, Treasurer Ross showed us the boxes of invoices that comprise just one of the
audits. She invited the legislators to go through the invoices. Chairman Crandall went on to
say that the information from those boxes of invoices are condensed into a one-page summary
for the Board to review. There was a time when legislators did go through each invoice prior
to payment. If the Board wants to change the process of how we do this, then it has to be
decided by the Board; it can’t just be one person who makes the request. Legislator Graves
asked, “Does the truth hurt?” Chairman Crandall responded that Mr. Graves put the Board in
a position where it makes it look like things aren’t being handled appropriately. He explained
the multi-step process invoices go through before they’re paid. Chairman Crandall suggested
opening up the conversation for anyone who doesn’t understand the process and also to share
any suggestions they may have. He asked Legislator Graves what specifically he was looking
for and what he’d like to see done differently. He reminded Mr. Graves that there are
restrictions on HIPPA and other confidential material that they are not privy to. Legislator
Graves stated that he won’t know what he’s looking for until he has the chance to see it. When
he was in town/village office, he was able to review a report of all spending before the board
meetings so changes could be made. He felt they were able to save money because of that.
He’s not about to go to the Treasurer’s Office and pick through invoices. When he was an
employee, he was privy to information. He doesn’t know why we have to redact information.
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Chairman Crandall explained that the document he wants to view cannot be distributed without
pulling out discretionary information. It falls under municipal law. Legislator Barnes asked for
clarification on what is meant by “redacted.” County Administrator Boyde explained there are
a couple of different things to consider. When the Board is looking at the audit report, we’re
not convinced it needs the level of redaction that same report would need if that same report
was requested under FOIL. When that information is requested under FOIL, it requires
redaction because it’s public information. We have the responsibility to make sure there is not
sensitive information. He went on to explain that the County cannot give blanket authority for
future audits. Requests cannot be made for documents that don’t currently exist. County
Attorney Knapp added that they must be considered a member of the public when a FOIL
request is made. FOIL requests cannot be made in anyone’s official capacity as legislator.
She said that there are many things that are required, both in the way they respond and the
fees. Legislator Graves said that he didn’t want to make a FOIL request. He felt he had no
choice. His newspaper article was the result of seven years of frustration. His reason for
appeal was for being forced to pay fees related to the FOIL. Legislator Fanton expressed his
frustration with Legislator Graves for writing the article, saying that it denigrates this legislative
body. Chairman Crandall said the Board was admonished by the article and that’s why we’re
here to talk about it. Legislator Barnes asked what percentage of the budget would include
protected information. Chairman Crandall said there’s $10 million just in Medicaid expenses
alone. Ms. Knapp further explained that it’s not the dollar amounts that need to be redacted,
it's the names and other identifying information that must be protected. Ms. Ross stated that
the Board’s ability to control spending takes place during the budget process. It’s when the
budget is being prepared that questions need to be asked. The bills are being paid with money
that was approved for that purpose. She said that she would be open to running different
reports, and said the current Board Audit Summary is much improved over previous reports. It
shows the money being spent for each account in the budget. Chairman Crandall said the
bottom line is that the Board needs to agree on what level they want to see the information.
Legislator Root agreed with Ms. Ross saying the Board’s involvement in approving spending
is when the budget is put together. Departments can’t spend money differently than how it’s
approved unless a request to transfer that money comes before the Board.
iPad Training
Information Technology staff provided additional iPad training to the legislators.
ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting was
adjourned at 4:30 p.m. on a motion by Legislator Fanton, seconded by Legislator Dibble, and
carried.
Respectfully submitted,
Sarah M. Decker, Journal Clerk/Deputy Clerk of the Board

County-wide Shared Services Initiative
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Gary Barnes, Legislator
Janice Burdick, Legislator
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Terri Ross, County Treasurer
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Keith Hooker, IT Director
Joseph Budinger, Real Property Tax Director
Bob Budinger, Human Resources Director
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Lori Ballengee, Director of Public Health
Carissa Knapp, County Attorney
Public
Michelle Staedt
Casey Jones
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Heather Trask
Dan Hegarty
Gary Mattison
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Call to Order
The public hearing was called to order at 6:05 p.m. by Allegany County Administrator Tim Boyde.
Mr. Boyde welcomed and thanked people for attending.
Mr. Boyde remarked that sharing services is not a new concept and that our local municipalities
have been sharing services for a number of years. He noted that we began working on developing
a plan last year. Prior to that in 2015, the County submitted a tax savings plan to the state.
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The current state mandate requires that top elected officials in the county (County Administrator,
Town Supervisors, and Village Mayors) complete a cost savings plan, vote on the plan, and submit
the cost savings plan to the state in September 2018.
The County-Wide Shared Services Initiative (CWSSI) plan is being prepared for public input in
compliance with Legislative Statutes and requires that each county develop a plan designed to
share services and reduce the local tax burden.
The current mandate began in June 2017 and with assistance from our consultants, the Center for
Government Research (CGR), has continued to this point. At today’s public hearing we will
receive input on the proposed options that have been identified throughout the process.
Participants in the development of this proposed plan have included the chief elected official from
each town or village as well as representation from the Allegany County Board of Legislators.
Tonight’s meeting is the first of three required public hearings that will be held to discuss the plan
and provide an opportunity for public review and comment. The second and the third public
hearings will take place in the Legislative Chambers of the County Office Building in Belmont on
August 13 at 10:00 a.m. and following the Board meeting at 3:00 p.m. Towns and villages should
forward all requested information, suggestions, and feedback to CGR by July 9.
On September 15, the final plan will be submitted to the state. The state has defined the plan’s
voting members as the panelists comprised of the County Administrator, the Town Supervisors,
and the Village Mayors.
Mr. Boyde clarified that the plan has several components and some components will not apply to
all of the participating municipalities. Also, just because a municipality voted to approve the plan,
does not mean the municipality is required to follow the plan. However, participating
municipalities are required to vote on the plan.
This process has been driven by the state.
Mr. Boyde then introduced Mr. Paul Bishop with the Center for Governmental Research Firm
(CGR). Mr. Bishop distributed copies of the PowerPoint presentation.
Mr. Bishop summarized the previous meetings and stated that several areas have been identified
for further cost savings discussion including assessments and water and sewer systems. Generally,
the action steps will take from one to three years to achieve. In some cases, there have been valid
ideas shared, but there isn’t enough information known about the topic at this point in time to
include it in the plan since defining the cost savings amount would be difficult.
Mr. Bishop talked about the key objectives for the County-Wide Shared Services Initiative
(CWSSI). CGR began by re-engaging towns and villages in discussion and held several public
forums to find new opportunities or ways to expand on existing shared service arrangements. Also,
CGR evaluated the potential impact of new shared service opportunities. Participating towns and
villages will sign-off on participation and quantify their cost savings.
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Mr. Bishop stated a more refined plan that meets CWSSI requirements will be developed for
consideration and adoption in August 2018.
Mr. Bishop stated the project timeline as:
 Initial Interviews and data collection (Feb-Mar)
 Data collection and topic area focus groups (Mar-Apr) April 2018
 Draft plan to municipalities and county (May – Jun) June 26, 2018
 Finalized draft plan approved (Jul – Aug)
 Panel meets (August 2018)
 Submission of plan to State (pending approval) – (September 2018)
Mr. Bishop discussed the 2018 Shared Services Plan’s components including:
1. Leveraging Health Care Consortia to Generate Insurance Savings
2. Converting Streetlights to LED Technology
3. Group Purchasing of Electricity and Natural Gas
4. Online and County-Supported Tax Collection
5. Centralized Bulk Purchasing
6. Joint Tax Assessment and Property Revaluation
7. Collaborating on Water and Sewer Services
8. Evaluating Potential Municipal Reorganizations
9. Exploring Shared Highway Equipment, Offices, Staff, and Contracts
On August 13, the second and third public hearings will be held in the Legislative Chambers in
the County Office Building. The plan needs to go to the state, and the final decision for approval
is the responsibility of the panelists (County Administrator, Town Supervisors, and Village
Mayors).
Ideas needing more information and analysis can be included in future plans. It was mentioned
that the state may require additional plans from the County going forward.
Mr. Bishop requested suggestions for improvements and stated they could include corrections to
typos, requests for additional information, and requests to consider removing information from the
plan. Please submit all comments for consideration to Mr. Bishop at CCGR or to the County
Administrator by June 26.
Concerning health care consortia and municipal cooperatives, local governments can share costs
for health care insurance for their employees. Together, the towns, villages, and County spend
nearly $9 Million annually on health care costs. This expense could be reduced by 5-7 percent. In
order for this component to be implemented, broad support and participation are needed. In
addition, this will require a substantial fund reserve and a 2,000 covered lives threshold will have
to be met. However, Mr. Bishop noted that several other rural areas have found ways to reach the
2,000 participants and are experiencing a savings. He noted the idea with the health care
cooperative is to maintain the same or very similar medical coverage for less money.
Paula Clayson from the Town of Alma asked if the same coverage and providers are guaranteed.
Mr. Bishop stated that he could not make any promises at this point, but he recommended that we
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continue to gather more information on this topic because it has worked with significant cost
savings for other municipalities in rural areas. Ms. Clayson mentioned that she is concerned that
individuals with preexisting medical conditions will not receive the same coverage at the same
rate. Allegany County Personnel Officer Robert Budinger stated that it is illegal for providers to
disclose preexisting medical information to providers when determining medical insurance rates.
Ms. Clayson stated it will be a challenging option considering the existing collective bargaining
units county-wide. Mr. Bishop stated that all of the barriers that we’ve discussed will have to be
explored further, but his position remains that the barriers presented tonight are not valid reasons
to discontinue exploring this option. Also, towns and villages have the option to opt out of this
aspect of the plan if they choose. Legislator Dwight “Mike” Healy stated network providers and
the physical locations for in-network and out-of-network providers is not a simple process in our
rural area. Mr. Boyde stated coming up with the required 2,000 participants which does not include
dependents or retirees is a stretch. Mr. Boyde mentioned if the threshold was reduced, it would be
helpful.
Concerning the converting municipal streetlights to LED technology option, Mr. Bishop reported
that in 2016, Allegany County municipalities paid more than $250,000 in street lighting costs.
Either utilities maintain ownership and pass savings to municipalities, or the municipalities
purchase the streetlights at a cost of about $430 per fixture. The recurring savings are about 40 to
50 percent of the annual street lighting costs. Mr. Bishop stated there needs to be 800 lights for the
aggregation contract to work with NYSERDA. Most local governments in Allegany County fill
their energy needs for municipal facilities including water and sewer facilities by purchasing
directly from private providers. There are a few municipalities already using group purchasing.
Town of Alma Supervisor Ron Staedt stated that he heard that the NYS Power Authority lowered
the number of street lights required for the LED replacement program from 800 to 500 lights. He
explained that participating towns and villages will own the lights and will receive a zero percent
interest loan to replace the current street lights with LED lighting.
Mr. Bishop explained that partnering with the Municipal Electric Gas Alliance (MEGA) is another
option that municipalities can take advantage of to reduce utility costs for the towns and villages
that are not currently participating in the municipal cooperative.
Concerning centralized bulk purchasing and competitive bids, Legislator Janice Burdick stated
that town and village clerks share information on supply costs and savings with each other through
the county-wide clerks’ association meeting.
The Town of Rushford shares a coordinated assessment program. Mr. Bishop stated that if other
municipalities implemented a similar approach to assessment, there is potential to save $20,000
each year.
Concerning water and sewer services, a shared operator contract would be helpful. Also, a
centralized training certification program would be helpful. Human resources are the greatest
challenge in some cases since different systems require different levels of training and
certifications for operators, and the equipment used is different. It is difficult to project cost savings
when more information is needed.
Mr. Bishop stated that NYS towns cannot dissolve, but villages can choose to dissolve. Mr. Bishop
reported that a number of small communities in Allegany County are finding it hard to operate,
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lack funding, and cannot fill necessary positions in a timely manner. This is another area that will
require more information for consideration and cost savings.
Since the change in NYS Law in 2010, no villages have dissolved. However, there is an incentive
to dissolve the CETC Citizens Empowerment Tax Credit (15 percent of combined tax levy). It is
required that 70 percent of the tax credit incentive received is used to reduce taxes.
Mr. Staedt stated that the Town of Alma does not receive any State Aid Revenue Sharing. County
Treasurer Terri Ross recommended that Mr. Staedt check into the funding status. She thought that
the Town of Alma should be receiving funding and stated that it is generally dispersed in
September. Legislator Phil Stockin stated that the State Aid Revenue Sharing allocation for the
Town of Caneadea has been static for a long time.
Mr. Bishop noted that highway expenditures represent the top 1-2 cost center for municipal
budgets. Mr. Bishop noted that currently $14 million is spent each year on capital equipment
expenditures and stated that if we could save 1 percent, this alone would be substantial savings.
Currently, towns and villages share lowest bid information, highway personnel, equipment, and
services. Mr. Bishop noted a lot of the existing sharing of resources is based on a gentleman’s
agreement, and there is a need to formalize the sharing of resources to accurately demonstrate the
savings achieved by these efforts. There are some inter-municipal agreements for shared road
maintenance, snow removal, and plowing. Some towns and villages share gravel pits. Mr. Bishop
asked if there is a need for a highway supervisor for each town. Could the function be managed
regionally across the county? Paula Clayson from the Town of Alma remarked that often the
highway superintendents serve in dual capacities and perform the job of laborer as needed. She
stated that if you were to eliminate the superintendent position, you would still need to hire a
laborer to perform the work. She added that highway equipment is costly and said that some
municipal workers have more experienced operators that take better care of the equipment. She
mentioned if the equipment is shared and then is returned damaged, it is costly to repair. Mr.
Bishop stated he felt the greatest gain in this area will be to formalize the agreements through
memorandums of understanding and signed agreements.
Legislator Phil Stockin stated that Mr. Bishop and the CGR folks met with the town and village
clerks and the highway superintendents to garner support, listen to their ideas, and gather
information, and engage people in the process.
Mr. Bishop asked if there are additional possibilities that haven’t been discussed at the meeting.
Legislator Phil Stockin noted that technology services are needed. Currently, the Town of
Caneadea has a contract with a vendor from another county that handles technology service needs.
Is there a local vendor that could provide this service?
Ms. Clayson asked what became of the shared services list that the County provided to the state in
2015. Mr. Boyde stated there has been no further communication from the state to the County
concerning that information.
Mr. Staedt noted that the State Assembly and Senate have extended the tax savings plan in 2019
and anything that we’ve done in prior years to reduce taxes will not count going forward.
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It was stated that if the County were to take over services from the towns and villages, it will cost
more. County Administrator Tim Boyde stated that each component will have to be closely
analyzed to determine what makes the most sense in terms of efficiency, quality, and cost. He
shared an example of how costs could potentially be reduced.
Mr. Casey Jones of Transformation Initiative Building Health Communities through Health
Families, asked Mr. Boyde when the public hearing will start. Mr. Boyde replied that the meeting
serves as the public hearing, and the agenda has been organized to discuss the plan and its various
components, and then provide an opportunity for public comment on the plan. It was noted that
Mr. Jones was the only representative at the meeting that requested to speak. Mr. Boyde assured
Mr. Jones there would be an opportunity for him to provide his comments on the plan.
Ms. Clayson remarked that concerning online tax service that the public would still be going to
municipalities with checks. It was noted that payments can be made online, by mail, and that the
Treasurer’s Office is open weekdays. Most municipalities operate office hours part-time. Again,
this option can be further explored to determine if it will result in cost savings.
Mr. Boyde announced that it is time for public comment and invited Mr. Jones to share his
comments. Mr. Jones began by stating he has been in the business of community planning and
consulting for over forty years and is very disappointed in the plan at this point. He is disappointed
that the plan appears to only save $200K. He noted that it cost the County $80K for the consultants
to develop the plan. He stated it seems to him that the plan is fairly boiler plate and felt that the
County should have a more robust plan. He felt the plan represents taking a “low hanging fruit”
approach, and he is interested in knowing how the budgets for each municipality compared. He
felt there are three key functions for local government including public works, public safety, and
administration. He stated for $80K, he thinks Allegany County should request the consultants drill
down the information further to provide a more concrete plan and avoid generalities. He asked if
the consultant met with key people to gather information including the highway superintendents.
Mr. Bishop indicated that he had met with the highway superintendents, town and village clerks,
and other local representatives throughout the process. Mr. Jones said that he’d be interested in
seeing a revised plan. He thanked the group for the opportunity to share his comments and
concerns.
Legislator Phil Stockin remarked that highway operations differ for municipalities. He stated that
municipalities have been working on tax savings and shared services for years. He referenced
working with Baldwin’s financial services for bookkeeping services for the Town of Caneadea
which resulted in significant savings.
Mr. Boyde then asked the Legislators in attendance if they would like to make any comments on
the plan.
Legislators Gary Barnes, Phil Stockin, and Dwight “Mike” Healy reported having no further
comments to add to the discussion at this time.
Legislator Janice Burdick remarked that municipalities have a choice to participate in the process
and plan.
Chairman Curtis Crandall stated that we were forced to coordinate this process by the Governor.
We tried to make sure municipalities were engaged and involved throughout the process, and the
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plan that has been presented represents the ideas that were discussed and supported through the
process as having potential for cost savings. In the past, we’ve applied for grants to study the
feasibility of some ideas contained within the plan only to find out that planning grants were
discontinued and that implementation grants were funded. Chairman Crandall stated that he
appreciates the process and is hopeful when it is completed, that we will have a solid plan.
Next Steps Include:
 July 9, 2018 – Municipal comments on draft plan due to CGR
 August 1, 2018 – Final plan sent to County Legislature and CWSSI Panel
 August 13, 2018
o CWSSI Hearing #2 at 10:00 a.m.
o County Legislative Meeting
o CWSSI Hearing #3 at 3:00 p.m.
 September 15 - deadline for CWSSI Panel to vote on plan (State submission deadline)
 October 15 - County Administrator presents approved plan to public

Adjournment
There being no further business to discuss, the meeting was adjourned at 7:37 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

Jodi Adams
Assistant to the County Administrator

ALLEGANY COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
July 9, 2018

CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order at 2:51 p.m. by Chairman Curtis W.
Crandall
LEGISLATORS PRESENT: C. Crandall, G. Barnes, P. Curran, W. Dibble, D. Fanton, K.
Graves, B. Harris, S. Havey, D. Healy, J. Hopkins, J. Ricci, P. Stockin (Absent: J. Burdick, D.
Decker, D. Root)
OTHERS PRESENT: T. Boyde, B. Budinger, C. Clark, S. Decker, K. Dirlam, S. Grusendorf
(arrived at 3:20 p.m., departed at 4:26 p.m.), C. Knapp, R. Lynch (departed at 4:03 p.m.), A. McKay, B. Riehle,
T. Ross, R. Whitney (departed at 4:26 p.m.)
A motion was made by Legislator Fanton, seconded by Legislator Curran, and carried
at 2:52 p.m. to enter into attorney/client session. Immediately following discussion at 3:19 p.m.,
a motion was made by Legislator Graves, seconded by Legislator Dibble, and carried to end
the attorney/client session and return to the regular meeting.
School Resource Officer
Chairman Crandall invited Personnel Officer Bobby Budinger forward to provide the
Board with information on the topic. Mr. Budinger distributed an outline from a session he had
attended at a civil service conference. The outline listed the following options:
1. A school district could create a School Resource Officer through State Ed.
2. A school district could create a Security Guard through Civil Service.
3. A school district could contract with a law enforcement agency and hire a Deputy Sheriff
or Police Officer.
4. A school district could contract with a law enforcement agency for a recently retired
Police Officer/Deputy Sheriff.
5. A school district could contract with a law enforcement agency for a Special Patrol
Officer (SPO).
6. A combination of any of the above.
Legislator Fanton stated that he was in favor of option #1. Legislator Harris said it looked
like #1 would be the best option. He added, he would expect a guaranteed source of funding
from the State. He wondered if there was a way for the County to provide funding for schools
that may be interested. County Administrator Tim Boyde stated that the local mechanism for
paying for this is through school taxes. Wellsville Central School is going to contract with the
Wellsville Police Department. It’s a local decision. Legislator Harris stated that he gets the
feeling that Board members are interested in helping make this happen. Legislator Fanton
remarked that the County already pays for other educational expenses. The County pays for
transportation for preschool special education students. County Treasurer Terri Ross stated
that that is a mandated program and some of it is reimbursed from the State. Sheriff Whitney
said he would recommend option #1. He can’t foresee the County doing any of the other
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options in the next few years. Chairman Crandall stated that the Board needs to take a position
on this. Mr. Budinger said the decision depends on whether or not the Board is willing to sign
a contract. Options #1 and #2 are up to the school. We can provide a Sheriff’s Deputy, but we
cannot provide a School Resource Officer. Chairman Crandall noted that the term School
Resource Officer is used very loosely. Legislator Healy stated, we all want safe schools.
Having a person in that role is a good idea. The school should hire someone. Every school is
different and their needs are different. They can choose the level of service they feel they
need. He feels schools can do it better and less expensively if they do it themselves. The
County doesn’t have anyone trained as a School Resource Officer. Legislator Hopkins said
that she sees the value in having School Resource Officers in the schools. Schools are going
to be happier with their own employee. It was suggested that a letter be constructed detailing
the Board’s position. Legislator Hopkins suggested the Board have more conversation with
the BOCES Superintendent Linda Quick. A motion was made by Legislator Fanton, seconded
by Legislator Graves, and carried, that the Board’s position is to not move forward with any
kind of contractual agreement at this time.
E911 Enumeration System
Chairman Crandall stated that the assigned 911 numbers are not in good order. Several people
have expressed their concern about their own assigned number not being accurate. Mr. Boyde
said that over time the responsibility for the numbering system has shifted from Fire Services
to the Sheriff’s Office. Changes in assessors and properties have contributed to the system
having inconsistencies. Some areas of the County are in good shape; other areas need a lot
of work. It’s not something that can be fixed overnight. We may need to involve the post offices
and municipalities. The County has been in contact with local colleges in an effort to set up a
student intern project to include mapping and numbering with GPS. We need accurate
addresses for responding to emergencies. Chairman Crandall said he could see this being
referred to the Public Safety Committee and it could go a number of places from there. Sheriff
Whitney stated he estimated it would take 2-3 years to complete the project. Ms. Ross said
that the numbering problems have been an issue with Real Property as well. Several
organizations need to be involved so that everything matches. A motion was made by
Legislator Dibble, seconded by Legislator Fanton, and carried, to refer this to the Public Safety
Committee for further discussion. Refer to Public Safety Committee.

Audit Process
Chairman Crandall stated that brainstorming has been done on how to proceed with this
process. The County Attorney has looked at different things about the process that have been
changed over the years. We can have a resolution that dictates how it will be taken care of.
We are also working on a way to share a “cleaned-up” version of the audit report. He suggested
making the “cleaned-up” version available on a laptop for the Board to review. Ms. Ross stated
that the report which is signed by Tim would be redacted to allow them to review it. Legislator
Graves asked if it could be emailed to the Legislators. County Attorney Knapp stated her
preference is to not email it. It would require serious redaction for it to leave the building.
Legislator Harris asked how long it takes to redact the report. Ms. Ross said it’s difficult to
estimate. It probably took a days-worth of time over two days. Legislator Harris asked if that
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would be done bi-weekly. Chairman Crandall stated he doesn’t feel it needs to be done every
meeting. Legislator Graves said he was okay with that. Ms. Ross went on to explain that the
audit changes every month, so it’s not the same things that need to be redacted each time.
Depending on how many invoices were processed, it makes a difference in how long it takes
to redact. Chairman Crandall said his thought is that if we could get one together for the Board
to review, we can see what interest there is in taking this further and how often it should be
made available.
Legislator Mileage Expense
Clerk of the Board Riehle stated that effective July 1, mileage to and from the County
Office Buildings is going to be taxable. There are different scenarios of when mileage is
reimbursed as taxable vs. non-taxable. Legislator Graves asked it this is the result of an IRS
ruling. Chairman Crandall added that it’s also about what types of things mileage expense is
being submitted for. Legislator Hopkins said it seems like it should be the event that determines
whether something is taxable or not, rather than the location. Sometimes meetings take place
at the County Office Building that are not committee or Board meetings. Ms. Ross stated that
if you travel to the Crossroads building for a Committee of the Whole meeting, that’s your job
so it’s taxable. You’re getting taxed on the mileage. It’s not taking that much out for taxes. If
you itemize your tax return you can get that back. We want to be compliant with the IRS.
Legislator Barnes asked why not just raise Legislators’ salaries and eliminate the mileage
expense reimbursement. Chairman Crandall stated that they would need to wait until next term
to do so.
ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting was
adjourned at 4:46 p.m. on a motion by Legislator Graves, seconded by Legislator Dibble, and
carried.
Respectfully submitted,
Sarah M. Decker, Journal Clerk/Deputy Clerk of the Board

ALLEGANY COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
August 13, 2018

CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order at 2:36 p.m. by Chairman Curtis W.
Crandall
LEGISLATORS PRESENT: C. Crandall, G. Barnes, P. Curran, D. Decker, W. Dibble, D.
Fanton, K. Graves, B. Harris, S. Havey, D. Healy, J. Hopkins, J. Ricci, D. Root, P. Stockin
(Absent: J. Burdick)
OTHERS PRESENT: T. Boyde, C. Clark, S. Decker, K. Dirlam, R. Ewell (arrived at 3:30 p.m.), D.
Frank, C. Knapp, A. McKay, B. Riehle, T. Ross, J. Smith (arrived at 3:30 p.m.), D. Spitzer
A motion was made by Legislator Hopkins, seconded by Legislator Fanton, and carried
at 2:36 p.m. to enter into attorney/client session. Immediately following discussion at 2:57 p.m.,
a motion was made by Legislator Graves, seconded by Legislator Decker, and carried to end
the attorney/client session and return to the regular meeting.
The meeting was recessed to allow for a public hearing scheduled for 3:00 p.m.
The meeting was reconvened at 3:30 p.m.
A motion was made by Legislator Root, seconded by Legislator Graves, and carried at
3:30 p.m. to enter into attorney/client session. Immediately following discussion at 5:11 p.m.,
a motion was made by Legislator Root, seconded by Legislator Healy, and carried to end the
attorney/client session and return to the regular meeting.
ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting was
adjourned at 5:11 p.m. on a motion by Legislator Graves, seconded by Legislator Root, and
carried.
Respectfully submitted,
Sarah M. Decker, Journal Clerk/Deputy Clerk of the Board
Allegany County Board of Legislators

COUNTY-WIDE SHARED SERVICES INITIATIVE
PUBLIC HEARING MEETING MINUTES
August 13, 2018 – 10 a.m.

CALL TO ORDER: The public hearing was called to order at 10:03 a.m. by County
Administrator Timothy T. Boyde.
LEGISLATORS PRESENT: C. Crandall, P. Curran, W. Dibble, D. Fanton, K. Graves, B.
Harris, S. Havey, D. Healy (arrived at 10:13 a.m.), J. Hopkins, D. Root, P. Stockin (Absent: G.
Barnes, J. Burdick, D. Decker, J. Ricci)
OTHERS PRESENT: J. Adams, T. Boyde, P. Clayson, S. Decker, M. Denhoff, D. Hegarty, B.
Hetzel, C. Jones, C. Knapp, B. Riehle, T. Ross, M. Swarthout, H. Trask
County Administrator Boyde stated that no testimony had been received in advance of
the public hearing. He stated that the shared services plan and meeting minutes are available
on the County website. Mr. Boyde asked if there was anyone in attendance wishing to speak
on the subject.

Casey Jones, Belmont, New York
Mr. Jones stated that the County is set to spend $80,000-$85,000 on this plan. He said
shared services can save a lot of money and improve services, but he doesn’t think this plan
is very robust. Two of the items in the plan are identified as probably not able to be done. That
$80,000 could have been spent on a new truck, someone’s salary, etc. He would like to see
the Board ask the consultant to do a lot more work for that amount of money. He noted that
the Town of Caneadea has a lot of shared services, but that’s just Caneadea. There are a lot
of other towns in the County. Mr. Jones stated that the Village of Belmont is not part of the
plan. Once a week they collect garbage; once a month they collect paper; once a month they
collect plastic, etc. If municipalities got together, they could collect all over the County and
separation could take place at the recycling site. If recycling were collected more often, people
might be more inclined to recycle. He then went on to talk about the rates of mental health
issues amongst groups of people in our County. He feels the County could benefit from
programs to deal with these issues. He said that resources could be combined to help children.
There are a lot of opportunities. Mr. Jones encouraged the Board to tell the consultants that
they need to do more with this. They need to come up with some more concrete ideas.
As no one else desired to speak, County Administrator Boyde declared the public
hearing closed at 10:15 a.m.

Respectfully submitted,
Sarah M. Decker, Journal Clerk/Deputy Clerk of the Board
Allegany County Board of Legislators

COUNTY-WIDE SHARED SERVICES INITIATIVE
PUBLIC HEARING MEETING MINUTES
August 13, 2018 – 3 p.m.

CALL TO ORDER: The public hearing was called to order at 3:02 p.m. by County
Administrator Timothy T. Boyde.
LEGISLATORS PRESENT: C. Crandall, G. Barnes, P. Curran, D. Decker, W. Dibble, D.
Fanton, K. Graves, B. Harris, S. Havey, D. Healy, J. Hopkins, J. Ricci, D. Root, P. Stockin
(Absent: J. Burdick)
OTHERS PRESENT: J. Adams, D. Bigelow, T. Boyde, S. Decker, M. Denhoff, K. Dirlam, C.
Dutton (Cuba Patriot), R. Ewell, D. Frank, C. Jones, C. Knapp, A. McKay, C. Potter (The
Spectator), B. Riehle, T. Ross, R. Staedt, M. Swarthout
County Administrator Boyde stated that no testimony had been received in advance of
the public hearing. He stated that the shared services plan and meeting minutes are available
on the County website. Mr. Boyde asked if there was anyone in attendance wishing to speak
on the subject.

Casey Jones, Belmont, New York
Mr. Jones stated that he wouldn’t repeat anything that he had said in the public hearing
held earlier in the day except that he wanted to say again that the County is paying too much
for what it’s getting. He feels the money could have been spent otherwise. Mr. Jones spoke
about combining positions in towns. There isn’t much in the plan about how to go through the
process of combining offices and such. Without having a plan in place in advance, sometimes
things aren’t as good as they could be. The plan needs to have some guidance for these
officials in the towns. Any place money is being spent is an opportunity for savings. Unless
we look at these things upfront, we miss opportunities when someone retires or leaves. He
doesn’t feel this piece has been addressed. Mr. Jones encouraged the Board to go back to
the consultant and insist that we get more for what was spent.
Legislator Stockin
Legislator Stockin stated that he had attended every one of the meetings on this subject.
A couple of positive things have come out of it. It’s the first time some of these individuals have
sat down together. It was a good opportunity for sharing ideas. He was present when the
consultants visited the Town of Caneadea and felt that their visit was very thorough.

County Administrator Boyde stated that the plan will need to be ratified and then
forwarded to the Board of Legislators for approval.
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As no one else desired to speak, County Administrator Boyde declared the public
hearing closed at 3:10 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Sarah M. Decker, Journal Clerk/Deputy Clerk of the Board
Allegany County Board of Legislators

ALLEGANY COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
August 27, 2018
12:30 p.m. Meeting

CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order at 12:40 p.m. by Chairman Curtis W.
Crandall
LEGISLATORS PRESENT: C. Crandall, G. Barnes, J. Burdick, P. Curran, D. Decker, W.
Dibble, K. Graves, B. Harris, S. Havey, D. Healy, J. Hopkins, J. Ricci, P. Stockin (Absent: D.
Fanton, D. Root)
OTHERS PRESENT: H. Budinger, C. Clark, S. Decker, K. Dirlam, L. Edwards, C. Jones, C.
Knapp, C. Potter (Spectator), B. Riehle, T. Ross, S. Sullivan
A motion was made by Legislator Decker, seconded by Legislator Stockin, and carried
at 12:40 p.m. to enter into attorney/client session. Immediately following discussion at 1:20
p.m., a motion was made by Legislator Dibble, seconded by Legislator Decker, and carried to
end the attorney/client session and return to the regular meeting.
SUNY Alfred – Economic Development Services Agreement
Legislator Root was unable to attend the meeting and submitted the following prior to
the meeting:
“I am writing this email to voice my support of continuing our Contract with Alfred State
College for our Economic Development initiatives. I have seen many of the goals and
objectives become reality over the course of this contract. The first matrix of goals and
objectives that was endorsed by this body of legislators, has all but been completed. (You may
remember the page with boxes of strategies and objectives.) Many of these items addressed
the County branding, which included building a new website, new updated logo and letterhead.
It also addressed the utilization of a steering committee made up of County business leaders
and college presidents. This group is an active working group that has been providing valuable
insight and suggestions for moving forward. We have had several site selectors visit us. As a
result of a 3-day visit, a new matrix of strategies and objectives has been compiled based on
their report on how we should move the County forward. With this contract, the County also
has a representative sitting on NYS Regional Economic Development Group. In this "arena"
networking, perseverance, and patience are key. There have been many more achievements,
as presented at each Planning & Economic Development Committee meeting. I support this
contract, and hope we as a body of legislators have the perseverance and patience it takes to
bring our goals and objectives to fruition. I am excited about our future, and believe we are
very close to successfully seeing our goals become reality. It is one step at a time...finding the
right domino that will give us that domino effect!”
Legislator Harris stated that while he’s in favor of this agreement, he can’t vote to
approve it until he’s had the opportunity to read the agreement. He hopes to be able to support
this at the next level. Legislator Dibble remarked that he felt the same. County Attorney Knapp
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stated that the agreement was the same as the previous one except for the dollar amount and
dates. A motion was made by Legislator Barnes, seconded by Legislator Decker, and carried
to enter into an agreement with SUNY Alfred College of Technology for economic development
services for a period of one year at a rate of $110,000 (opposed: Dibble, Harris). Prepare
Resolution to Come Off the Floor at the August 27, 2018, Board Meeting
ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting was
adjourned at 1:23 p.m. on a motion by Legislator Graves, seconded by Legislator Dibble, and
carried.
Respectfully submitted,
Sarah M. Decker, Journal Clerk/Deputy Clerk of the Board
Allegany County Board of Legislators

ALLEGANY COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
August 27, 2018 – Afternoon Meeting

CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order at 3:27 p.m. by Chairman Curtis W.
Crandall
LEGISLATORS PRESENT: C. Crandall, G. Barnes, J. Burdick, P. Curran, D. Decker, W.
Dibble, K. Graves, B. Harris, S. Havey, D. Healy, J. Hopkins, J. Ricci, P. Stockin (Absent: D.
Fanton, D. Root)
OTHERS PRESENT: B. Riehle
Executive Session
A motion was made by Legislator Decker, seconded by Legislator Stockin, and carried
to enter into executive session at 3:29 p.m. to discuss the employment history of particular
employees within the Section IV Salary Plan. Immediately following discussion, at 4:09 p.m.,
a motion was made by Legislator Decker, seconded by Legislator Dibble, and carried to end
the executive session and return to the regular meeting.

BOARD ROOM
Food and Drinks in the Board Room
Chairman Crandall stated that in 2012 we gave the Board Room a facelift which included
new paint, carpet, blinds, chair rail, and a renovated dais. No changes had been made to the
room since the building was erected in the 1970s, and the carpet was in especially bad shape
with many stains and holes. Shortly after the renovations were completed, in an effort to
maintain the proper decorum and ambiance, Board members decided that drinks and food
would no longer be allowed in the Board Room. The change in policy was distributed, signs
were hung, and the County Administrator’s Secretary Alice Alsworth and Clerk of the Board
Brenda Rigby Riehle were charged with enforcing the new policy. Up until this year, it was very
rare for someone to bring a drink in the Board Room. Chairman Crandall stated that more and
more people appear to be bringing drinks into the Board Room, and the Board needs to decide
what we want the policy to be, set the example, and enforce it. Committee members briefly
discussed various suggestions and scenarios and finally came to a consensus that water would
be allowed in containers that seal. No other liquids or food will be allowed. Committee
members directed the Clerk of the Board to change the signs accordingly.
Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC)
Legislator Karl Graves remarked on how hard it is to hear in the Board Room when the
HVAC fans are running, also noting that they do not appear to be working very well and have
a hard time keeping the room cool. Legislator Graves noted that he had spoken with Public
Works officials last month regarding this, and they had received a quote for $20,000 plus
shipping from an outfit called JCI. Legislator Graves suggested that the Board should ask our
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Public Works Department to look at the HVAC System in the Board Room and indicated that
he would bring the issue up again at the next Public Works Committee meeting so that official
action can be taken.

LEGISLATORS MILEAGE EXPENSE
To become compliant with IRS standards, effective July 1, 2018, Board members were
requested to separate their mileage reimbursement requests into taxable and non-taxable
categories. It was determined that any meeting held at the County Complex at 7 Court Street
in Belmont would result in a taxable reimbursement regardless of whether or not the meeting
is an actual County meeting or held by an outside entity. Mileage to County committee and
Board meetings held in other County owned or operated facilities would also be a taxable
expense as would the Board meeting at the Fair. A variety of other circumstances and
scenarios were discussed, and Board members requested Clerk of the Board Riehle to work
with the County Treasurer and County Attorney to provide further clarification on a variety of
scenarios.
Committee members then discussed scenarios when mileage may or may not be a
reimbursable expense depending on the circumstances. Although not limited to the items listed
below, it was noted that mileage associated with the following would be a legitimate
reimbursable expense:








Board/Committee Meetings
Legislative Conferences
Presenter at an event in your capacity as a Legislator
Advisory Board meetings when you are an appointed member
Events associated with a Standing Committee the Legislator serves on
District meetings in the Legislators’ district
County events the Legislator is requested to attend in his/her capacity as a Legislator

ROUNDTABLE 2021
Chairman Crandall brought up the Roundtable 2021 discussions noting how valuable
the information and discussions regarding each item have been. Chairman Crandall stated
that Legislator Root and others have suggested prioritizing the remaining items on the list so
that we are discussing the most important topics first. Following a brief discussion regarding
organizing and prioritizing the remaining items on the Roundtable 2021 list, committee
members agreed that they would like to rank each item on a scale from one to three with one
being the highest priority and three being the lowest. Clerk of the Board Riehle will distribute
a new list to all Legislators so that they can designate their choices.
Committee members also discussed the need to move forward with discussions on the
Roundtable 2021 items, and a meeting was subsequently scheduled from 6:00 to 9:00 p.m. on
Wednesday, October 24, at the Crossroads Conference Center.
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COMMITTEE SETUP
Legislator Janice Burdick expressed concern about the layout and setup of the
committee meetings, noting that it is much harder for committee members to see and hear
each other when they are sitting at the dais compared to around the table in the back of the
room. Several other Legislators confirmed that it can be difficult to communicate with the other
committee members. Chairman Crandall stated that he believes the new arrangement has
elevated the decorum and operation of the committee meetings but acknowledged that
committee members must be able to see and hear for it to truly be effective. Although we want
the public to be able to hear and see what is going on, the function of the committee must be
a top priority. Chairman Crandall did mention the idea of a concave dais that might help the
committee members see each other better. Legislator Judy Hopkins remarked that when she
is on the opposite end of the dais from where County Officials are sitting, she often has difficulty
hearing them and suggested that they should start using a microphone. Legislator David
Decker also confirmed that he has trouble hearing any members of the audience when they
speak to ask or answer questions. Legislator Graves asked if there is any space in the old Jail
that could be made into a committee room. Committee members will continue to discuss
options for improving the setup of the committee meetings.
Timing of the committee meetings was also discussed. Legislator Stockin indicated that
sometimes there is quite a bit of time between meetings and perhaps the listed start times
could be put closer, or the meetings could just run one after the other. It was noted that there
could be some potential issues or problems if we tried to run one meeting after the other, and
we really do need to set a specific start time for each meeting even if we scheduled them closer,
and a meeting doesn’t start on time. A meeting can be started later than the designated time;
however, it cannot be started earlier. Committee members discussed the possibility of taking
a closer look at the members on each committee to see if it would work better to move a couple
of committee meetings around. Committee members decided not to make any changes to the
September calendar, but they may want to make a few changes in the future.
Future Meetings
The next Committee of the Whole meeting will be held on Wednesday, September 5, at
9:30 a.m.

ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting was
adjourned at 5:02 p.m. on a motion by Legislator Decker, seconded by Legislator Dibble, and
carried.
Respectfully submitted,
Brenda Rigby Riehle, Clerk of the Board
Allegany County Board of Legislators

ALLEGANY COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
September 5, 2018

CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order at 9:39 a.m. by Chairman Curtis W.
Crandall
LEGISLATORS PRESENT: C. Crandall, G. Barnes, J. Burdick, P. Curran, D. Decker, W.
Dibble, D. Fanton, K. Graves, B. Harris (10:40 a.m.), S. Havey, D. Healy, J. Hopkins (10:50 a.m.), J.
Ricci, (Absent: D. Root, P. Stockin)
OTHERS PRESENT: T. Boyde, B. Riehle
Executive Session
A motion was made by Legislator Decker, seconded by Legislator Dibble, and carried
to enter into executive session at 9:39 a.m. to discuss the employment history of particular
employees within the Section IV Salary Plan. Immediately following discussion, at 10:50 a.m.,
a motion was made by Legislator Fanton, seconded by Legislator Decker, and carried to end
the executive session and return to the regular meeting.
SECTION IV SALARIES:

Committee members requested Clerk of the Board Brenda Rigby Riehle to notify
Department Heads regarding their 2019 salaries, and give them an opportunity to discuss those
salaries with the Committee of the Whole on September 21.

ROUNDTABLE 2021
An updated copy of the Roundtable 2021 spreadsheet was distributed. Chairman
Crandall noted that a priority section has been added to items 23 through 50, and he requested
each Legislator to designate if they believe each item is as follows: 1. High Priority, 2. Moderate
Priority, or 3. Low Priority. Chairman Crandall asked Board Members to complete their priority
designations and turn them in to the Clerk of the Board as soon as possible so they can be
tallied. A Committee of the Whole has been scheduled at the Crossroads Conference Center
on Wednesday, October 24, at 6:00 p.m. for continued discussion on the Roundtable 2021
items.
ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting was
adjourned at 10:53 a.m. on a motion by Legislator Graves, seconded by Legislator Dibble, and
carried.
Respectfully submitted,
Brenda Rigby Riehle, Clerk of the Board
Allegany County Board of Legislators

ALLEGANY COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
September 21, 2018

CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order at 3:04 p.m. by Chairman Curtis W.
Crandall
LEGISLATORS PRESENT: C. Crandall, G. Barnes, J. Burdick, D. Decker, W. Dibble, D.
Fanton, K. Graves, B. Harris, D. Healy, J. Ricci, D. Root, P. Stockin (Absent: P. Curran, S.
Havey, J. Hopkins)
OTHERS PRESENT: T. Boyde, B. Riehle
Executive Session
A motion was made by Legislator Fanton, seconded by Legislator Dibble, and carried to
enter into executive session at 3:04 p.m. to discuss the employment history of particular
employees within the Section IV Salary Plan. Immediately following discussion, at 3:49 p.m.,
a motion was made by Legislator Fanton, seconded by Legislator Graves, and carried to end
the executive session and return to the regular meeting.
Section IV Salaries
The Committee of the Whole acknowledges that the following County officers’ salaries
for 2019 which by reason of an increase during their respective terms of office will require a
local law:
County Attorney
County Clerk
County Treasurer
Employment & Training Director
Personnel Officer
Public Defender
Public Health Director
Public Works Superintendent
Real Property Tax Director
Social Services Commissioner

$102,000
$ 75,637
$ 87,624
$ 67,006
$ 75,011
$106,263
$ 82,985
$ 92,322
$ 73,742
$ 85,904

A motion was made by Legislator Root, seconded by Legislator Decker, and carried
requesting the County Attorney to prepare the necessary resolutions associated with the local
law process for the listed salaries. Prepare Resolution
Section IV (Non-Graded) Positions – 2019 Salaries
A motion was made by Legislator Root, seconded by Legislator Decker, and carried to
sponsor a resolution establishing the 2019 compensation for County employees whose titles
are in the Section IV Salary Plan as listed below. (It should be noted that the positions of
County Attorney, County Clerk, County Treasurer, Employment & Training Director, Personnel
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Officer, Public Defender, Public Health Director, Public Works Superintendent, Real Property
Tax Director, and Social Services Commissioner are being addressed separately by local law.)
Prepare Resolution
SECTION IV (NON-GRADED) POSITIONS – 2019 SALARIES
TITLE

BASE SALARY

County Legislators
8,500
Chairman of the Board
8,500
Majority Leader
300
Minority Leader
300
Deputy Budget Officer
4,000
County Administrator
101,805
Deputy County Administrator
72,500
Clerk of the Board
73,000
Assistant District Attorney (1st)
42,196
Assistant District Attorney (2nd)
39,159
rd
Assistant District Attorney (3 )
88,434
Assistant District Attorney (4th)
vacant
Assistant District Attorney (5th) V&T
26,585
Assistant District Attorney (6th) Welfare
24,000
District Attorney Investigator (PT)
15,000
Crime Victims Coordinator
32,061
st
Assistant Public Defender (1 )
88,524
Assistant Public Defender (2nd)
79,997
Assistant Public Defender (3rd)
78,045
th
Assistant Public Defender (4 )
71,400
Assistant Public Defender Counsel at First Appear. (3 PT)
15,000
Investigative Case Assistant
45,900
Deputy County Auditor
2,300
Assistant County Attorney (1)
83,640
Assistant County Attorney (2)
78,413
Assistant County Attorney (3)
73,185
Director of Planning
71,265
Assistant Director of Economic Development & Planning
55,000
Information Technology Director
81,445
Election Commissioners (2)
18,263
Election Technicians
Election Machine Tech 1
vacant
Election Machine Tech 2
19.71/hr.
Election Inspectors – Primary
112.50/day
Election Inspectors – General
180/day
Election Inspectors – Training
39.50/day
Election Coordinator – Primary
137.50/day
Election Coordinator – General
220/day
Seasonal Laborers (Public Works)
11.10/hr.
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Laborers (Gatekeepers) Part-time
Sheriff
Undersheriff
Probation Director
STOP-DWI Coordinator
Youth Director
Emergency Management and Fire Director
E911 Enumerator (Part-time)
Physical Therapist (EI Part-time)
Occupational Therapist (EI Part-time)
Speech-Language Pathologist (EI Part-time)
Special Education Teacher (EI Part-time)
Community Services Director
Veterans’ Service Agency Director
Workers’ Compensation Executive Secretary
Office for the Aging Director
Office for the Aging:
Site Managers
Drivers and Aides
Rushford Lake:
Youth Agencies Director
Lifeguards
SYEP Summer Counselors
Coroners:
Local Transport
Autopsy Transport-Monroe Co.
Autopsy Transport-Olean General

12.45/hr.
77,319
70,053
72,024
17,421
35,517
58,053
13.00/hr.
11.10/hr.
11.10/hr.
11.10/hr.
11.10/hr.
45,488
63,776
56,100
63,776
11.50-13.50/hr.
11.50-13.50/hr.
560wk.
11.10/hr.
14-16/hr.
300 p/d
600 p/d
450 p/d

Legislator Debra Root suggested that a payroll analysis should be done every so often
to make sure things are in line, noting that it could be a HR function, and we wouldn’t have to
hire a costly consultant.
Meeting Schedule
Legislators reviewed a proposal presented by Legislator Phil Stockin where a few of the
committees would change reporting dates and all meetings would be held in the afternoon and
would be scheduled every half hour to avoid wasted time and enable us to hold one meeting
after another. It was noted that a meeting can start after an advertised start time; however, it
cannot start earlier. Legislator Stockin stated that although many Legislators attend all of the
committee meetings, others are unable to do so especially if they hold other jobs, and a
consolidated schedule should help. Legislator Janice Burdick remarked that the proposed
schedule would make her life much easier as it is very hard for her to be here in the morning,
and then not have another meeting until 2:00 p.m.
Chairman Crandall stated that when he first became Chairman, the committee meetings
were spread out all over the place, and he sat down with Clerk of the Board Riehle to come up
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with a schedule to consolidate the meeting days. Chairman Crandall states that he values the
times that Board members have gone to lunch and discussed items, and he believes it’s
important for the Board to interact. Chairman Crandall stated that one of his concerns with the
proposal is that there won’t be time to talk to department heads and each other between
meetings. In addition, he does not want department heads to have to start sitting around just
waiting for their committee meeting to start.
Legislator Gary Barnes asked about special meetings and wondered when they would
be scheduled. Chairman Crandall stated that 12:45 p.m. might make a good time. Legislator
Phil Stockin noted that a meeting could always be held in the morning if needed.
Those in attendance discussed when the new schedule would begin. Legislator Debra
Root expressed concern about the first month, noting that it might be difficult for some
departments to get their reports in especially if their reporting day changed. County
Administrator Tim Boyde suggested waiting until January so that department heads would have
plenty of notice and could adjust their schedules if necessary. Following a brief discussion, it
was decided to move the Budget Committee meeting currently scheduled on the third
Wednesday of the month to 1:00 p.m. with the Resource Management Committee meeting to
immediately follow effective for the October calendar. Effective January 2019, the committee
meetings will be scheduled as follows:
First Wednesday of the Month:
Public Works
Public Safety
Personnel
Human Services

1:00 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
2:30 p.m.

Third Wednesday of the Month:
Resource Management
Budget
Planning & Ec. Dev.
Ways & Means

1:00 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
2:30 p.m.

The Ways & Means Committee will also continue to meet at 1:00 p.m. on Board days.
Review of Audit
Chairman Crandall stated that County Treasurer Terri Ross made arrangements to put
a copy of an audit on the laptop that is sitting on the stand in the Board Room. The laptop will
be stored in the Clerk of the Board’s office and any Legislators can sit and look at it. Chairman
Crandall requested that Clerk of the Board Riehle create a sign in sheet for the Legislators to
use when they want to review the audit. Chairman Crandall noted that the Treasurer left the
following note on the laptop and asked Mrs. Riehle to type and laminate it:



Please remember some of the information contained in this document is
confidential in nature
No copies can be made
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No photos of the computer screen can be taken
None of the information can be shared or released
This is for Legislators use only

ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting was
adjourned at 4:17 p.m. on a motion by Legislator Graves, seconded by Legislator Decker, and
carried.

Respectfully submitted,
Brenda Rigby Riehle, Clerk of the Board
Allegany County Board of Legislators

ALLEGANY COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
October 3, 2018

CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order at 9:36 a.m. by Chairman Curtis W.
Crandall
LEGISLATORS PRESENT: C. Crandall, G. Barnes, J. Burdick, P. Curran, W. Dibble, D.
Fanton, K. Graves, B. Harris, S. Havey, D. Healy, J. Hopkins, J. Ricci, D. Root, P. Stockin
(Absent: D. Decker)
OTHERS PRESENT: L. Ballengee, T. Boyde, B. Budinger, S. Decker, K. Dirlam, L. Edwards,
C. Jones, C. Knapp, J. Luckey, R. Lynch, B. Riehle, T. Ross
The Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag was led by Legislator Karl Graves.
COUNTY-WIDE SHARED SERVICES INITIATIVE
County Administrator Timothy Boyde gave an overview of where things stand with the
County-Wide Shared Services Initiative. Mr. Boyde shared that the process began in June
2017. Participants included all towns and villages in the County with the exception of the
Village of Belmont and Village of Richburg. Both of these villages opted out of the process
entirely. The County facilitated approximately ten face-to-face meetings with panel members
and contracted with CGR (Center for Governmental Research, Inc.) in early 2018 to assist with
completion of the project. CGR conducted approximately ten meetings with various
departments of town and village operations. Surveys were conducted with panel members to
determine areas of interest for potential shared services. Two public meetings with concerned
citizens group were held. Three public hearings were conducted. The proposed eligible shared
services with proposed savings are as follows:







Health Care Consortium
LED Street Light Conversion
Group Purchasing of Electricity and Gas
Online and County Supported Tax Collection
Centralized Bulk Purchasing
Joint Property Tax Assessment
Total Anticipated Savings

$180,000
$100,000
$ 30,000
$ 25,000
$240,000
$ 70,000
$645,000

Mr. Boyde went on to say that the panel met publicly to review and vote on the plan on
September 25, 2018. A total of 24 panel members were in attendance including Town
Supervisors and Village Mayors. The final vote was 23 in favor, and one opposed. The town
of Alfred was opposed to the plan saying they would be able to achieve savings without the
assistance of this process. The plan was submitted to the NYS Division of the Budget on
September 28, 2018. Allegany County received confirmation on October 2, 2018, that our plan
was received and met the required submission data. The plan and its supporting
documentation is available on the County’s website at www.alleganyco.com and can be found
under the County Administrator’s tab. Mr. Boyde indicated that no action is necessary from the
Board at this time.
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2019 SALARIES FOR NON-UNIT EMPLOYEES
Chairman Crandall stated that two percent is the recommended salary increase for NonUnit employees. Ms. Ross said the two percent increase and steps are what is budgeted for
at this time. Legislator Harris asked which employees fall under the Non-Unit category and
what the financial impact on the 2019 Budget would be. Non-Unit employees are employees
who are outside of the unions and generally include those in deputy positions as well as some
secretaries and those in the Human Resources Office. Mr. Boyde indicated that some salaries
are offset with federal and state aid so the financial impact would be less than $12,000 in
County money. A motion was made by Legislator Fanton, seconded by Legislator Dibble, and
carried to sponsor a resolution establishing a 2 percent salary increase for 2019 for the 24
County employees whose titles are in the Non-Unit Salary Plan. Prepare Resolution

COMPENSATION OF COUNTY OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES:
A motion was made by Legislator Graves, seconded by Legislator Root, and carried to
sponsor our annual “master” resolution authorizing the payment of salary increases under the
“County Unit Salary Plans” pursuant to contractual agreements in the AFSCME, NYS Nurses’
Association, Allegany County Deputy Sheriff’s Association, and the New York State Public
Employees Federation unions, as well as the “County Non-Unit Salary Plan” for the non-unit
and Section IV employees. Prepare Resolution

TENTATIVE BUDGET
County Administrator and Budget Officer Tim Boyde asked County Treasurer and
Deputy Budget Officer Terri Ross to go through the Tentative Budget with the Board. Board
members were given the opportunity to ask questions and offer suggestions. They began by
going over the summary at the front of the Budget. Ms. Ross noted that the assessed value of
property is $1.983 billion. That number is up $18.4 million from last year due to revaluations,
and is subject to change. The increase is less than it has been in recent years. Last year’s
increase in assessed value was $72 million. The tax rate is not going to change for 2019.
There is a slight decrease in the tax rate per thousand, but it is less than a fraction of a cent.
Chairman Crandall stated that the assessed value increase is less than what we’ve seen in
recent years; it’s a number we have no control over. Ms. Ross stated that the final assessment
value won’t be known for about a month. Legislator Hopkins asked what types of things fall
under “non-property tax.” Ms. Ross said that this includes sales tax, mortgage tax, and vehicle
tax, etc. Sales tax makes up the majority of non-property tax. Ms. Ross stated that the Budget,
as it stands now, remains under the tax cap. Chairman Crandall went over the timeframe for
adopting the 2019 Budget. A Public Hearing will be held on Thursday, November 8, at 7 p.m.
in the Legislative Chambers. Any changes to the Budget will be made prior to the adoption of
the Final Budget. The vote on the Final Budget will take place at the November 26 Board
meeting. A Committee of the Whole meeting will be held on November 13 to review the Budget
and go over any changes. Ms. Ross stated that she will probably have some changes that
need to be made, but they are things that won’t change the bottom line. Legislator Harris stated
that he is committed to working to lower the rate and the levy, and he hopes to achieve that
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when the Budget is finalized. The group went on to discuss the Legislators’ role in preparing
the Budget. Ms. Ross stated that their involvement is throughout the course of the year in the
decisions they make. Legislator Graves said that the role of the committee is to monitor the
Budget, not to prepare it. Mr. Boyde explained that it is his responsibility to release a Tentative
Budget. It’s up to the Board to determine where they would like to make cuts. There are a
number of things to consider. One thing that needs to be taken into consideration is matching
dollars. Cutting certain things from the Budget isn’t going to reduce our levy. Many times a
reduction in County dollars comes with a reduction in County services. Health care costs,
retirement, collective bargaining agreements, etc. are things the Budget Officers have no
control over. Legislator Graves brought up the subject of Raise the Age and how it affects the
Budget. Ms. Ross stated that it does add to our bottom line. If the State decides not to fund it,
it’s going to be a County cost. The group also discussed budgeting for sales tax revenue and
how difficult it can be. Legislator Graves asked how many new positions were being added or
how many open positions were going to be filled next year. Mr. Boyde stated there were 3-5
positions requested that have not been funded. Department heads will have to come to their
committee of jurisdiction to justify the need. Legislator Root remarked that everyone would like
to reduce the levy and the tax rate. She’s not here to “slash and burn.” We want the most
efficient government our residents deserve. If we want to reduce the burden to our taxpayers,
we need to increase our sales tax revenue. Once we’ve done that we can look at reducing
property taxes. Chairman Crandall finished the discussion by saying the Tentative Budget is
released by the Budget Officer. The Final Budget is up to the Board. He doesn’t like where
the tax rate is at. Other counties don’t have to depend on property taxes as much as we do.
He stated that a Committee of the Whole meeting will be held on November 13.
ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting was
adjourned at 11:17 a.m. on a motion made by Legislator Fanton, seconded by Legislator
Dibble, and carried.
Respectfully Submitted,
Sarah M. Decker, Journal Clerk
Allegany County Board of Legislators

ALLEGANY COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
October 9, 2018

CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order at 2:50 p.m. by Chairman Curtis W.
Crandall
LEGISLATORS PRESENT: C. Crandall, G. Barnes, J. Burdick, D. Decker, W. Dibble, D.
Fanton, K. Graves, S. Havey, D. Healy, J. Ricci, D. Root, P. Stockin (Absent: P. Curran, B.
Harris, J. Hopkins)
OTHERS PRESENT: S. Decker, C. Jones, C. Knapp, B. Riehle, T. Ross,
ATTORNEY/CLIENT SESSION
A motion was made by Legislator Decker, seconded by Legislator Stockin, and carried
to enter into attorney/client session at 2:51 p.m. Immediately following discussion at 2:53 p.m.,
a motion was made by Legislator Dibble, seconded by Legislator Fanton, and carried to end
the attorney/client session and return to the regular meeting.
2019 BUDGET REVIEW
Chairman Crandall stated that the purpose of the meeting was to allow further discussion
about the 2019 Tentative Budget. A Public Hearing on the 2019 Budget is scheduled for
November 8 at 7 p.m. in the Legislative Chambers. A Committee of the Whole meeting is
scheduled for November 13 at 10 a.m. This meeting will provide an opportunity for the Board
to further discuss the Budget and make recommendations for changes to the Budget before
the Final Budget is adopted.
Legislator Burdick asked why estimates were being sought for projects that weren’t
included in the Budget. County Treasurer Ross stated that some of the items on the projects
list that Legislator Burdick was referring to are ongoing projects. The Landfill is an example of
this. Ms. Ross stated that some of the items on the list are small enough that they can be
funded from money left over from other projects. Some of the projects are being taken care of
with 2018 money. Chairman Crandall pointed out that the list originated a few years ago. It’s
a list that was compiled from topics that were discussed in committee meetings. Legislator
Root suggested there are items from their Roundtable discussions that could be added to the
list. Legislator Decker suggested that anything related to the Crossroads needs to go to the
top of the list.
The group discussed the fund balance as well as the tax cap and whether it makes
sense to take money from the Fund Balance in order to reduce the tax rate. Due to changes
in assessments, some are going to see their taxes increase. Legislators Root, Fanton, and
Healy brought up the idea of investing in the sewer line for the Crossroads. Legislator Root
said, if we invest money in ourselves, sales tax and bed tax revenue will increase. Once we’ve
got more sales tax and bed tax, we can look at lowering property taxes.
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ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting was
adjourned at 3:44 p.m. on a motion made by Legislator Graves, seconded by Legislator
Stockin, and carried.
Respectfully Submitted,
Sarah M. Decker, Journal Clerk
Allegany County Board of Legislators

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
October 22, 2018
Committee Members Present: C. Crandall, P. Curran, G. Barnes, D. Decker, W. Dibble, D. Fanton, K.
Graves, S. Havey, B. Harris, D. Healy, J. Hopkins, J. Ricci, P. Stockin (Absent: J. Burdick, D.
Root)
Others Present: T. Boyde, L. Edwards, C. Knapp, B. Riehle, T. Ross, M. Washer
Call to Order: The meeting was called to order at 1:05 p.m. by Chairman Crandall.
Attorney/Client Session
A motion was made by Legislator Decker, seconded by Legislator Fanton, and carried to enter
into attorney/client session at 1:06 p.m. Immediately following discussion at 1:13 p.m., a motion was
made by Legislator Fanton, seconded by Legislator Dibble, and carried to end the session and return to
the regular meeting.
Adjournment
There being no further business to come before the Committee, the meeting was adjourned at
1:13 p.m. following a motion by Legislator Havey, seconded by Legislator Curran, and carried.
Respectfully submitted,

Meghan Washer, Confidential Secretary to Clerk of the Board
Allegany County Board of Legislators

ALLEGANY COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
October 24, 2018

CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order at 6:01 p.m. by Chairman Curtis W.
Crandall.
LEGISLATORS PRESENT: Chairman C. Crandall, G. Barnes, J. Burdick, P. Curran, D.
Decker, W. Dibble, D. Fanton, K. Graves, B. Harris, S. Havey, D. Healy (6:15 p.m.), J. Ricci, D.
Root, P. Stockin (Absent: J. Hopkins)
OTHERS PRESENT: T. Boyde, J. Budinger, H.R. Budinger, K. Dirlam, V. Grant, K. Hooker
(7:20 p.m.), C. Jones, C. Knapp, J. Luckey, R. Lynch, B. Riehle, T. Ross, R. Whitney
Chairman Crandall stated that the primary purpose of the meeting was to complete
discussions on the remaining items on the Roundtable 2021 list that were recently prioritized
by the Legislators. Chairman Crandall noted that the Roundtable 2021 list was created almost
a year ago, and he hopes to come to a consensus regarding each item based on the following
options:
A. Do nothing/take no action at this time
B. Request additional information
C. Refer to Committee of Jurisdiction
Chairman Crandall stated that he believes that they should be cautious about just throwing
items to a committee.

ROUNDTABLE 2021
1. Continue to Reduce Property Tax
Legislators agreed that continuing to reduce property taxes is a top priority, and an
ongoing endeavor. Legislator Deb Root stated that although it is certainly a short-term initiative
with the budget, it is also a long-range goal. We need to be looking to see how we can set this
up for the future and continue to reduce property taxes by either increasing revenues or
reducing expenses. Mrs. Root asserted that we need to increase the tax base with economic
development, and we need to be constantly aware and talking about it. Legislator Phil Stockin
noted that everything else on the list will impact this item; however, we do not need to take
specific action; it will be an ongoing goal. Legislator Brooke Harris agreed noting that it is the
number one priority, and we need to continue to maintain that focus. Chairman Crandall
suggested designating this item as an “A” and indicate that it is ongoing. Legislator David
Decker stated that if we do nothing, our property taxes are not going to come down. We have
to have a plan, and this is continual. We need to start with Crossroads and go from there.
There was a brief discussion how this item would be designated, and Legislator Root noted
that sometimes the “A,” “B,” and “C” options do not seem to fit appropriate action, but it doesn’t
mean it’s still not the number one priority. Chairman Crandall suggested putting “ongoing”
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under the status and continue to circle back. Legislator Phil Curran commented that the
Legislators do not create the Budget; the department heads create it and have a large
responsibility to tighten the belt if we want to lower taxes. Legislator Curran stated that the
department heads know the areas that can be cut back, and he encouraged them to take
suggested actions to the Legislators or Budget Officer. If the department heads do not make
changes, then the Board will be required to, and the department heads might not like that as
well as they would if they were deciding what to trim out of their own budgets.

2. Medicaid Takeover Resolution
Legislator William Dibble suggested adopting a resolution similar to what the Board has
done in the past and move it forward to InterCounty and NYSAC. Chairman Crandall stated
that Governor Cuomo’s opponent, the Republican candidate for Governor Marc Molinaro, has
a plan that includes a state takeover of the counties’ Medicaid costs, and he suggested that we
should come up with a resolution in support of that plan and move it forward. Chairman
Crandall noted that the Medicaid issue has not been in the limelight in recent times, and it’s
time to start pushing for reform again. Legislator Gary Barnes noted that this would take care
of our number one priority of reducing taxes in a big way and asserted that all counties should
be fighting tooth and nail for the State to takeover a higher percentage. Chairman Crandall
suggested sending this item to Ways & Means so we can move forward with something, and
everyone agreed. Refer to Ways & Means Committee

3. Enumeration Issues
Legislator Dwight “Mike” Healy stated that the Public Safety Committee has been dealing
with the enumeration issue most recently, and they have asked those involved with the
enumeration issues to come up with a written plan and bring it to the next committee meeting
so we can see what the long-term goals are and how long it will take them to accomplish those
goals. Sheriff Rick Whitney stated they may not be able to complete the written plan prior to
the next Public Safety Committee meeting. Sheriff Whitney asserted that he was confronted
at the last Public Safety Committee meeting about using overtime to complete the plan so he
is at a loss as to how the Board would like him to move forward. Legislator Karl Graves
remarked that part of the plan is to address overtime. Chairman Crandall stated that the Board
needs to decide how they would like to move forward. We can’t instruct someone to do
something and not to expect to incur expenses. If we do not want the Sheriff’s Office to incur
overtime, then we may have to hire a different entity to complete the project. This issue will
remain under the jurisdiction of the Public Safety Committee and is an ongoing project.

4. GIS/911 (County-wide Enumeration System, Parcel Data, CAD, Planning, Tax
Assessment, and Obtain a System to Manage the Tax Exemptions and Ensure that
Properties that Should be on the Tax Roll are in Fact on it)
Legislator Dwight Fanton stated that assessments are a town responsibility. County
Administrator Tim Boyde stated that when this issue was discussed at the shared services
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meetings, they were looking at a GIS person that could assist the Real Property Tax Office,
E-911, Planning, and several different entities. It would be one positon that would be
reporting to several different entities. Individually it would not be accountable to any one
entity, and it could be housed in the 911 Center, but not necessarily at their beck and call.
Mr. Boyde continued asking if we want to develop one GIS specific position that could
address all of those items. Where that person would be housed is one question, and the
other question is if this should be an independent positon versus someone beholden to a
particular department. Legislator Graves asked if the position exists in other counties. Mr.
Boyde indicated that the position does exist in some counties, and it was proposed for this
year’s budget, but it was cut. Chairman Crandall stated that if we feel strongly that it should
move forward, then we need to see if we want to put it back in the Budget. Legislator Bill
Dibble indicated that he would like feedback from other counties. Legislator Dwight “Mike”
Healy suggested that perhaps we could cut another place and put this position back in.
Technology has changed quite a bit, and it hasn’t kept up with modern times. Everything
was previously done with pen and paper, and a lot of changes have occurred. Legislator
Deb Root stated that this seems to be an important initiative that is #4 on our priority list so
we need to figure out what to do. Mrs. Root asked if this position could be wrapped up with
the previous discussion on enumeration issues, and address some of the overtime that is
being incurred at the same time. Mr. Boyde indicated that they are two separate issues.
We need a plan to look at enumeration and the overtime, and how we get to that point is a
little bit different. The priority is to develop a plan to reassess the correct enumeration
process. Once we have a plan, we can figure out how to fund it. We’ve gotten along this
far without a GIS person, but if it’s a priority, it can be looked at in the 2020 Budget.
Chairman Crandall suggested taking no action at this time and making a notation under
status that a GIS position needs to be looked at. It’s still on our priority list, and we can
circle back and take a look at it. Chairman Crandall remarked that he doesn’t necessarily
agree with County Administrator Boyde’s earlier comment that we will address every item
on the list by 2021 as some things are “goofy” and don’t need to be addressed.

5. Facilitate Grant Writing
Chairman Crandall commented that a grant writer was originally put in the 2019 Budget and
later pulled. There is already a lot of grant writing that goes on within our departments, and
we still have a relationship with some grant writers. Planning Director Kier Dirlam said that
the position was in his office and intended to be focused on planning and development and
trying to get money for hazard mitigation projects around the County. A lot of other
departments have folks that are doing grant writing. Down the road we could look at what
other departments might need. Every time there is a disaster, there is a lot of money
allocated for disaster relief, and most of it we never go after because we don’t have the
personnel that can write and administer the grants. Someone could work to bring in more
grant money, and if they are successful, they would more than bring in the cost of their
salary. There should be a good return on investment. Legislator Dwight “Mike” Healy asked
if the fees associated with writing the grants could be included in administrative costs for
the grants. Legislator Phil Stockin commented that you can sometimes do that; however,
you need to get the grant first. Mr. Dirlam stated that most towns and villages have only
part-time staff, and they haven’t been going after grants because they can’t administer
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them. Hopefully this person could help to work through those programs. Legislator Karl
Graves asked if we are paying for a service we aren’t using, and Mr. Dirlam indicated that
is partially true. We did help three entities with their grant applications. The service we had
with KHEOPS offered a lot of backup, but that has since been turned over to Rotella, and
although they know how to write grants, they are not as big on the project development side
of things. Chairman Crandall mentioned that he thought KHEOPS had been a good fit and
wondered if a similar firm could be sought out. The towns usually paid a flat fee of $1,900
plus travel expenses toward this grant writing service. Legislator Stockin indicated that
Caneadea was able to secure a few grants in this manner. Chairman Crandall stated a fulltime grant writer needs to secure funding for the County, not just the towns and villages.
We need to see more benefit than just what would be gained for the towns and villages.
Legislator Brooke Harris asked if it is an accurate statement that a contractor like KHEOPS
is not in the business of searching out grant opportunities, but a grant writer would. Mr.
Dirlam stated that KHEOPS had people on staff that would search out grants, but a lot of
them are gone now. Legislator Dwight Fanton remarked that he see notifications of grant
opportunities all the time, and Legislator Healy suggested that NYSAC might know some
vendors that would be good candidates to help with this. Chairman Crandall asked if we
want a full-time grant writer for Allegany County, and Legislator Gary Barnes asked if there
would be enough grants to keep a full-time grant writer busy. Legislator Phil Stockin stated
that every grant you get usually has some type of match, and it can be very hard for towns
to come up with matching funds. Even with KHEOPS doing the work, it’s very time
consuming for town officials. Town officials are supposed to be part-time positions, and it
sometimes ends up turning into a full-time positon if they start working with grants. Mr.
Stockin also indicated that you sometimes have to involve people that have expertise in a
specific area, noting that a recent grant for a waste water treatment project had to be written
by an engineer. Legislator John Ricci asked what we spent on grant writing last year and
suggested that we should allocate more in case grant opportunities come up. Mr. Dirlam
indicated that our contract for grant writing services was $12,000. If there are grants, we
should be going after them stated Mr. Ricci. Everyone agreed to refer this matter to the
Planning and Economic Development Committee and to look at facilitation opportunities.
Refer to Planning & Economic Development Committee

6. Duplication of Services
Legislator Dibble indicated that he does not believe that there is a lot of duplication of
services. Legislator Karl Graves indicated that he was the one that initially brought this
subject up, and he believes a lot of the duplication he is seeing falls under public safety and
it’s a matter of public will to address those concerns. Mr. Graves specifically mentioned the
SWAT Team, drug task force, and lake patrols. Legislator Graves stated that it costs a lot
of money to maintain those services, and he wonders if it can be justified. Legislator Fanton
asked if the DEC would patrol the lakes if we didn’t. Legislator Graves stated that a DEC
Officer had told him that they wanted to be the navigational law enforcement on the lake
and had tried to get control of the lakes for years. Legislator Fanton stated that the DEC
didn’t have money not too long ago. If we could get a letter from the DEC saying that they
wanted to take over the patrol on the lakes, we should let them. Legislator Healy remarked
that the DEC already has jurisdiction over the lakes, and they can patrol them already if
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they want to. Legislator Stockin asked if there are issues with this topic outside of Public
Safety, and if any other departments are impacted. Legislator Phil Curran stated that Public
Works is also on the edge of this and specifically mentioned the plowing agreements. What
we don’t duplicate are the services we are forced to give away. Things we have no control
over the cost, we’re forced to provide. Chairman Crandall stated that is an awful broad
brush. It’s an ongoing priority, and we don’t want to duplicate services we don’t need to.
County Administrator Boyde stated that there are a number of areas where there are a
duplication of services in County government that far exceed any of the items already
mentioned. When you look at fiscal areas, there are areas that transcend. Do we need
separate accountants for all of our departments? This is an area that needs ongoing study
to see if we can get rid of some of the duplication. Some positons could probably be shared,
but you also get into caseload ratios. There are functions that happen in county
government, and so many things need to be addressed that it’s hard to know where to start.
Legislator Healy stated that we owe it to the taxpayer to become a leaner, greener
operation. Mr. Boyde indicated that he agreed with Mr. Healy’s statement and said that the
other area not listed that we really need to look at is collective bargaining agreements. As
we flesh out the new Deputy County Administrator’s duties, this might be something that
he/she can look at. Changes would probably be made through attrition. Legislator Dibble
suggested that we narrow this down to Rushford and Cuba Lake and refer it to Public
Safety; however, Mr. Boyde stated that it’s a much bigger issue than that, and it impacts a
lot of departments. Committee members briefly discussed different approaches and options
for dealing with the duplication of services but agreed further discussion and investigation
are needed and decided to refer it to the County Administrator. Refer to County
Administrator
In the spirit of expediency, Legislator Brooke Harris suggested that the committee consider
talking about items 7, 11, 12, 19, and 20 as one issue, and everyone agreed that was a
good idea.
7. Promote Positive Aspects and Positive Comments Made at Meetings
11. Utilize Media Sources Such as Facebook, Twitter, etc.
12. Establish an Internal Editorial Board to be a Central Position for Positive News and
to Provide Positive Press Releases, Improve Public Relations, Increase Media
Communication, and Work with Department Heads and Legislators to Accomplish
Said Tasks
19. Seek the Retention of a PR Office to Handle Facebook, County Website, Press
Releases, Grant Writing, OFA and Public Works Newsletters, and Shared Services
20. Seek to Address the Lake of Adequate Media Coverage and Staffing for Allegany
County
Legislator Harris stated he was a little surprised to see how high up on the list some of
these items were. Although there is some minor benefit, when you consider the many issues
we are facing, he does not believe it’s wise to spend resources on promoting the County brand.
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Chairman Crandall stated that we are already doing these to some extent and doesn’t believe
that we need to hire a PR Officer at this moment in time or go beyond what we are already
doing. Legislator Deb Root agrees that no action is needed at this time, noting that much of
it is ongoing. We are working on positive things, and it takes time to develop. County
Administrator Boyde stated that it’s more of a mental reminder to this body to remember to
focus on the positive. Legislator Harris noted that it isn’t really how these are written although
he does agree with the philosophical understanding that we should remain positive and
promote the County. Legislator Steve Havey remarked that the departments are all working
hard; however, they aren’t in the habit of promoting themselves and their departments. Mr.
Havey suggested that department heads should write occasional press releases to promote
the positive things going on. Everyone agreed that there are a lot of positive things going on,
and we need to promote those things when possible. No action is necessary at this time, and
the Planning & Economic Development Committee will be listed as the responsible entity, and
the status should be listed as ongoing.

8. County-wide Narcan Training and Continued Education to Fight the Opioid Epidemic
Committee members agreed that there are many programs and events happening on a
regular basis throughout the County relative to Narcan training and the opioid epidemic. Mr.
Boyde also mentioned that since this item was initially put on the agenda, the Board allocated
a $25,000 grant to Community Services to look at these issues. No action is necessary at this
time, the Human Services Committee will be listed as the responsible entity, and the status will
be ongoing.

9. Competitive Wages and Employee Morale - (combined with #16)
Legislator Dibble stated that Department Heads could be encouraged to make efforts to
boost employee morale. Legislator Dwight Fanton remarked that 90 percent of our wages are
set by union contracts. Mr. Boyde suggested that implementing a step and grade system
similar to what is used for the unions might work well for the department heads, and Personnel
Officer Bobby Budinger indicated that there are counties that have what Mr. Boyde is describing
in place. Mr. Boyde also remarked that this would also be a very useful tool when new
department heads are hired. Legislator Steve Havey stated that job satisfaction is even more
important than money sometimes so it really falls on the department heads even more to be
people managers. Recognition is worth its weight in gold. Legislator Gary Barnes indicated
that he liked what Mr. Boyde suggested. Legislator Brooke Harris stated that he believes to
simplify management positions into a scale seems crazy; there are too many variables.
Everyone agreed that the responsibility should be with the County Administrator and Human
Resources Office, and the status would be ongoing.

10. Correct Tax Exemptions and Proper Assessments
The County does not do assessments; however, they are responsible for some exemptions.
Legislator Dibble suggested County-wide assessing. Chairman Crandall stated that the
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topic was brought up at the shared services meetings, but there was not support for it.
Everyone agreed that no action is necessary at this time.
11. Utilize Media Sources Such as Facebook, Twitter, etc.
Combined with #7, 12, 19, and 20.

12. Establish an Internal Editorial Board to be a Central Position for Positive News and
to Provide Positive Press Releases, Improve Public Relations, Increase Media
Communication, and Work with Department Heads and Legislators to Accomplish
Said Tasks
Combined with #7, 11, 19, and 20.

13.

Reduce Sales Tax

Legislator Bill Dibble stated that the sales tax is more equitable tax than property tax.
Legislator Gary Barnes stated that although we are locked into the current sales tax rate for
two more years, he plans to fight to get it back to 8 percent. Having Allegany County’s sales
tax rate higher than surrounding counties, sticks out like a sore thumb, and he plans to fight
hard to get it reduced. Hopefully we will have increased sales tax from internet sales.
Legislator Karl Graves stated that the next few years will be a time of reflection and ongoing
review. The Supreme Court action regarding internet sales should be a boom for Allegany
County, and Mr. Graves indicated that he would also be in favor of reducing our rate. County
Treasurer Terri Ross indicated that the state has not taken action yet. Legislator Healy stated
that once the Crossroads Project is up and running, we should get additional sales tax revenue
from there. Everyone agreed that this is an important issue, but we do not need to take any
action at this time.

14. Look at Standard Works Hours, Job Duties, Business Hours, and the Possibility of
Evening/Weekend Hours to Accommodate Customers
Clerk of the Board Brenda Rigby Riehle stated that this is one of the issues that she had
brought up, and she believes it would improve County operations if there was some consistency
throughout the County and every department had the same working hours. Right now some
offices start at 8:00 a.m., some at 8:30 a.m., and others at 9:00 a.m. Some are open during
the lunch hour, and some are not. Some offices close at 4:00 p.m., some at 4:30 p.m., and
others are required to be open until 5:00 p.m. It can be difficult for members of the public when
every office has different working hours. Legislator Dwight “Mike” Healy stated that is seems
like most departments seem to be holding summer hours year around now. County Attorney
Carissa Knapp stated that there is a resolution that sets standard hours, but we are not
following it, and we haven’t been in quite some time. Attorney Knapp indicated that the Board
would probably need to adopt a new resolution to fix these issues. Legislator David Decker
stated that timeclocks might help this issue. County Administrator Boyde indicated that we
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really need to get feedback from the department heads before any final decisions are made as
many of the fluctuations and changes were made for specific reasons. Legislator Healy
remarked that every department head will most likely say their particular working hours are in
the best interest of the public, but it always seems to result in closing earlier in the day for
employees, and Mr. Healy also expressed concern regarding the flex hours that are allowed in
some departments, noting that it’s hard to tell who is supposed to be there and who isn’t. Mr.
Boyde cautioned the Legislators not to make any rash decisions, noting that they have a very
narrow and minimal viewpoint of what happens on a day-to-day basis. You can’t just look at a
particular Friday afternoon or some other day and apply this carte blanche. Mr. Boyde asserted
that it merits more discussion with the departments. Mr. Boyde noted that a recent split
decision was made to change the date of committee meetings that are normally held on the
third Wednesday in November and no consideration was given to the many people that
decision impacted. Everyone agreed to refer this matter to the Ways & Means Committee to
renew and update our current policy with the understanding that departments would be
included in the discussion. Refer to Ways & Means

15. Compatible Document Management System that Works with Existing Systems and
Meets Department Needs
County Administrator Tim Boyde stated that there has been a lot of ongoing research
looking at different document management systems. Mr. Boyde suggested that the IT Director
and other appropriate department heads continue to evaluate options and make a
recommendation in the near future.
.
16. Employee Recognition (By Department, Longevity, Professional Affiliations, and
Leadership Roles with Organizational Members and Professional Networks)
Combined with #9

17. County-wide Sewer and Water Authority
Chairman Curt Crandall noted that this was talked about in the shared services meetings,
but there did not appear to be support for it. Legislator John Ricci questioned why there wasn’t
more support, and Legislator Stockin indicated that it can be difficult even between a couple of
towns. We would need cooperation and support from all of the towns and villages, and it’s just
not there. Legislator Stockin indicated that he was initially in favor of a County-wide Sewer and
Water Authority, but he has since changed his mind to being in favor of keeping them separate.
Legislator Dibble suggested sending this issue to the Public Works Committee, noting that
there are some good systems in place such as the one in Wayne County, and he believes it
could be very beneficial. Legislator Gary Barnes indicated that he has recently read some
articles about water authorities being overstaffed, etc., and it may be something we shouldn’t
get involved in. Legislator John Ricci indicated that Cattaraugus County has been looking into
it, and it sounds like the towns of Olean, Allegany, Portville, and Hinsdale might create an
authority. There is a lot of money out there for these types of initiatives, and there is also
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money from the Clean Water Act grants. Legislator Dibble suggested referring the issue to the
Public Work Committee and also checking with DPW Engineer Tom Windus and former
Legislator Kevin LaForge as they are both knowledgeable about this issue. Mr. Boyde noted
that in discussions about trying to combine services, we had towns that were concerned about
turf issues, along with a general distrust of the County, and thinking that the County wanted to
take it over. Mr. Boyde noted that it would require a lot of relationship building and nurturing
before discussion could continue. There was a consensus to take no action at this time with a
notation under status that this is ongoing, and it keeps evolving.

18. 911 Operation (Standalone or Umbrella)
County Administrator Boyde stated that this seems to fall under the auspices of the Sheriff,
E-911, or Administration in most places; however, it’s a separate entity in some other areas.
County Treasurer Terri Ross noted that it was a standalone operation under Fire Services at
one time, and it was combined with the Sheriff during the tenure of Randy Belmont. Mr. Boyde
indicated that there are two or three options to look at, and he doesn’t have a recommendation
at this time. You could have a 911 Director, a position akin to Lieutenant Grusendorf, who
could work with other County offices, the local police chiefs, and the State Police in handling
the dispatch duties. A position like this would have an independent standing – a neutral entity
that would be accountable to the public and the County Administrator. Legislator Healy
commented that he does not believe that there have been any issues with the current
arrangement, but there were some under the previous Sheriff. Mr. Healy also mentioned
combining it with GIS and enumeration. Mr. Boyde noted that GIS is a standalone department
in some areas, and they have multiple fingers in multiple pies. Legislator Healy stated that
there are probably models out there if we want to look into this more. Mr. Boyde stated that
two of the driving forces are that we are close to outgrowing our current facility, and there could
be a problem if a Sheriff wanted to handle it differently from the current setup. It could be very
costly to relocate. Everyone agreed to take no action at this time with a notation to keep it on
the radar under the status.

19. Seek the Retention of a PR Officer to Handle Facebook, County Website, Press
Releases, Grant Writing, OFA and Public Works’ Newsletters, and Shared Services
Combined with #7
20. Seek to Address the Lack of Adequate Media Coverage and Staffing for Allegany
County
Combined with #7
Committee members agreed to discuss numbers 21 and 27 together:
21. Decrease Size of Legislature
27. Term Limits for Legislature
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Chairman Crandall stated the he is not in favor of decreasing the size of the Legislature
or imposing term limits and gave some examples of why. Chairman Crandall stated that decent
legislators offer both experience and depth. Legislator Gary Barnes stated although he sees
some benefits to term limits, he doesn’t believe it’s an issue at this time. He also agrees that
five legislators would be too small of a Board, and he doesn’t believe there would be any cost
savings as less people would have to do more work. Legislator Karl Graves stated that there
isn’t a simple solution, and you would have to come up with a good plan, and they might better
leave it as it is. Legislator Bill Dibble commented that it was well planned when it was set up,
and the voters are the ones that dictate term limits. Legislator Havey stated that he does not
see any return on investment or cost savings to make this change. Chairman Crandall
remarked that on a recent study he saw, 15 was the number one size of the board across the
state. Chairman Crandall stated that we are a big and diverse County, and we’ve hit a good
combination that serves the County well. Everyone agreed that no action is necessary at this
time.

22. Look into Federal Grants for Cyber Security and an Encryption Email System for
information Regarding HR, Elections, Personal Identification Information
IT Director Keith Hooker stated that he has already been working on this. Most recently
he has been looking at Office 365 which has encryption along with other features. There have
been grants through Homeland Security that the Sheriff’s Office and Emergency Management
have been able to secure, and the Board of Elections also has some things coming through.
The responsible entity will be listed as Information Technology with funding from other
departments, and the status will be ongoing.

23. Impoundments
The issue of impoundments has already been addressed by the Planning & Economic
Development and Resource Management Committees, and the status is ongoing.

24. Community College Physically Located in the County
Chairman Crandall indicated that we looked at this several years ago. Legislator Dibble
stated that he would like to hear feedback from the new JCC President. Chairman Crandall
stated that it became apparent a few years ago when this was discussed that there was a turf
war between JCC and Alfred State, and Allegany County does not want to be caught in the
middle. Legislator Deb Root stated that this is a SUNY issue, and we should stay out of it and
let them fight it out at that level. Alfred State offers many of the same things that the community
colleges offer. If you bring in a community college, you will hurt Alfred State College, and it
would also cost the County a lot of money. Everyone agreed to take no action at this time.
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25. Legislative Calendar of Meetings and the Consideration of Breaks in Meeting
Schedule
Chairman Crandall asked if anyone knew what this was about, and Clerk of the Board
Riehle stated that she believed that Legislator Hopkins may have suggested it, and she thought
Mrs. Hopkins may have suggested holding one Legislator Board meeting a month during the
months of June, July, and August. Chairman Crandall mentioned that one of the reasons for
meeting is to authorize the paying of bills. Several Legislators indicated that they liked the
current schedule and everyone agreed to take no action at this time.

26. Development of a Westbound Rest Stop by the NYSDOT on I-86 Between Exit 30
(Belmont) and Exit 31 (Angelica) East of NYS Route 19 and the Genesee River
Legislator Bill Dibble stated that there used to be a PIN for this, and he believes this should
be referred back to the Planning & Economic Development Committee. Legislator Graves
indicated that this is a state road, and he’s never heard anyone say that we need an extra rest
stop for any reason. Legislator Dibble stated that it would get people to stop in Allegany
County. Legislators Healy and Root stated that they would rather have travelers get off at
Crossroads. Legislator Barnes stated if there was a proven need, it would be a big player, and
he would like to request additional information. Chairman Crandall remarked that he believes
we would be better off without even the existing rest area as we want people to get off at our
exits. Legislator Dave Decker stated that he believes that they will probably close the other
rest stop when Crossroads is developed, and he sees no need to pursue this. Legislator Phil
Curran said although he’s not in support of this additional rest stop, he believes that Legislator
Dibble’s idea of a byway across the County is an excellent idea. The majority of those present
indicated that they would like to take no action at this time. (Legislators Barnes and Dibble
were opposed.)

27. Term Limits for Legislature
Combined with #21

28. IT Help Desk, Technical Support and Software Training (Connection with Higher
Education, Local Colleges, Universities, and Vocational Training Center)
Clerk of the Board Riehle indicated that this was one of the items that she had suggested
as a result of discussions she had with the employees in her office. Clerk Riehle said this is not
a slam or bad reflection on any of our IT Personnel because all of them have been great, and
they cannot be expected to be an expert on every single software program. The people in her
office indicated that one of the number one things that would help them do their job better would
be a resource they could contact when they have questions or experience software problems.
The IT personnel always assist in any way that they can, and this is in no way a complaint
against them. Chairman Crandall suggested that perhaps Southern Tier West might be able
to tailor a training program that would be beneficial as he believes they did something like that
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for Cattaraugus County several years ago. Legislator Graves suggested sharing people that
could offer technical assistance between departments. Legislator Dibble indicated that our
colleges might also be able to offer some assistance. Social Services Commissioner Vicki
Grant indicated that the employees in her department have experienced similar frustrations to
what Brenda described, and no one person can be expected to be an expert on multiple
programs. In addition, no one in her agency has time to do this. Emergency Management and
Fire Director Jeff Luckey commented that the Highway Association had organized and offered
some training sessions that they were able to take advantage of. Personnel Officer Bobby
Budinger stated when he worked at Friendship Dairies, they sent people to specific classes,
and then those people could help others. Ms. Riehle indicated that the people in her office are
very proficient in the various software programs that they need to use, but they would like a
resource that they could reach out to when they experience difficulties. Legislator Healy stated
that BOCES or NYSAC might be able to offer some assistance. IT Director Keith Hooker
mentioned the class list that he had sent out, and Ms. Riehle indicated that the classes looked
like they would be cost prohibitive especially since they really were not looking for a general
operating instruction, but rather help with anomalies. Mr. Hooker indicated that one of the nice
things about the class was that you can use them as a resource in the future and contact them
with problems you encounter for years to come. Chairman Crandall suggested that the
department heads could be listed as the responsible entity, and the status would be ongoing.
If there is something that the Legislators can do to facilitate this, we can revisit it. Everyone
was in agreement.

29. Discussion with Outside Law Enforcement Agencies
Committee members agreed to take no action at this time.

2019 TENTATIVE BUDGET
Chairman Crandall stated that this could be the most important 15 to 20 minute
conversation we’ve had in several meetings. We’ve had seven meetings that have discussed
the budget where people could chime in. At the last special meeting there was a brief
conversation that included statements indicating that it would be nice to reduce the tax levy.
We looked at taking more money from Fund Balance, and creating a reduction in the property
tax rate, and we also discussed special projects that are not currently in the 2019 Tentative
Budget. The Treasurer has some proposals to discuss tonight, and we need to know if there
are other specific things that need to be discussed. We cannot wait until the special Committee
of the Whole meeting on November 13 to make massive changes and adjustments made in
time to adopt the budget. We need to know by the end of the night if someone has anything
they want to dig deeper on.
County Treasurer/Deputy Budget Officer Terri Ross distributed a spreadsheet of
changes that need to be adopted by resolution to correct some errors in the 2019 Tentative
Budget as follows prior to the Final Budget being adopted:
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Clerk of the Board
A1040.1
Personnel

Was
$246,119

Should Be
$248,719

Net Change
$ 2,600

STOP-DWI
A3141.4
A3141.159.CE

Contractual
NYS Rev.

$ 58,066
$ 10,850

$ 59,516
$ 12,300

$
$

Probation
A3140.1

Personnel

$733,402

$912,561

$179,159

1,450
1,450

Ms. Ross indicated that the net change for the above changes totals $181,759. After
discussions in the October 3 Committee of the Whole, Ms. Ross put together the following Plan
B:
2018 Budget Adjustments:
Security Upgrades
Software Upgrades

Acct. H1631.200 (Capital)
$ 70,000
Acct. A1990.429 (Contingency) $ 150,000
$ 220,000

Appropriate funds from Sales Tax Receipts
Sales Tax

Acct. A1340.1110.00 (Rev.)

$ 220,000

Acct. H6997.200 (Capital)
Acct.: New Capital Acct.

$ 500,000
$ 50,000

2019 Budget Adjustments:
Ec. Dev. Water Project
Ec. Dev. Airport Request
Corrections Listed Above

$ 181,759

Totals:

$ 731,759

Appropriate fund from Fund Balance
Approp. Fund Balance

Acct.: A1.599 (Rev.)

$1,000,000

The balance of $268,241 could be used to reduce the current tentative levy to
$29,423,247 which would result in a decrease of $4,839. Ms. Ross indicated that Real Property
Tax Director Joe Budinger indicated that the final figure for the increase in our taxable
assessed value is approximately $2 million less than what appeared on the Tentative Budget
summary page. All of this combines to result in a .02 percent decrease in the levy, a .13
decrease in the tax rate per thousand, and a .85 percent decrease in the tax rate if the Board
decides to move forward in this manner.
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Legislator Brooke Harris apologized for not being at the last meeting and asked if it was
the desire of the Board to fund the water project and airport above other items on the list. Ms.
Ross stated that she believed that there seemed to be a consensus that was what they wanted
to fund. If you decide to fund them during the year, you will be taking that from Fund Balance
any way. Ms. Ross stated even if you decide not to fund these projects, adjustments need to
be made for the $181,759 as it would not be good for the levy, tax rate, or constitutional tax
limit to just add those to the Budget.
Legislator Fanton expressed concern about how the money was budgeted. Ms. Ross
said the money could be added to Contingency if the Board did not want to designate specific
projects at this time. Legislator Fanton asked if it helps to budget it under a capital project and
Ms. Ross indicated that it does. We are currently at 82 percent of our constitutional tax limit,
and Ms. Ross is waiting to hear back on a phone message she left to see if the $500,000 can
be used as an exclusion which would drop us to approximately 79 percent. Mr. Fanton asked
about the Jail Project, and Ms. Ross indicated that the $490,000 for the septic issue is budgeted
in a capital account and is concerned an exclusion.
Legislator Bill Dibble asked if there was any chance of getting money for the Crossroads
waterline from Empire State Development, Senator Cathy Young, or any other source.
Chairman Crandall said that the Empire State Development project was shot down.
Legislator Harris stated that he is in favor of Plan B in principle, but he isn’t sure about
the specific capital projects listed. He does not believe there has been enough discussion
about the airport. Chairman Crandall said the mechanisms that need to happen from a legal
point to give the airport money are still under investigation. There would have to be contracts
and other actions taken before any decisions are made. The money could be put in
Contingency rather than a capital project. Attorney Knapp confirmed that a resolution would
still need to be adopted before any money could be given to the airport; this action is just to put
it in the Budget so it is available if the Board decides to proceed in that manner. Legislator
Fanton expressed concern that if the money is put into Contingency, rather than a capital
account, it will not impact our constitutional tax limit in a good way. Ms. Ross remarked that
there are still other things allocated in the Budget such as $100,000 to the Land Bank, but a
contract will need to be adopted prior to any exchange of money. Ms. Ross confirmed that
Plan B is just a draft of how things that were previously asked about could be addressed.
Legislator Decker asked what the $500,000 that was mentioned earlier for land was
about. Chairman Crandall indicated that the $500,000 represents the amount that the $3.5
million Crossroads Project was short for installing the waterline. It was information that was
part of a presentation that Municipal Solutions did.
It was noted that the original request for the airport was $75,000, and Legislator Barnes
had been told to tell the airport committee that $50,000 might be the maximum the County
could contribute, and they are waiting to hear from us if we are going to allocate that to them.
Mr. Barnes stated that the $50,000 is not to help the airport with operating expenses, but rather
to help the Town of Wellsville meet local requirements for federal grants that they hope to
secure to redo the runway which is estimated to cost over $1 million. The local share is
approximately $100,000. Mr. Barnes believes that the airport benefits all of Allegany County.
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Legislator John Ricci stated that he is all for Economic Development, but he has questions
about the airport and wants to understand their numbers. Legislator Fanton asserted that they
need to fix the runway if they want to keep it in operation.
Chairman Crandall said that Plan B includes $550,000 for special projects, and there
are still many questions. Would everyone be comfortable with the concept of using another $1
million from Fund Balance and get additional information on the specific projects?
Legislator Healy asked who decided we were going to give money to the airport, and
Mr. Boyde stated that it was his recommendation. Mr. Healy said giving $50,000 to the airport
is basically a subsidy to Wellsville, and the rest of us were not involved in that conversation.
Legislator Barnes reiterated that the airport benefits the whole County, and Legislator Healy
retorted and he was willing to have Mr. Barnes prove that to him. Mr. Healy asked what we
would tell other towns if they requested money for specific projects, etc. Mr. Boyde indicated
that if the Board would like representatives from the airport to come to our meeting on
November 13, those arrangements can be made.
Mr. Boyde and Chairman Crandall both indicated that there is a very short timeframe to
make changes to the Budget so if anyone is thinking of any areas that they want to look at
more closely, they need to know now. Chairman Crandall stated that the $550,000 can be
allocated for special projects, and we designate how it will be allocated at a later date as long
as everyone agrees on the concept. If we need to schedule another meeting, we can do that,
but we cannot wait until November 13 to turn stuff upside down. No one expressed any
opposition to the proposal.

Executive Session
A motion was made by Legislator Graves, seconded by Legislator Dibble, and carried
to enter into executive session at 8:58 p.m. to discuss the employment and financial history of
a particular corporation. Immediately following discussion at 9:07 p.m., a motion was made by
Legislator Graves, seconded by Legislator Barnes, and carried to end the executive session
and return to the regular meeting.

ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting was
adjourned at 9:07 p.m. on a motion by Legislator Graves, seconded by Legislator Stockin, and
carried.

Respectfully submitted,
Brenda Rigby Riehle, Clerk of the Board
Allegany County Board of Legislators

ALLEGANY COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
November 7, 2018

CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order at 11:55 a.m. by Chairman Curtis W.
Crandall
LEGISLATORS PRESENT: C. Crandall, G. Barnes, J. Burdick, P. Curran, W. Dibble, D.
Fanton, B. Harris, S. Havey, D. Healy, J. Hopkins, J. Ricci, D. Root, P. Stockin (Absent: D.
Decker, K. Graves)
OTHERS PRESENT: T. Boyde, C. Knapp, B. Riehle, T. Ross

Attorney/Client Session
A motion was made by Legislator Root, seconded by Legislator Curran, and carried to
enter into attorney/client session at 11:55 a.m. Immediately following discussion, at 1:02 p.m.
a motion was made by Legislator Curran, seconded by Legislator Stockin, and carried to end
the attorney/client session and return to the regular meeting.

ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting was
adjourned at 1:02 p.m. on a motion by Legislator Havey, seconded by Legislator Healy, and
carried.

Respectfully submitted,
Brenda Rigby Riehle, Clerk of the Board
Allegany County Board of Legislators

ALLEGANY COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
November 13, 2018

CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order at 9:06 a.m. by Chairman Curtis W.
Crandall
LEGISLATORS PRESENT: C. Crandall, G. Barnes, P. Curran, D. Decker, W. Dibble, D.
Fanton, B. Harris (arrived 9:23 a.m.), S. Havey, D. Healy, J. Hopkins, J. Ricci, D. Root, P. Stockin
(Absent: J. Burdick, K. Graves)
OTHERS PRESENT: T. Boyde, S. Decker, J. DiPasquale, C. Jones (arrived at 9:43 a.m.) C.
Knapp, B. Riehle, T. Ross

2019 TENTATIVE BUDGET REVIEW:
Chairman Crandall noted that this meeting is held after the public hearing and before
the Budget is adopted. It’s an opportunity for the Board to make any necessary corrections to
the Tentative Budget. It also allows Board members to express their opinion or concerns before
the Budget is adopted. He then turned the meeting over to Budget Officer Tim Boyde and
Deputy Budget Officer Terri Ross.
County Treasurer and Deputy Budget Officer Terri Ross distributed handouts detailing
changes that are necessary. Some of the changes are based on actions taken by the Board.
There are also some changes that are necessary to correct errors that were made when
budgets were entered. Due to these changes, the overall budget will decrease by $258,000.
These changes are needed to clean up the Budget.
Chairman Crandall stated that any changes made to the Tentative Budget need to be
done by resolution which will be pre-filed for the November 26 Board meeting. Chairman
Crandall gave his fellow legislators the opportunity to comment on or ask questions about the
Budget and these potential changes. Legislator Barnes asked where the County stood in terms
of the tax cap. Ms. Ross stated the County is under the tax cap. A motion was made by
Legislator Fanton, seconded by Legislator Root, and carried to accept the changes as outlined
in the packet as follows:
Appropriations:
Account#
A1040.101
A3112.403
A3140.101
A3140.102
A3140.105
A3140.106
A3140.107
A3141.449
A5630.465
A5630.468

Account Description
Clerk of Board – Regular Pay
E911 – Maintenance Contract
Probation – Regular Pay
Probation – Holiday Pay
Probation – Vacation Pay
Probation – Sick Pay
Probation – Personal Pay
Public Safety Contract
Bus Transportation – Contract
Bus Transportation – Contract

Amendment
Change from $206,948 to $209,548
Change from $174,500 to $134,500
Change from $594,336 to $726,816
Change from $4,852 to $36,865
Change from $61,914 to $63,015
Change from $37,048 to $49,776
Change from $13,010 to $13,847
Change from $10,850 to $12,300
Change from $879,000 to $945,000
Change from $225,000 to $280,000
Total Appropriations Adjustments:

Change
$2,600
($40,000)
$132,480
$32,013
$1,101
$12,728
$837
$1,450
$66,000
$55,000
$264,209
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Revenues:
Account#
A3141.1589.CE
A5630.1750.00
A5630.4589.00
A5630.4589.BUS
A8710.2652.00

Account Description
Stop DWI – DWI Crackdown
Bus Transportation – Fare Box
Bus Transportation – Fed. Aid
Bus Transportation – Bus 5311
County Reforestation – Sales

Amendment
Change from $10,850 to $12,300
Change from $44,000 to $38,000
Change from $488,000 to $280,000
Change from $0 to $335,000
Change from $0 to $400,000
Total Revenues Adjustments:

Change
$1,450
($6,000)
($208,000)
$335,000
$400,000
$522,450

Net Change: $258,241 decrease to Tentative Budget
Prepare Resolution
Chairman Crandall suggested that they go over changes outlined under Plan C. Ms.
Ross stated that they’ve had some discussions on what projects they want to include in the
2019 Budget, and what they will leave out. They have come up with Plan C which includes
some additional changes to the Budget to cover the costs of some upgrades they feel are
necessary. These changes include funding for security and software upgrades as well as
taking additional money from the Fund Balance for potential economic development needs.
Some of the software upgrades they’ve been looking into include document management and
time management systems. Chairman Crandall reminded the group that even if the money is
put into the Budget, Board action would still be required to make these things happen. County
Administrator Boyde suggested having money in Contingency will allow them to undertake
economic development opportunities as they come up. Legislator Harris asked about the
additional $400,000 in revenue that is being added to the Budget. Mr. Boyde stated that the
change is the result of a survey that was done on forest lands that could be sold. Legislator
Harris asked if there was any discussion on using some of the proceeds for maintenance of
forest lands. Legislator Fanton asked what figure was being used to estimate sales tax revenue
for 2019. Mr. Boyde stated they bumped it up to $20,500,000. Legislator Fanton stated that
oil prices are going down; if gasoline goes down our sales tax revenue will decrease. Mr.
Boyde stated he’s cautiously optimistic. Chairman Crandall asked Ms. Ross to clarify interfund
transfers. Ms. Ross stated that they are entries that are made to move money where it needs
to go. A motion was made by Legislator Fanton, seconded by Legislator Stockin, and carried
to move forward with Plan C and pre-file a resolution for the November 26 Board meeting. The
Plan C budget adjustments are as follows:
Appropriations:
Account#
Account Description

Amendment

A1990.429
A9560.904
H1631.200
H1680.200

Contingency
Interfund Transfer to Capital
Capital – Security Upgrades
Capital – Software Upgrades

Change from $300,000 to $850,000
Change from $675,000 to $995,000
Change from $0 to $70,000
Change from $0 to $250,000
Total Appropriations Adjustments:

Revenues:
Account#

Account Description

Amendment

A15.599
H1631.5031.00
H1680.5031.00

Fund Balance
Interfund transfer from General
Interfund transfer from General

Change from $4,000,000 to $5,000,000
Change from $0 to $70,000
Change from $0 to $250,000
Total Revenues Adjustments:

Change
$550,000
$320,000
$70,000
$250,000
$1,190,000

Change
$1,000,000
$70,000
$250,000
$1,320,000
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Net Change: $130,000 decrease to Tentative Budget
Prepare Resolution
Legislator Decker expressed his concern that the 2019 line items have increased
substantially over 2018. He had gone through the first 60 pages of the budget and came up
with $2.3 million more than in 2018. He said that this was after reviewing only a third of the
budget. He feels there are more cuts that could be made to the Budget. County Treasurer
Ross explained to Legislator Decker that much of what he’s looking at is grant based. She
remarked, there’s always more to the story. There are revenues from outside funding to offset
a lot of that spending. County Administrator Boyde said that some of the increases are the
result of collective bargaining agreements and rising insurance costs. He stated that if you
start making cuts you may lose reimbursements. Legislator Decker said that he’d like to see
the Budget come down and to hold the line on spending. Instead of nickeling and diming the
tax rate, he’d like to see substantial savings. Ms. Ross stated that she’d be happy to sit down
with anyone to further discuss the Budget and any questions they may have.
Legislator Harris commented on the Raise the Age budget. He doesn’t think expenses
are going to be as high as they’ve budgeted. Ms. Ross stated that this is for Social Services
and the costs for children that need to be housed. That will be offset by revenue. Those figures
were estimated based on current needs. Chairman Crandall remarked that this is a good
example of how the Budget can go up but that doesn’t make the levy increase. There is
revenue to offset the expense.
Chairman Crandall reminded the group that much of these funds allocated for potential
future projects require further discussion and consideration before moving forward. Legislator
Root asked about the Crossroads waterline project. Chairman Crandall stated that discussion
on that could be a meeting of its own and will have to be debated before money is spent.
Legislator Harris asked if the same was true for the Land Bank funding. Mr. Boyde stated that
those funds are not included in the Contingency figure. Ms. Ross said that there is a separate
account for that. It will also require Board action before the money is spent. Legislator Harris
stated, “Let the record show, I did not support leaving that money in there for the Land Bank.”
He remarked that he’s seen a trend of leaving money in the Budget in case it is needed. But
he feels by doing that, “…we’ve already moved the needle towards doing the project.” He
would like to see the debates take place before the money is put in the Budget. Mr. Boyde
said that he makes a valid point. The reality is we can’t always debate things before we have
to put the Budget together. Legislator Fanton said that he supported the $100,000 for the Land
Bank. If we can’t see a benefit in the next year, he would consider what Brooke is proposing.
Legislator Healy stated that he agrees with Legislator Fanton. On the waterline project, we’ve
already committed funds for that project. Legislator Harris said he feels there’s been ample
opportunity to discuss the Land Bank and the Wellsville Airport. Mr. Boyde stated that the
money for the Land Bank was for a grant application for them to apply to receive $3 million.
Legislator Dibble stated he feels the Board should have better feedback on bid information on
the waterline project.
Chairman Crandall went around the room giving each legislator the opportunity to speak
before the meeting was adjourned. Legislator Hopkins said the budget process is difficult for
non-experts to understand. She thinks it’s wise to have contingency for things that we may or
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may not be interested in. The worst thing would be if we didn’t have money to use for things
that come up during the year. She appreciates the work that goes into the budget preparation.
Legislator Stockin stated he’s enjoyed telling people the tax rate is going down. Legislator
Decker said there’s a lot of work that goes into this each year. He agreed with the comments
about debating things before they go into the Budget. Legislator Healy appreciates the work
the budget team has done. Legislator Ricci said it’s tough to control expenses. He is hopeful
that Crossroads Project will bring in additional revenue. He would like to see some thinking
outside the box when it comes to negotiations. Legislator Root said the Board has time to vet
things all next year. Just because money has been allocated doesn’t mean it will get expended.
Legislator Barnes suggested a booklet could be put together to help legislators have a better
understanding of the Budget. Legislator Havey agreed that would be helpful. He noted that it
was his first time being so closely involved with the Budget. He will be paying more attention
in August. He said there needs to be support for the Crossroads project. Legislator Curran
expressed his frustration that department heads haven’t come up with any ideas for cutting
their budgets. He commented on mandated programs and situations where the counties need
to tell the State “no.” When state government falls apart, we’ll be left holding the bag. He is
happy to see we’re using some Contingency to reduce the levy. He agrees that we should go
ahead with this. Legislator Harris thanked the budget team; he enjoyed the process.
Chairman Crandall stated that if this Budget is adopted, it will be the ninth year the
average tax rate has been reduced. Some tax rates will go up because of local equalization
rates. If we just address the tax rate, it could have meant a reduction in services. Services
have been maintained. Our Landfill and Transfer Station operations have been maintained.
We’re allocating $250,000 for software upgrades to increase efficiencies and improve
operations. We’ve maintained our Fund Balance. Our bond rating is good because of this. It’s
been a slow, methodical process. It’s not an overnight, knee jerk position.
ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting was
adjourned at 10:58 a.m. on a motion by Legislator Root, seconded by Legislator Havey, and
carried.
Respectfully submitted,
Sarah M. Decker, Journal Clerk
Allegany County Board of Legislators

ALLEGANY COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
December 20, 2018

CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order at 10:09 a.m. by Chairman Curtis W.
Crandall
LEGISLATORS PRESENT: C. Crandall, J. Burdick, P. Curran, D. Decker, W. Dibble, D.
Fanton, B. Harris, S. Havey, D. Healy, J. Hopkins, J. Ricci, D. Root, P. Stockin (Absent: G.
Barnes, K. Graves)
OTHERS PRESENT: T. Boyde, C. Clark, S. Decker, J. DiPasquale, K. Dirlam (left at 10:49 a.m.),
R. Ewell, M. Johnson, C. Knapp, B. Riehle, T. Ross, D. Spitzer, C. Whitfield
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE TO THE FLAG: The Pledge of Allegiance was led by Legislator
Decker.
ATTORNEY/CLIENT SESSION:
A motion was made by Legislator Decker, seconded by Legislator Dibble, and carried
to enter into attorney/client session at 10:10 a.m. Immediately following discussion, at 11:45
a.m. a motion was made by Legislator Stockin, seconded by Legislator Decker, and carried to
end the attorney/client session and return to the regular meeting.
ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting was
adjourned at 11:45 a.m. on a motion by Legislator Dibble, seconded by Legislator Stockin, and
carried.

Respectfully submitted,
Sarah M. Decker, Journal Clerk
Allegany County Board of Legislators

